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Abstract: 
 
This thesis deals with Swedish full text retrieval and the problem of morphological variation of query terms in the 
document database. The study is an information retrieval experiment with a test collection. While no Swedish test 
collection was available, such a collection was constructed. It consists of a document database containing 161,336 
news articles, and 52 topics with four-graded (0, 1, 2, 3) relevance assessments. 
  
The effects of indexing strategy-query term combination on retrieval effectiveness were studied. Three of five tested 
methods involved indexing strategies that used conflation, in the form of normalization. Further, two of these three 
combinations used indexing strategies that employed compound splitting. Normalization and compound splitting 
were performed by SWETWOL, a morphological analyzer for the Swedish language. A fourth combination 
attempted to group related terms by right hand truncation of query terms. A search expert performed the truncation. 
The four combinations were compared to each other and to a baseline combination, where no attempt was made to 
counteract the problem of morphological variation of query terms in the document database. 
 
Two situations were examined in the evaluation: the binary relevance situation and the multiple degree relevance 
situation. With regard to the binary relevance situation, where the three (positive) relevance degrees (1, 2, 3) were 
merged into one, and where precision was used as evaluation measure, the four alternative combinations 
outperformed the baseline. The best performing combination was the combination that used truncation. This 
combination performed better than or equal to a median precision value for 41 of the 52 topics. One reason for the 
relatively good performance of the truncation combination was the capacity of its queries to retrieve different parts 
of speech.  
 
In the multiple degree relevance situation, where the three (positive) relevance degrees were retained, retrieval 
effectiveness was taken to be the accumulated gain the user receives by examining the retrieval result up to given 
positions. The evaluation measure used was nDCG (normalized cumulated gain with discount). This measure 
credits retrieval methods that (1) rank highly relevant documents higher than less relevant ones, and (2) rank 
relevant (of any degree) documents high. With respect to (2), nDCG involves a discount component: a discount with 
regard to the relevance score of a relevant (of any degree) document is performed, and this discount is greater and 
greater, the higher position the document has in the ranked list of retrieved documents. 
 
In the multiple degree relevance situation, the five combinations were evaluated under four different user scenarios, 
where each scenario simulated a certain user type. Again, the four alternative combinations outperformed the 
baseline, for each user scenario. The truncation combination had the best performance under each user scenario. 
This outcome agreed with the performance result in the binary relevance situation. However, there were also 
differences between the two relevance situations. For 25 percent of the topics and with regard to one of the four user 
scenarios, the set of best performing combinations in the binary relevance situation was disjunct from the set of best 
performing combinations in the multiple degree relevance situation. The user scenario in question was such that 
almost all importance was placed on highly relevant documents, and the discount was sharp. 
 
The main conclusion of the thesis is that normalization and right hand truncation (performed by a search expert) 
enhanced retrieval effectiveness in comparison to the baseline, irrespective of which of the two relevance situations 
we consider. Further, the three indexing strategy-query term combinations based on normalization were almost as 
good as the combination that involves truncation. This holds for both relevance situations. 
 
Keywords: base word form index, full text retrieval, indexing strategies, inflected word form index, morphological 
analysis, normalization, Swedish, SWETWOL, truncation, user scenarios 
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Chapter 1 
 

Introduction 
 
Information retrieval (IR) treats various methods for storage, structuring and retrieval of 
documents. The aim of an IR system is to return, as a response to a user query, documents that are 
relevant to the information need behind the query. Today, a huge number of textual documents is 
available via the Internet and other information sources. In the light of this, it is important to 
develop methods that facilitate text retrieval. 
 
There is a lack of research with respect to Swedish full text retrieval, as Hedlund, Pirkola and 
Järvelin (2001) point out.1 There has been research in full text retrieval for other languages, 
especially for English, but the results for other languages cannot be automatically applied to 
Swedish. The reason is that Swedish has properties that, e.g., English, does not have. Examples of 
such properties are high frequency of compounds, the use of glue morphemes in compounds and 
high proportion of homographs. Moreover, Swedish is inflectionally more complicated than, e.g., 
English. 
 
In retrieval, the documents are matched to the query. Belkin and Croft (1987) distinguish between 
exact match retrieval techniques and best match retrieval techniques. With regard to the Boolean 
retrieval technique, a document either satisfies the query (a Boolean expression) or not. The 
Boolean technique is therefore an exact match technique. A retrieval technique which admits 
approximation of the query conditions is called a best match technique. A technique of this type 
involves a measure of the degree of similarity between a document and a query (for example, cf. 
the retrieval technique of the vector model). The IR system used in this study, InQuery (Version 
3.1), is a probabilistic system and employs a best match retrieval technique.  
 
The problem of morphological variation of query terms in the document collection is a well-known 
problem in IR research. In IR systems with a best match retrieval technique, the degree of similarity 
between a document and a query is basically determined by the number of, and (not seldom) 
frequency of, matching terms, i.e., terms that occur both in the document and in the query. 
Documents, possibly relevant, that contain morphological variants of the query terms, variants 
distinct from the query terms themselves, have no matching terms. Therefore, these documents will 
not be retrieved. 
 
IR researchers have attempted to counteract the morphological variation problem by applying 
different conflation methods, like stemming and normalization, in the indexing process. Stemming 
and normalization attempt to group morphological variants in the documents by associating them 
with a common form. This form acts as a representative of the variants, and can, instead of the 
variants, be placed in the index, with pointers to the documents where the variants occur. Then, if 
the representative form is used also in the query, documents that contain different variants are 
retrieved.2 
 

                                                           
1 However, Sahlgren et al. (2002) used a Swedish test collection and tested the effectiveness of automatic query 
expansion. McNamee and Mayfield (2004) studied the impact of n-gram character indexing of Swedish full text on 
retrieval effectiveness, and cross-language information retrieval problems for Swedish are discussed in (Hedlund, 
2003). 
2 It is not necessary to have the representative forms as index terms and then use these forms in the query. Another 
approach is to expand an original query term with all word forms (distinct from the query term) in the document 
collection that are associated, by the applied conflation method, with the same form as the query term (Harman, 1991).  
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With respect to English full text retrieval, several studies have investigated the impact on retrieval 
effectiveness of applying different conflation methods in indexing (e.g., Krovetz, 1993; Hull, 
1996). However, there is not much knowledge of how different ways of indexing Swedish full text 
documents affect retrieval effectiveness. This study, which uses Swedish news articles as test 
documents, compares five different indexing strategy-query term combinations with respect to 
retrieval effectiveness. 
 
The study involves four indexing strategies. The baseline strategy of the study is to place each word 
form that occurs in the texts of the collection in the index. In particular, all the inflected variants of 
a given word are placed in the index as such. The application of the baseline strategy gives rise to 
an inflected word form index. The motivation for using the strategy in question as the baseline is, 
besides the fact that it is the traditional indexing strategy for a text database3, that some database 
hosts providing Swedish full text documents presently use inflected word form indices.4  
 
The other three indexing strategies used in the study are based on normalization, which in this 
thesis refers to the transformation of inflected word forms to their base forms, their lexical citation 
forms (Karlsson, 1992). Each inflected word form that occurs in the text collection is transformed 
to a base form, which is then placed in the index. An index generated in this manner is called a base 
word form index, and such an index does not contain, in principle, inflectional word forms.  
 
The construction of a base word form index can be seen as an attempt to partly overcome the 
morphological variation problem, mentioned above. With respect to a base word form index, 
documents that are dissimilar in the sense that they contain different inflectional variants of a given 
word are represented (pointed to) in the same location: the location that contains the base form of 
the word. If the base form is then used in the query, all these documents will be retrieved. 
 
Two of the three normalization strategies involve compound splitting. A compound that occurs in a 
document in the text collection is split into its components. Then these components (in base form) 
and the compound itself are placed in the index, pointing to the same address. 
 
The five indexing strategy-query term combinations involved in the thesis are evaluated under two 
relevance situations. In one of these, binary relevance is used. The other situation uses four degrees 
of relevance, and this latter situation employs four different user scenarios. The idea here is to 
analyze the performance of the combinations in relation to assumptions made about the users of a 
hypothetical retrieval system. 
 
When the study started, no Swedish test collection for IR was available. Such a collection was 
therefore constructed, and the construction process will be discussed in the thesis. Further, this 
work is among the first that studies features of the Swedish language relevant to IR. We look at the 
problem of morphological variation of query terms in the document collection. Three of the four 
indexing strategies studied employ normalization. The relation between normalization and retrieval 
effectiveness has not been studied to any great extent in the IR community. Moreover, the author is 
not aware of any work on normalization and Swedish full text retrieval. 
 
The experiment of the study was performed in a traditional laboratory environment, as opposed to 
an operational environment which serves real users. It is clear that the traditional laboratory 
environment for IR is not without problems (Harter and Hert, 1997). However, by working in a 

                                                           
3 The strategy, or a variant of it, where stop words are not placed in the index, is the traditional indexing strategy for a 
text database. 
4 For an example, see (PressText, 2004). 
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laboratory environment, the researcher is able to test ideas in a controlled way. Other variables 
(than the independent variable) that may affect retrieval effectiveness are controlled, variables like 
skill of searcher and content of database (Tague-Sutcliffe, 1992). 
 
This thesis is divided into two parts: Framework, which comprises the first four chapters, and 
Experiment, which comprises Chapter 5 to Chapter 10. The part Framwork gives the context in 
which the experiment of the study was performed. The remainder of this part is structured as 
follows. In Chapter 2, concepts that are central for the research setting are given. Chapter 3 puts 
forward some linguistic phenomena with relevance to IR, and gives some properties of Swedish 
related to IR. Research that is related to the subject of the thesis is reported in Chapter 4.  
 
The part Experiment is structured in the following way. Chapter 5 gives information on the test 
documents used and describes the indexing strategies of the study. Chapter 6 presents the aim of 
the thesis and gives its research questions. In Chapter 7, the retrieval system, requests and queries 
of the experiment are treated. Further, relevance data and the evaluation of retrieval effectiveness 
are described. Chapter 8 gives the results of the experiment. In Chapter 9, a discussion is given, and 
conclusions are put forward in Chapter 10. 
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Chapter 2 
 

Central concepts of the research setting 
 
In this chapter the concepts that are central for the research setting are presented. IR can be said to 
be that part of information science that develops and tests methods for storage, structuring and 
retrieval of documents. IR is a multidisciplinary area, and uses concepts from disciplines like 
probability theory, logic, and linguistics (see, e.g., Sparck Jones, Walker and Robertson, 2000; 
Crestani and van Rijsbergen, 1994; Strzalkowski, 1995, respectively). 
 
In IR, a document is defined as an object that contains data (Frakes, 1992). Usually, the data 
consists of text, but documents may also contain other types of data, like photos and video clips. 
 
An IR system is a computer based system for the storage and retrieval of documents. The 
documents stored in the database of the system may be bibliographical records, i.e., representations 
of, e.g., books or journal articles. A bibliographical record contains data (title, author, date of 
publication, and so on) about the represented object. Data of this type is referred to as metadata. 
However, it is usual today that the stored documents consist of, e.g., the journal articles themselves, 
and not only of representations of them. In that case, one may speak of a full text system. In the 
remainder of this chapter, we assume that documents consist of text. 
 
A query is a formal representation, in the language of a given IR system, of an information need. 
The information need may be expressed by a request (or, synonymously, a topic): a formulation of 
an information need in natural language. In the normal case, a query contains terms, possibly in 
combination with various operators. According to Korfhage (1997, p. 334), a term is a word or a 
phrase having a distinct meaning, where a phrase is defined as a contiguous set of words within a 
sentence (ibid., p. 329). However, another term definition is given below. 
 
Examples of operators that are used in queries are the Boolean operators, AND, OR and NOT, and 
distance operators. A distance operator expression states that its arguments, two or more terms, 
should occur within a maximal distance of each other, possibly in the same order as within the 
operator, in a document. 
 
Let L′  be the set of all letters, which belong to the extended ASCII character set. Then, let 

∪∪′=Σ }9,,1,0{ KL {@,},{,|,],[,\, ^,~}, where the first occurrence of “}“ in the rightmost operand 
belongs to the operand. A term, in this study, is a non-empty string t of characters such that for each 
character σ  that occurs in t, Σ∈σ . For example, expressions like Stockholm, M~nchen, \land and 
@music are terms, but neither #sum nor information retrieval (this string has an occurrence of a 
space between information and retrieval) is a term.5  
 
An IR system matches a query to the documents stored in its database. Optimally, the system 
retrieves those and only those documents that are relevant to the information need on which the 
query is based. Normally, though, this optimal case is not realized. Instead, some relevant 
documents are missed, and some irrelevant documents are retrieved.  
 
In fact, the retrieval of documents involves uncertainty. A circumstance that gives rise to 
uncertainty is that both the stored information and the information need of the user are normally 

                                                           
5 The reason for using “\”, “~” and “@” in three of the examples should be evident from Chapter 5. 
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expressed in natural language. It is possible that generators of texts use a linguistic expression, for a 
given concept, that deviates from the expression employed by the user, for the same concept. If so, 
relevant documents may be missed. Another possibility is that generators of texts use a linguistic 
expression in a sense that deviates from the sense the user associates with the expression. If so, 
irrelevant documents may be retrieved. 
 
Performance improvements in an IR system can be obtained by the application of relevance 
feedback (ibid., pp. 12-13). Relevance feedback is an iterative process such that (1) the user 
assesses the relevance of some retrieved documents, and (2) the relevance data obtained from the 
user is utilized by the system to modify the query. 
 
2.1 Automatic indexing 
 
Let },,{ 1 NddD K=  be the document database of a given IR system. In this study, we define an 
index for D as a set of entries, },,{ 1 meeI K= , such that for each entry ie  in I,  
 

}),,{,( 1 kii LLte K= , and 

pfpj posposfpL ,,,, 1 K= , 

 
where  
 

it  is a term, 
p is a pointer to a document in D in which it  occurs, 

pf  is the frequency with which it  occurs in the document that p points to, and 

pfpospos ,,1 K  gives the pf  positions of it  in the document that p points to.  

 
Note that the expression it  occurs in the above definition should be interpreted liberally. For 
example, it  may be a word in base form, and p may be a pointer to a document where inflectional 
variants of it , rather than it  itself, occur. What is the case depends on the indexing strategy 
employed. 
 
The terms it  that occur in the index for D are the index terms for D. By the vocabulary for D, DV , 
we refer to the set },,{ 1 mtt K of index terms for D. If an entry Iei ∈  involves a pointer p to a 
document Dd j ∈ , we say that jd  is represented at ie . For a given document jd , the set of all 

index terms Di Vt ∈  such that jd  is represented at ie  can be regarded as an index representation of 

jd . 
 
Before retrieval takes place, an index is created from D. The process of algorithmically examining 
documents to generate index terms is called automatic indexing (Fox, 1992, p. 102). The first step 
in automatic indexing is lexical analysis, which is treated in the next section. 
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2.1.1 Lexical analysis 
 
A token is an occurrence of a non-empty string of characters. Lexical analysis can be defined as the 
process of converting an input stream of characters into a stream of tokens.  
 
The stream of tokens gives rise to the set of candidate index terms. We let C denote the set of 
candidate index terms. These candidate index terms may be further processed, e.g., checked against 
a stop list. 
 
Before the lexical analysis is performed, one must decide which non-empty character strings count 
as a token with respect to the documents in the database. This is not only a question of the 
recognition of spaces as separators. In (Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto, 1999, pp. 166-167), the 
following four cases are considered:   
 
Digits. Sequences of digits can be considered as bad index terms (ibid., p. 166). The reason is that 
such a sequence poorly discriminates between relevant and irrelevant documents. If a sequence of 
digits is an index term and used as a query term, the query may retrieve a lot of irrelevant 
documents.6 One can, then, consider sequences of digits as non-tokens. In that case, the set of 
candidate index terms will not contain such sequences.  
 
A term with one or more occurrences of digits can be important. For example, the  
alpha-numerical string U2, which refers to a rock group, is proper as an index term and may 
therefore be considered as a token. 
 
Hyphens. Should hyphenated words be broken up into their parts? If so, the parts may, depending 
on what is regarded as a token, be candidate index terms, but not the hyphenated word itself. The 
splitting of hyphenated words has the advantage of counteracting linguistic variation in the 
document database and is fruitful from the recall7 point of view. Consider, as an example, the 
expressions state-of-the-art and state of the art (ibid., p. 166). Assume that splitting takes place and 
that the four words involved are added to the index. Under this assumption, a document =1d [state-
of-the-art] and another document =2d  [state of the art] will both be represented in the index at all 
four entries. If, on the other hand, state-of-the-art is added to the index, together with state, of, the 
and art, the index representations for 1d  and for 2d  will be disjoint. 
 
The splitting of hyphenated words resembles compound splitting, which is an important component 
in two of the indexing strategies of this study. Compound splitting is treated in Section 5.2.4. 
 
There are words such that the hyphen is an integral part of them. For example, consider DC-9, 
which refers to a family of aircrafts. Splitting of a word like this may hurt precision. Assume that 
splitting takes place and that DC and 9 are added to the index. A query (about DC-9) with DC and 
9 as only terms may retrieve irrelevant documents about, e.g., Washington DC.8  
 
Punctuation marks. In the normal case, punctuation marks are removed in the lexical analysis 
(ibid., p. 166). For example, the dot in 287B.C (approximately the date of birth of Archimedes) may 
be removed, and the resulting string, 287BC, may then be regarded as a token.  
 
                                                           
6 However, the problem may be circumvented by using queries that combine the digit term with several other terms. 
7 The measures recall and precision are defined in Section 2.3. 
8 If sequences of digits are not allowed as tokens, only DC is left as a candidate index term. With DC as an index term 
and a query (about DC-9) with DC as only term, the precision can obviously be very low. 
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287B.C is an example of a string that has a punctuation mark as an integral part. However, the 
removal of the dot does not seem to affect retrieval to any greater extent. The reason is that it does 
not seem likely that the outcome of the removal operation, i.e., 287BC, occurs in the document 
database with a meaning that differs from the meaning of 287B.C. 
 
Case of letters. The case of letters is normally not important in index terms. For example, algebra 
and Algebra have the same meaning, and it would not make sense to create two index entries for 
them. The standard scenario is therefore that all text is transformed to either lower or upper case, a 
transformation that enhances recall.  
 
There are, however, examples where the case of letters matters. Consider Smith and smith. If all 
text is transformed to lower (upper) case, the two words are related in the sense that they are 
represented in the index by the same entry, namely the entry that contains the lower (upper) case 
form. It is then possible that a query, which concerns, e.g., smiths and consists of smith, retrieves a 
lot of documents, where persons named Smith are referred to. If so, the precision of the search may 
be poor. 
 
2.1.2 Stop words 
 
As mentioned above, the outcome of the lexical analysis is the set C of candidate index terms. One 
may consider removing from C the most frequently occurring words in the language of the 
documents that are indexed. Such words are referred to as stop words, and a stop list is a list of stop 
words. In English, examples of stop words are and, of, the and to.9 These words are likely to occur 
in almost every document in a database of English documents. Therefore, they discriminate badly 
between relevant and irrelevant documents, and can be considered as poor index terms. Another 
reason for removing stop words has to do with efficiency: the removal reduces the size of the 
indexing structure considerably, since the number of index entries is reduced. 
 
If a stop list is used during automatic indexing, each candidate index term t in C is checked against 
the list. If t occurs in the list, t is removed from C. If t does not occur in the list, t is not removed 
from C. Thus, C is transformed into a (proper) subset of itself, a subset that does not contain items 
from the stop list. Let SWnotC _  denote this subset. 
 
The removal of stop words is, though, not without drawbacks. Documents that contain certain well-
known phrases, e.g., to be or not to be, may be hard to find if a stop list has been used during 
automatic indexing. If a stop list has not been used, and if the IR system offers distance operators, 
documents that contain the phrase are easy to retrieve. 
 
2.1.3 Stemming and normalization 
 
From the reduced set of candidate index terms, SWnotC _ , or, if stop words are not removed, from C 

itself, a smaller set, say STC  or BFC , may be produced by application of stemming or 
normalization. In IR, stemming usually refers to the removal of suffixes from word forms, and the 
outcome of the stemming process is a stem. In this thesis, normalization refers to the transformation 
of inflected word forms to their base forms. 
 

                                                           
9 For an example of an English stop list, see (Fox, 1992, pp. 114-115). 
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If stemming is applied to the terms in SWnotC _ (C), STC  contains the stems of the terms in 

SWnotC _ (C). Alternatively, if normalization is applied to the terms in SWnotC _ (C), BFC  contains the 

base forms of the terms in SWnotC _ (C).  
 
For example, assume that the term computations belongs to SWnotC _  (C). Then stemming applied to 
computations yields comput, given that the stemming algorithm applied is the well-known Porter 
algorithm10, while normalization gives the base form, computation, for computations. 
 
Stemming and normalization are discussed in a more detailed way in the next chapter. 
 
2.1.4 Removal of additional high frequency terms 
 
When, possibly, stop words have been removed and, possibly, stemming or normalization has been 
applied, additional high frequency terms may be removed from the set STC ( SWnotBF CC _, , C). One 
possibility is to use the inverse document frequency function (Salton and McGill, 1983, p. 73), 
IDF, defined as 
 

ii ntIDF /1)( = ,      (2.1) 
 
where in  is the number of documents in the database, in which the term it  occurs. One may then 
stipulate that if )( itIDF is less than certain threshold value, it  is removed from the set 

STC ( SWnotBF CC _, , C). For example, one may state that it  is removed if it occurs in more than 25% 
of the documents. This statement is equivalent to the statement 
 

 it  is removed if 
N

tIDF i ×
<

4
1

1
)( , 

 
where N is the number of documents in the database. 
 
2.1.5 The index 
 
Finally, an index is built for the remaining terms, which constitutes the index terms for the 
document database.  
 
Typically, each index term t is associated with a set of postings. Each posting is a three-element list 
of the form 
 

],,[,,
,1, tdftd oofd K , 

 
where d is a document identifier, },3,2,1{, K∈tdf  the frequency of t in d, and io  the position for the 
ith occurrence of t in d (Bahle, Williams and Zobel, 2002).11 The number of elements in the set of 
postings for an index term t is identical to the number of documents in which t occurs. 
 

                                                           
10 The Porter algorithm is described in (Porter, 1980). 
11 Cf. the definition of index above. 
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As an example, consider Figure 2-1, with two hypothetical index entries, for the English terms deep 
and purple 
 
. 
. 
. 
 
deep { ]150,10[,2,5 , }]200,102,50,1[,4,20  
. 
. 
. 
 
purple { }]201,103,51,2[,4,20  
. 
. 
. 
 
Figure 2-1. Entries for two index terms. 
 
deep has two postings, and purple has one. Therefore, deep occurs in two documents, purple in 
one. In document 20, deep has the frequency 4, i.e., the number of occurrences of deep in the 
document is 4. Also purple occurs in document 20, with the same frequency. Moreover, for each 
position n for deep in document 20, purple occurs at position 1+n . 
 
Finally, there should be a correspondence between type of index and queries. If neither stemming 
nor normalization is applied during indexing, a query may contain one or several variants of a given 
word. However, when stemming (normalization) is applied, a query should contain stems (base 
forms) as query terms. The creating of stems (base forms) from original query terms can be done 
automatically or manually.  
 
2.1.6 Visualization of the outlined automatic indexing process 
 
In Figure 2-2 below, the objects and subprocesses involved in the outlined automatic indexing 
process are visualized. The rectangles represent objects, the ellipses represent processes. 
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Figure 2-2. The outlined automatic indexing process. The star, ”*”, indicates optional 
subprocesses. 
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2.2 Retrieval models 
 
An IR model is, following (Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto, 1999, p. 23), a 4-tuple 

),(,,, ji dqRFQD=M , where 

 
D is a set of representations of the documents in the database.  
Q is a set of (formal) representations of information needs, i.e., of queries. 
F is a framework for modeling document representations, queries, and their relationships. 
R is a ranking function, which associates a real number with a query Q∈iq  and a document 
representation D∈jd . 
 
We recall that },,{ 1 NddD K=  is the document database of a given IR system, and that 

},,{ 1 mD ttV K=  is the vocabulary for D. With each document Dd j ∈ , we associate an  
m-dimensional index term vector  
 
 ),,( ,,1 jmjj wwd K

r
= , 

 
where jiw ,  is the weight 0≥  of the index term it  in the document jd  (ibid., p. 25). jiw ,  is 

supposed to reflect the importance of the term it  with respect to describing the semantic content of 
the document jd . If it  does not occur in jd , then 0, =jiw . 
 
We also introduce a function, ig , for each index term it , a function from the set of index vectors to 
the set of weights associated with it , defined as (ibid., p. 25): 
 
 jiji wdg ,)( =

r
 

 
For a given index vector jd

r
, ig  maps jd

r
 on the weight it  has in jd . 

 
In Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2, we describe two of the three classical IR models – the Boolean model 
and the vector model.12 Since the experiments of the study was conducted in a probabilistic 
retrieval environment, Section 2.2.3 gives a fairly comprehensive description of two probabilistic 
models: the third classical model – the binary independence model – and the inference network 
model. The last mentioned model is the model on which the IR system used in the experiment of 
the study is based. The exposition of the three classical models is principally based on (ibid., pp. 
24-34). All four models are described in terms of the four components of an IR-model. 
 
2.2.1 Boolean model 
 
The Boolean model was the first IR model generated, and many of the early commercial  
IR systems, systems that stored bibliographical records, were based on the model. Operational 
systems based on the model are not unusual today, but the model is not as dominant as it used to be. 
The modeling framework for the Boolean model consists of set theory and propositional logic. 
                                                           
12 Of the IR models described in Section 2.2, the Boolean model, with its exact match retrieval technique, has the 
weakest connection to the retrieval environment of this study. Therefore, this model is briefly and somewhat informally 
described. 
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In the Boolean model, a document Dd j ∈ , is represented by a subset },,{ ,1, kjjd ttV
j

K= of the 

vocabulary for D, i.e., by a subset of },,{ 1 mD ttV K= . The terms in 
jdV are implicitly combined by 

the operator AND, and are the terms of DV  that occur in jd .  
 
However, we regard, with the vector notation introduced above, and equivalently, jd  to be 
represented by the index vector  
 

),,( ,,1 jmjj wwd K
r

= , 
 
where 1, =jiw  if it  occurs in jd , 0, =jiw  otherwise. Documents are, then, represented by 
presence-absence (1-0) index vectors. 
 
A query in the Boolean model is a combination of index terms, the operators AND, OR and NOT, 
and parenthesis. For example, 1t AND ( 2t OR 3t ) is a query.  
 
In the Boolean model, a document jd  is retrieved in relation to a query q if and only if  jd  satisfies 

the Boolean conditions expressed by q. If this is the case, jd  receives the (similarity) value 1. 

Otherwise, jd  receives the value 0. For example, a document d is retrieved in relation to 1t AND 

( 2t OR 3t ) if and only if 1t  is present in d, and either 2t  or 3t  is present in d.  
 
It should be clear from the informal discussion in the preceding paragraph that the retrieval 
technique of the Boolean model is an exact match technique. There is no such thing in the model as 
approximation of the query conditions. This is considered to be a major drawback of the model. It 
is desirable that an IR system ranks the documents in accordance with their degree of similarity 
with the query. 
 
2.2.2 Vector model 
 
The vector model was presented in the early seventies (Salton, 1971). In contrast to the Boolean 
model, the retrieval technique of the vector model is a best match technique. The modelling 
framework for the vector model consists of linear algebra. 
 
The vector model uses non-binary weights for terms in documents and queries. These weights are 
used to calculate the degree of similarity between a document and a query. 
 
As in the Boolean model, a document jd  is represented by the index vector 
 

),,( ,,1 jmjj wwd K
r

=      (2.2) 
 
However, the weights are non-binary. The vector model brings in and combines two factors with 
respect to the weighting of terms in documents: the term frequency factor (tf factor) and the inverse 
document frequency factor (idf factor) (Salton and Buckley, 1988). The idea behind the tf factor is 
that the number of occurrences of a term in a document says something about how well the term 
describes the content of the document. The idea behind the idf factor is that a term, which occurs in 
a large proportion of the documents in the database, discriminates badly between relevant and 
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irrelevant documents. 
 
Let jifreq ,  be the frequency of the term it  in the document jd , i.e., the number of occurrences of 

it  in jd . The tf factor and the idf factor are combined in Equation (2.3), which defines the weight 

of a term it  in a document jd : 
 

i
jiji n

N
freqw log,, ×= ,     (2.3) 

 
where in  is the number of documents in the database, in which it  occurs (Baeza-Yates and 
Ribeiro-Neto, 1999, p. 29). The tf factor is reflected by the left factor of the product, the idf factor13 
by the right. For a term to have a large weight in a document, it should occur frequently in the 
document, and it should occur infrequently among the documents of the database. Note that if 

it does not occur in jd , i.e, 0, =jifreq , then 0, =jiw . Term weighting methods based on the tf and 
idf factors are called tf-idf schemes.14 

 
A query in the vector model is a subset of the vocabulary for document database. Formally, 

},,{ 1 mD ttVq K=⊆ . Like a document, a query is represented by an m-dimensional index vector: 
 

),,( ,,1 qmq wwq K
r

= ,     (2.4) 
 
where qiw ,  is the weight of it  in q.  
 
Query terms can be weighted in a similar way as document terms. For each term it  in q, the weight 
of it  in q may be defined as suggested by Salton and Buckley (1988): 
 

iqll

qi
qi n

N
freqmax

freq
w log

5.0
5.0

,

,
, ×










+= ,    (2.5) 

 
where qifreq ,  is the frequency of it  in the text of the request on which q is based, and qll freqmax ,  

the maximum frequency with respect to the terms that occur in the text of the request. (If it does not 
belong to q, qiw ,  is set to 0.) The tf factor is thus normalized by the maximum term frequency. 
Moreover, the tf factor is normalized to lie in the interval [0.5,1]. 
 
Clearly, it may be the case that a request is short, perhaps a sentence long. If so, each term in the 
request text may have the frequency 1. Under this frequency assumption, for each term it  in q, 
 

                                                           
13 Note that the right factor of the product and the defining expression of the IDF function (Section 2.1.4) are both high 
when the term occurs in a few documents in the database. 
14 The method given by Equation (2.3) is an example of such a scheme. 
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    (2.6) 

 
Thus, under the assumption given, only the idf factor is taken into account. 
 
The degree of similarity between a document jd  and a query q is taken to be the correlation 

between the corresponding vectors jd
r

 and q
r

. This correlation can be measured by, for instance, 
the cosine measure, which in that case acts as the ranking function of the vector model.15 The 
cosine measure gives the cosine of the angle between the vectors jd

r
 and q

r
, and is defined as 

(Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto, 1999, p. 27): 
 

∑∑
∑

==

=

×

×
=

m

i qi
m

i ji

m

i qiji
j

ww

ww
qdsim

1
2
,1

2
,

1 ,,),(     (2.7) 

 
The numerator gives the scalar product of the vectors jd

r
 and q

r
, while the factors in the 

denominator, from left to right, give the norms of jd
r

 and q
r

, respectively. The left factor in the 
denominator has a normalizing effect with respect to document length. The right factor is constant 
for all documents in the database. The cosine measure gives values in the interval [0,1]. If none of 
the terms in q occur in jd , the scalar product is 0, and then 0),( =qdsim j . If at least one of the 

query terms occur in jd , and  none of  the query terms occur in all documents, 0),( >qdsim j . 
 
When ),( qdsim j  has been computed, for each document jd , the documents of the database are 
ranked according to descending similarity values. The document with the highest value comes first 
(rank 1), the document with the next highest value comes second (rank 2), and so on. 
 
2.2.3 Two probabilistic models 
 
The binary independence model 
 
The binary independence model (BIR) was introduced in the mid seventies (Robertson and Sparck 
Jones, 1976). Here we give a more comprehensive presentation of BIR than what is typically given 
in the literature.  
 

                                                           
15 From this point and in the remainder of the thesis, we consider the ranking function R of a model to be such that it 
associates a real number with a query and a document (and not a document representation).  
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According to BIR, retrieved documents should be ranked by decreasing probability of relevance. 
The main thought behind the model is that the probability of a document being relevant to a query 
can be computed by considering how index terms are distributed in relevant and irrelevant 
documents. The retrieval technique of BIR is, like the retrieval technique of the vector model, a 
best match technique. The framework of BIR is probability theory, in particular Bayes’ theorem. 
 
As in the Boolean model, a document jd  is represented by an m-dimensional presence-absence 
index vector: 
 

),,( ,,1 jmjj wwd K
r

= , 
 
where 1, =jiw  if it  occurs in jd , 0, =jiw  otherwise. 
 
In BIR, like in the vector model, a query is a subset of the vocabulary for D. Formally, 

},,{ 1 mD ttVq K=⊆ . As is the case in the vector model, q is represented by an m-dimensional 
index vector. However, this vector is a presence-absence vector:  
 

),,( ,,1 qmq wwq K
r

= , 
 
where 1, =qiw  if qt i ∈ , 0, =qiw  otherwise. 
 
BIR tries to estimate the probability that the user will consider the document jd  relevant, in 
relation to a query q. It is assumed in BIR that this relevance probability depends only on the query 
and the document representations. (Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto, 1999, p. 31) 
 
Another assumption of BIR is that there exists, for a given query q, a subset of D that contains the 
relevant and only the relevant documents for q (ibid., p. 31). Let R be this set, the ideal answer set. 
Relevance is viewed as a binary attribute: either a document is relevant to a query or it is not. The 
documents in R are therefore considered to be equally relevant to the query.  
 
BIR sees the querying process as a process where the query, seen as a probabilistic description of R, 
iteratively becomes better and better. Initially, one has to guess which the properties of R (with 
respect to index terms) could be, and construct a first description of R. This initial description is 
then used to retrieve documents in a first search. The top n ranked documents are then examined by 
the user, who decides which of them that are relevant and which are not. On the basis of this 
information, a new description of R is generated, and a second search is performed. By iterating this 
process several times, a good approximation of the real description of R is expected to be 
generated. (ibid., p. 31) 
 
Let R be the set of irrelevant documents in D, i.e., RDR −= . Let )|( jdRP

r
 be the probability 

that a document with the representation d
r

 is relevant to the query q, and let )|( jdRP
r

 be the 

probability that a document with the representation d
r

 is irrelevant to q. (Thus, 
)|(1)|( jj dRPdRP

rr
−= .) Note that these expressions, which stand for conditional probabilities, 

have references to document index vectors, and not to the documents themselves. In BIR, the 
similarity between jd  and q is defined as (ibid., p. 32): 
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)|(

)|(
),(

j

j
j

dRP

dRP
qdsim r

r

= ,     (2.8) 

 
which gives the odds of a document with the representation d

r
 being relevant to q. Bayes’ theorem 

is applied to both the numerator and the denominator, and we obtain (ibid., p. 32) 
 

)()|(

)()|(
                 

)(/)()|(

)(/)()|(
),(

RPRdP

RPRdP

dPRPRdP

dPRPRdP
qdsim

j

j

jj

jj
j

×

×
=

×

×
=

r

r

rr

rr

 

 
where )|( RdP j

r
 ( )|( RdP

r
) stands for the probability that a document has the representation d

r
, 

given that the document is relevant (irrelevant), and )(RP ( )(RP ) stands for the probability that a 
document in D is relevant (irrelevant). 
 
With respect to a given query, )(RP  and )(RP  are constant for all documents in D. Therefore, 
these two factors are dropped, and the similarity is written as 
 

)|(

)|(
),(

RdP

RdP
qdsim

j

j
j r

r

=      (2.9) 

 
An additional assumption of BIR is that the index terms are statistically independent, both within R 
and within R (ibid., p. 32). That is, within both sets, each index term is statistically independent of 
all the other index terms. With this assumption, it is possible to decompose the representation of 

jd , i.e., the presence-absence index vector jd
r

, into its components. The decomposition makes it 
feasible to consider how individual index terms, instead of whole representations, are distributed in 
R and R . According to (Sparck Jones, Walker and Robertson, 2000), the document representations 
are assumed to be unique, and assigning probabilities to unique representations is hard.  
 
The independence assumption yields, from Equation (2.9), the following: 
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rr
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r r

 (2.10) 

 
where )|( RtP i ( )|( RtP i ) stands for the probability that it  occurs in a relevant (irrelevant) 

document, and )|( RtP i ( )|( RtP i ) stands for the probability that it  does not occur in a relevant 
(irrelevant) document.  
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Next, we assume that )|()|( RtPRtP ii = , for each term qt i ∉ (Fuhr, 1992). Then we obtain 
 

∏∏ ∈∧=∈∧= −
−

×=
qtdg

i

i
qtdg

i

i
j

ijiiji RtP
RtP

RtP
RtP

qdsim
0)(1)( )|(1

)|(1
)|(
)|(

),( rr  (2.11) 

 
In (2.11), for each it  such that it  occurs in jd  and belongs to q, we (1) extend the second product 
with 
 

)|(1
)|(1

RtP
RtP

i

i

−
−

, 

 
and (2) substitute, in the first product, 
 

))|(1)(|(
))|(1)(|(

RtPRtP
RtPRtP

ii
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−
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for 
 

)|(
)|(

RtP
RtP

i

i . 

 
Then we obtain  
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−

qt
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i
qtdg
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ii

iiji RtP
RtP

RtPRtP
RtPRtP
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r , (2.12) 

and 
 

(2.12) ∏∏ ∈∧=∈∧= −
−

×=
qtdg

i

i
qtdg

i

i

ijiiji RtP
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)|(
)|(
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To see that this equality holds, note that 
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For a given query, the second product of (2.12) is constant over all documents. This product is 
therefore dropped, and the logarithm is taken for the remaining product. We finally get 
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The ranking function of BIR can then be defined as 
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which is the definition given by Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto (1999, p. 32). When ),( qdsim j  has 

been computed, for each document jd , the documents are ranked according to descending 
similarity values. 
  
The probabilities )|( RtP i  and )|( RtP i  have to be estimated for the query terms. For the first 

search, when no documents have been retrieved, )|( RtP i  may be set to 0.5 and )|( RtP i  to in /N, 
for each qt i ∈  (ibid., p. 33). Equation (2.14) is then used to rank the documents. The top n ranked 
documents from the first search are relevance assessed by the user. The distribution of the query 
terms in (1) documents that are considered to be relevant by the user, and (2) the rest of the 
documents are used to generate new values for the two probabilities for the query terms. For 
example, the following two equations may be used for the second (and later) estimations of the two 
probabilities (ibid., p. 121): 
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and 
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=
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n

iri
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Dn
RtP

i

, (2.16) 

 
where rD  is the set of relevant (as considered by the user) retrieved documents, and irD ,  the set of 

relevant retrieved documents, in which it  occurs. The expression N
ni  is introduced16 as an 

adjustment component, in order to avoid problems that arise when the values of rD  and irD ,  are 
small (e.g., 1 and 0, respectively). 
 
The new values for the two probabilities, values obtained by (2.15) and (2.16), are expected to be 
better approximations of the real probabilities than the initial values. A new search is then 
performed, Equation (2.14) is applied, the user relevance assesses retrieved documents, and new 
values for the probabilities are obtained, and so on. It is expected, given improvements of the 
approximations in question, that the rankings of the documents are gradually improved.  
 
Note that the last factor in Equation (2.14) can be regarded as a query term weight. The query is 
constant for the iterations, but its terms are reweighted in each iteration, by means of relevance 
feedback. 
 
The inference network model 
 
The retrieval system of this study, InQuery, is based on another probabilistic model: the inference 
network model. We start with a short presentation of Bayesian networks, which, together with 
probability theory, is the modeling framework for the inference network model.  
 
A Bayesian network (BN) has the following two components (Jensen, 1996, pp.18-19): 
 
A universe },,{ 1 mAAU K= of variables (nodes) and a set of directed links between variables. With 
each variable there is associated a finite set of pairwise disjoint states. Together, the variables and 
the directed links form a directed acyclic graph (DAG)17. 
 
A set of conditional probability tables. Let UAA ji ∈, . If there is a directed link from the node iA  

to the node jA , iA  is a parent of jA , and jA  is a child of iA . Now, with each variable iA  with 

parents ini AA ,,1 K )0( n≤ there is associated a conditional probability table ),,|( 1 inii AAAP K . This 
table specifies, for each possible state ia  of iA , the probability that iA  is in state ia  (has the value 

ia ), given each combination of states for the parents ini AA ,,1 K . If iA  has no parents )0( =n , iA  is 
a root of the network and the conditional probability table for iA  reduces to the unconditional 
probabilities )( iAP . These probabilities for roots are prior probabilities. 
 
Let BN be a Bayesian network, and let ini AA ,,1 K be the parents of iA . The directed links from the 
variables ini AA ,,1 K to iA  in BN are intended to represent causal relationships. The strength of the 

                                                           

16 In the ratios  
||

|| ,

r

ir

D

D
 and  

||

|| ,

r
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Dn

−

−
. 

17 A directed graph G is acyclic if there exists no directed path nAA →→ L1  in G such that nAA =1 . 
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causal influence of the variables ini AA ,,1 K  on the variable iA  is expressed by the conditional 
probability table for iA .  
 
Bayesian networks are also called belief networks. In this usage, the probabilities associated with 
nodes of the network are called beliefs. When prior probabilities for the root nodes and conditional 
probabilities for the non-root nodes have been obtained, the initial probability associated with each 
node of the BN can be computed. Assume now that we come to know that a node iA  in a BN is in 
one of its possible states ia . We then set )( ii aAP =  to 1 and update the probabilities of all the 
other nodes in BN.18 The resulting probabilities are called posterior probabilities, and these reflect 
the new degrees of belief computed in the light of the new evidence. The process of updating the 
probabilities of nodes on the basis of causal relationships in the BN and knowledge about states of 
nodes is called inference (or model evaluation). (Kadie, Hovel and Horvitz, 2001) 
 
The inference network model is put forward in (Turtle, 1990; Turtle and Croft, 1990; Turtle and 
Croft, 1991). Our description of the model is based foremost on (Turtle, 1990). We will describe a 
simplified version of the model, where so called text nodes and query concept nodes are omitted. 
This omission will neither prevent us from describing the essence of the model nor obscure the 
model’s connection to the IR system InQuery. 
 
Consider the directed graph in Figure 2-3: 
 
 

 
 
 Figure 2-3. An inference network, based on Figure 4.2 in (ibid., p. 46). 
 
The directed graph in Figure 2-3 is obviously acyclic and therefore a DAG. If we assume a 
conditional probability table for each node in this DAG, it is a BN, or, in the usage of (ibid.), an 
inference network. From this point, we use the latter expression for referring to a BN. The root 
nodes of the inference network in the figure represent the documents in a given database, while the 
nodes on the second level represent the index terms19 for the database. The third level contains 

                                                           
18 To set a node to one of its possible states is called instantiation. 
19 Turtle uses the expression representation node. However, we, like (Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto, 1999, p. 50) use 
the expression index term node. 
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nodes that represent queries, and the node on the fourth level represents an information need. In the 
network of the figure, this need is formally expressed in two ways by the queries 1q  and 2q .20 
 
With each node in the network are associated exactly two states: false (0) and true (1). A document 
node corresponds to the event of observing the document represented by the node. For each 
document node there is a prior belief, which describes the probability of observing the document of 
the node. This prior belief is generally set to N/1 , where N is the number of documents in the 
database (Turtle, 1990, p. 42).  
 
A directed link from a node for a document jd  to a node for the index term it  indicates that it  has 

been assigned to jd . Thus, the parents of the node for an index term it  represents the documents 

indexed by it . Further, each index term node has a conditional probability table associated with it. 
The table specifies the conditional probability associated with the node, given all combinations of 
truth values (0 and 1) with respect to the parents (document nodes) of the node. As we will see 
below, this specification may involve term weights. (ibid., pp. 41-41) 
 
A query node represents a query, and the node corresponds to the event that the query is satisfied. 
A directed link from a node for an index term it  to a node for a query q indicates that q contains it . 
Thus, the parents of the node for a query q represent the index terms that are contained in q. Each 
query node has a conditional probability table associated with it. The belief in the query node, 
given all combinations of truth values with respect to the parents of the node (index term nodes), is 
expressed by a conditional probability table. Finally, the leaf node of the inference network 
corresponds to the event that the information need is met. (ibid., p. 45) 
 
With the prior probabilities ( N/1 ) for the document nodes and conditional probabilities for the 
non-root nodes, the initial probability associated with each node of the inference network can be 
computed. However, a key idea behind the inference network model is to instantiate a given 
document node jd  to true ( 1=jd ), i.e., asserting that the document jd  has been observed, while 

instantiating each other document node to false ( 0=kd , for jk ≠ )21, i.e., asserting that each other 
document is unobserved. When this is done, posterior probabilities can be computed: a new degree 
of belief for each node in the network is computed, under the assumption that 1=jd . As a special 
case, the degree of belief that the information need is met is computed. By iterating the inference 
(model evaluation) process, which may be regarded as an evidence transmission process, for each 
document node in the network, N belief values are generated. The N documents in the database can 
then be ranked descending on the basis of these values. 
 
In order to use an inference network for retrieval, the belief that a non-root node has a certain truth 
value, given all combinations of truth values for the parents of the node, must be estimated. 
Assume that a node iA  in the network has n parents, ini AA ,,1 K . Then, since each node in the 

network is binary, we can specify the belief estimates in a n22 × matrix M such that (ibid., pp. 52-
53): 
 

                                                           
20 Note that the inference network model admits multiple queries for the same information need. 
21 Here, we let jd  and kd  refer to both nodes/variables and to documents. We admit this ambiguity also for it  and q. 

However, it should be clear from the context what we are referring to by the symbols. 
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1. The two rows of M represent iA . The number of the first row is 0 (false) and the number of 
the second row is 1 (true). 

2. The column numbers, 0 to 12 −n , are represented with binary notation: the first column is 
represented by 00L  (n zeros), the second by 010L ( 1−n  zeros followed by 1), the third 
by 100L  ( 2−n  zeros, followed by 1 and 0), and so on. The leftmost bit in such a 
representation gives the truth value of the first parent, 1iA , the next bit to the right gives the 
truth value of 2iA , and so on. 

3. The cell [ ]lkM , , where }1,0{∈k and nl 20 <≤ , contains the estimate of the belief 
that kAi = , given that the parents ini AA ,,1 K  of iA  have the truth values indicated by the 
binary representation of l. 

 
(Note that M is essentially a conditional probability table for iA .) The belief in iA  is then computed 
by using the probabilities for the set of parents, },,,{ 1 ini AA K  together with the conditional beliefs 
provided by M. 
 
Example 2.1. This example is based on (ibid., pp. 53-56). Consider the network in Figure 2-4:  

 
 
Figure 2-4. An inference network with four nodes.  
 
For the node q (with three parents) in Figure 2-4, we give a 322 × matrix that implements a sum 
operator. Assume that  
 
 11 )1( ptP ==  
 22 )1( ptP ==  

33 )1( ptP ==  
 
We further assume that the belief in a query node q depends only on the number of parents that are 
true (i.e., is in state 1). Let l be a column number such that m )0( nm ≤≤ bits =  1 in the binary 
representation of l. Then 
 

 [ ]
n
m

lM sum =,1 , 

and 
 

[ ]
n

mn
lM sum

−
=,0  

 
The sum matrix for the network in Figure 2-4 is then: 

t2 
 

t1 

q 
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The belief in the node q is the result of using the probabilities for the set of parents together with 
the conditional beliefs provided by sumM : 
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With respect to the middle expression in the two equations above, the Law of Total Probability is 
applied. Further, the parent nodes are assumed to be independent. Therefore, the probability of a 
given combination of truth values of the parent nodes (the probability of a conjunctive event) can 
be computed as a product of three individual parent node probabilities. For example, the probability 
that all three parent nodes are true is the product 321 ppp . In general, the belief that a node q, with n 
parents, is true is given by 
 

 

n
ppp

qPqbel n
sum

+++
====

L21)1()1(  (2.17) 

 
where ip  is the probability that the ith parent is true. o 
 
We will now give a concrete example of how the similarity between documents and a query in the 
inference network model may be computed. The example is adopted from (ibid., pp. 64-69), but 
slightly modified. Consider the fragment of an inference network for retrieval put forward in Figure 
2-5: 
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Figure 2-5. An inference network fragment. 
 
We make the following assumptions: 
 

• The document 1d  is about inference networks for information retrieval, while 2d is about 
the retrieval of satellites from low-earth orbit. 1d  is indexed by the phrase inference network 
and by the terms information and retrieval. 2d is indexed by the terms information, retrieval 
and satellite.  

• The query q reflects an information need about inference networks for information retrieval 
and is the set of the phrase inference network, and of the terms information and retrieval. 

 
We will use the network of Figure 2-5 to estimate, in turn, the belief in the truth of the node q given 
the truth of the node 1d , )1|1( 1 == dqbel , and the belief in the node q given the truth of the node 

2d , )1|1( 2 == dqbel . These belief values can be regarded as similarity values for the documents in 
relation to the query. So, in the context of the inference network model, 

)1|1(),( === jj dqbelqdsim . In the example, the conditional probability of the truth of an index 
term node, given the truth of a parent document node, is an index term weight. Here we use the 
following function22 (Allan et al., 1997): 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                           
22 This function is given also in Secton 7.1, which describes InQuery.  

q 

inference network information retrieval satellite 

d2 d1 
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where 
 

jd  is a parent of it  

ijtf  = the frequency of the phrase/term it  in the document jd  

jdl  =  
 

the length of the document jd  (the number of word 
occurrences) 

adl  = the average document length in the collection 
N  = the number of documents in the collection 

idf  = the number of documents in the collection in which the 
phrase/term it  occurs. 

 
Observe that it  and jd  refer to nodes in the left side of Equation (2.18). Turtle (1990, p. 66) uses a 
different but similar weighting scheme. The version of InQuery that was used in the experiment of 
the study makes use of the scheme expressed in the right side of Equation (2.18). This is the reason 
for choosing that scheme, and not the one used by Turtle. The scheme is based on the tf and idf 
factors, and is therefore a tf-idf scheme (cf. Section 2.2.2). 
 
Further, the conditional probability of the truth of an index term node, given that all its parents are 
false, is given by:  

 
4.0))0)((|1( ==→∈∀= jijji dtpaddtP , (2.19) 

 
where )( itpa  is the set of parents of the node it . Turtle (ibid., p. 66) let this conditional probability 
be 0. However, since InQuery assigns the value 0.4 to an index term that is not present in a 
document (see Equation (7.1)), we use 0.4 instead of 0. 
 
We point out that a link is drawn from a document node jd  to an index term node it  if and only if 

jd  is indexed by it . When a document node jd  is set to true, and all the other document nodes set 

to false, each index term node, which is not a child of jd , is such that each of its parents is false. 
Therefore, by Equation (2.19), the belief in the truth of such an index term node is 0.4.  
 
For the node q, we here choose the sum operator from Example 2.1, implemented by the matrix: 
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Turtle (ibid., p. 68) estimates the matrix for the node q in a different way. We choose the sum 
matrix, because the sum operator of InQuery was the main operator in the queries involved in the 
experiment of this study (see Sections 7.1 and 7.2.2). 
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Finally, before computing belief values for q in relation to the two documents, we give in Tables 2-
1 and 2-2 some numerical data.  The data in Table 2-1 are from (ibid., p. 67), which also gives the 
number of documents in the database: 609,136=N . 
 

Table 2-1. Phrase/term frequencies and document frequencies. 

 
1itf  2itf  idf  

inference network 3 0 16 
information 3 2 16461 
retrieval 5 1 820 
satellite 0 4 2675 
 
In order to employ the tf-idf modification, we also need data on document length and on average 
document length in the database. Table 2-2 gives hypothetical data. We assume that the two 
documents have the same length (200) and that the average document length in the database is 400. 
 

Table 2-2. Hypothetical document and average document length. 

 
jdl  adl  

1d  200 400 

2d  200 400 

 
Inserting relevant data for the phrase inference network in Equation (2.18) gives 
 
 
 724.0)1|1network  inference( 1 === dP  
 
This, in combination with Equation (2.19), yields the following 122× matrix for the node inference 
network: 
  

 







=

724.0400.0
276.0600.0

network  inferenceM  

 
The node information has two parents, so Equation (2.18) is applied twice: 
 
 476.0)1|1ninformatio( 1 === dP  
 
 466.0)1|1ninformatio( 2 === dP  
  
For the node information, we obtain the matrix: 
 
   

 







=

476.0476.0466.0400.0
524.0524.0534.0600.0

ninformatioM  

 
In the inference network model, for each inference iteration, one document node is instantiated to 
true and each other document node is instantiated to false. Therefore, the last column of the 
information matrix will not be used during inference. The belief that the node for information is 
true, given that both parents are true, is set to  
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}}2,1{:)1|1ninformatio(max{ ∈== jdP j  
 
That is, the belief in question is set to the maximum of the individual document beliefs (ibid., p. 
67). 
 
Also the node retrieval has two parents, and we get:  
 
 608.0)1|1retrieval( 1 === dP  
 
 515.0)1|1retrieval( 2 === dP  
 
We obtain the matrix: 
 

 







=

608.0608.0515.0400.0
392.0392.0485.0600.0

retrievalM  

 
For the node satellite, we get: 
 
 552.0)1|1satellite( 2 === dP  
  
We obtain the matrix: 
 

 







=

552.0400.0
448.0600.0

satelliteM  

 
We are now in the position to compute the belief that the node q is true, given, in turn, the truth of 
the nodes 1d and 2d . We start by instantiating 1d  to 1 and 2d  to 0 and perform the first inference. 
The result of the inference is shown in Figure 2-6. The new probabilities for a node are given below 
the node. The truth values (1 and 0) are given immediately to the left of a left parenthesis, while the 
probabilities are given inside parentheses. For example, the new probability that the node 
information is true (1) is 0.476. Note that new belief for satellite is 0.4, since its only parent, the 
node 2d , is false. The belief that the query node is true, given the truth of 1d , )1|1( 1 == dqbel , is 
0.603, which is taken as ),( 1 qdsim . This belief is given by (Equation (2.17), Example 2-1): 
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Figure 2-6. The result of the inference for document 1d . 

 
Next, we instantiate 2d  to 1 and 1d  to 0 and perform the second inference. The result of the 
inference is shown in Figure 2-7. The belief that the query is true, given the truth of 2d , 

)1|1( 2 == dqbel , is 0.460. This belief is given by (Equation (2.17), Example 2-1): 
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Figure 2-7. The result of the inference for document 2d . 

 
The belief in the truth of the query node q is higher in relation to the document 1d  than in relation to 
the document 2d . Therefore, 1d  is ranked before 2d . 
 
We underline that it is possible to implement several other operators in the inference network 
model. For example, the Boolean AND operator can be implemented by a certain binary matrix for 

q 

inference network information retrieval satellite 

d2 d1 

1(1); 0(0) 1(0); 0(1) 

1(0.724); 0(0.276) 1(0.476); 0(0.524) 1(0.608); 0(0.392) 1(0.400); 0(0.600) 

1(0.603); 0(0.397) 

q 

inference network information retrieval satellite 

d2 d1 

1(0); 0(1) 1(1); 0(0) 

1(0.400); 0(0.600) 1(0.466); 0(0.534) 1(0.515); 0(0.485) 1(0.552); 0(0.448) 

1(0.460); 0(0.540) 
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the query node (ibid., pp. 69-71). This would admit Boolean AND queries (where the conjuncts are 
phrases/index terms). In the example above, we used a query that is a set of a phrase and of two 
index terms. Moreover, different weighting schemes may be used. For example, documents may be 
represented by presence-absence index vectors, as is the case in the Boolean model and in BIR. In 
the example above, the (implicit) index vectors consist of values obtained by application of 
Equation (2.18)23. 
 
The inference network model and BIR both involve estimation of probabilities. However, BIR, but 
not the inference network model, uses a sample of retrieved relevant documents for estimation of 
probabilities. Another difference between these two probabilistic models is that BIR is more 
dependent on Bayes’ theorem than the inference network model (Turtle and Croft, 1991).  
 
We finally note that Bayesian networks are applied to IR also in (Bruza and van der Gaag, 1993) 
and in (Fung and Favero, 1995).  

2.3 Evaluation of retrieval effectiveness 
 
The experiment of the thesis was performed in a laboratory setting. When the relative retrieval 
effectiveness of IR methods is evaluated in a laboratory setting, a test collection is used. A 
collection of this kind consists of three components: 
 
§ A database D of documents 
§ A set T of topics 
§ For each topic in T, a non-empty set of relevant documents from D 

 
Below, two relevance-based evaluation measures are presented. A relevance-based measure 
quantifies the similarity between the retrieved documents, for a given IR method, and the set of 
relevant documents for a topic. 
 
The foundation for the measurement of retrieval effectiveness is relevance. Relevance has been 
discussed to a great extent in the literature. Thorough reviews of the discussions are given in 
(Mizzaro, 1997; Schamber, 1994). An early review is given by Saracevic (1975).   
 
Various kinds of relevance have been proposed in the literature. Saracevic (1996) distinguishes 
between five kinds of relevances. The following five kinds are based on the ones given by 
Saracevic: 
 
§ System relevance. A relation between a query and the documents in the database. 
§ Subject relevance. A relation between the subject expressed by a query and the subjects 

covered by the documents in the database. 
§ Cognitive relevance. A relation between the state of knowledge and cognitive information 

need of a user, and the documents in the database. 
§ Situational relevance. A relation between the situation, task, or problem at hand, and the 

documents in the database. 
§ Motivational relevance. A relation between the intents, goals, and motivations of a user, and 

the documents in the database. 
 

                                                           
23 Equation (2.18) can be applied not only to index terms, but also to phrases (as in the example). 
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The difference between, e.g., system relevance and subject relevance can be illustrated by the 
following example. Assume that a document d is about rocks and that the subject expressed by the 
query q is rock music. Also assume that the term rock occurs in d and that =q rock. Then, in an IR 
system based on matching terms (terms that occur both in the document and in the query), d would 
be retrieved by q, and is system relevant to q. However, d is not subject relevant to q, since d is 
about rocks and q about rock music. The criterion by which subject relevance is inferred is 
aboutness (ibid.). 
 
It is hard to see that a document can be cognitively (situationally, motivationally) relevant without 
being subject relevant (Froehlich, 1994). Therefore, subject relevance can be regarded as the basic 
kind of relevance. In this thesis, the word relevance refers to subject relevance. For each topic of 
the study, a set of retrieved test documents was assessed by four persons with respect to subject 
relevance (see Section 7.3). 
 
Assume that a query q has retrieved a set of documents. Let a be the number of relevant (for q) and 
retrieved documents, b the number of irrelevant (for q) and retrieved documents, and c the number 
of non-retrieved relevant documents. 
 
Precision measures the purity of the set of retrieved documents, and is defined as the fraction of the 
retrieved documents that are relevant. Formally: 
 

 
ba

a
+

=ecisionrP  

 
Recall measures the completeness of the set of retrieved documents, with respect to relevant 
documents, and is defined as the fraction of all relevant documents that have been retrieved. 
Formally, 
 

ca
a
+

=Recall  

 
The two measures are normally inversely related: a change in one direction in one of the measures 
corresponds to a change in the opposite direction for the other measure (Harter and Hert, 1997). 
Both measures are obviously relevance-based measures, and they have been used in IR since the 
1960s. 
 
Several other measures of retrieval effectiveness have been proposed in the literature. One example 
is the E measure (van Rijsbergen, 1979, p. 134), which combines precision and recall. In Section 
7.5, we present a set of relatively new measures. These measures try to estimate the accumulated 
relevance gain the user receives by examining a ranked list of documents up to a given position k. 
In this thesis, one of these relatively new measures, as well as precision, is used for the 
measurement of retrieval effectiveness. 
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Chapter 3 
 

Some linguistic phenomena with relevance to IR, and 
conflation 

3.1 Some linguistic phenomena with relevance to IR  
 
Morphology is that subarea of linguistics that studies the internal structure of words and word 
formation. A given word, considered as an abstract entity, a lexeme, may be realized by several 
word forms. These forms may be inflectional forms. For example, the lexeme ‘write’ has the 
inflectional forms wrote, written, writes and writing. Moreover, a lexeme’s base form is its lexical 
citation form (Karlsson, 1992), and the base form of ‘write’ is write. 
 
The building blocks that make up a word are called morphemes (Akmajian et al., 2001, p. 17). For 
example, the noun car is made up of exactly one morpheme, car, while cars is made up of two 
morphemes: car and the (English) plural ending -s. Morphemes are divided into free morphemes 
and bound morphemes. A free morpheme can stand alone, while a bound morpheme must be 
attached to another morpheme. car is an example of a free morpheme, -s of a bound morpheme.  
 
A subset of the bound morphemes is the set of affixes (ibid., p. 18). When an affix is attached to the 
beginning of another morpheme, it is called a prefix (e.g., re- in reconsider). When an affix is 
attached to the end of another morpheme, it is called a suffix (e.g., -ize in computerize). The affixes 
can be divided into inflectional affixes and derivational affixes. The plural ending -s is an example 
of an inflectional suffix, -able (e.g., in readable) of a derivational suffix. The morpheme to which 
an affix is attached is the stem (ibid., p. 18). A stem does not need to be an actual word in existence. 
For example, the stem of the Swedish word klockan (“the clock”) is klock, which is not a word in 
Swedish. 
 
In many languages, including English and Swedish, new words can be formed from existing ones 
by compounding. In compounding, a compound is formed from individual words by joining 
together these individual words (ibid., p. 32). Examples of compounds are fireball, ape-man and 
information retrieval.  
 
In general, the part of speech of the compound is identical to the part of speech of its last 
component. The last component of fireball is ball, and its part of speech is noun. Hence, the part of 
speech of fireball is noun. If the meaning of a compound can be determined from the meanings of 
its components, the compound is compositional. It is not always the case that compounds are 
compositional. As an example, a bigwig is not a wig that is large. (ibid., pp. 33-34) 
 
New words can also be formed by derivation. readable is derived from the verb read by adding the 
derivational suffix -able to read, and player is derived from the verb play by adding the 
derivational suffix -er. In the two examples, the derived words, the derivatives, have another part of 
speech than the word they are derived from. This is not always the case. alcoholism, a noun, is 
derived from the noun alcohol, by adding the derivational suffix -ism. 
 
Two semantic relations that are relevant to IR is homography and synonymity. Two words are said 
to be homographs if they are spelled the same way but have distinct meanings (WordNet, 2004). 
An English example is race (contest of speed) and race (ethnic group). Two words are synonymous 
if they have the same, or approximately the same, meaning (Yule, 1996, p. 118). An English 
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example of two synonyms is cab and taxi. A word 1w  is a hyponym of a word 2w  if the meaning of 

2w  is included in the meaning of 1w  (ibid., p. 119). To exemplify, dog is a hyponym of animal. In 
IR, a hyponym 1w  of a word 2w  is often said to be narrower than 2w  (and 2w  is said to be 
broader than 1w ). 
 
3.1.1 Properties of Swedish related to IR 
 
Inflection 
 
We here discuss only the three parts of speech that contain the “content bearing” words (ibid., p. 
76): noun, adjective and verb. These three classes are the most interesting with respect to describing 
the content of documents.  
 
In Swedish, nouns belong to one of two genders, non-neuter and neuter, and have two numbers, 
singular and plural. Several plural suffixes are used. One of them is -er, for example in städer 
(“cities”), plural of stad (“city”). Swedish nouns have two cases, nominative and genitive. Often, 
the genitive is obtained from the nominative by adding the genitive morpheme -s to the nominative. 
With regard to definiteness, a Swedish noun can be in indefinite or definite form. By addition of an 
inflectional suffix to a noun, definite sense is expressed. For example, from stad we obtain staden 
(“the city”) by addition of the suffix -en.  
 
If we combine the grammatical categories definiteness, number and case, we obtain 823 =  forms a 
Swedish noun: [INDEF+SG+NOM] (the base form), [INDEF+PL+NOM], [DEF+SG+NOM]], and 
so on. These eight forms can be categorized into the base form and the inflectional forms. The eight 
forms of stad (base form) are given in Table 3-1: 
 
Table 3-1. The eight forms of the Swedish noun stad. 

 stad  
(base form) 

städer staden städerna stads städers stadens städernas 
 

Definiteness INDEF INDEF DEF DEF INDEF INDEF DEF DEF 
Number SG PL SG PL SG PL SG PL 
Case NOM NOM NOM NOM GEN GEN GEN GEN 

Some nouns lack plural suffix in indefinite form. målare (“painter”) is an example. The eight forms 
are collapsed to six, since [INDEF+SG+NOM] (målare) is identical to [INDEF+PL+NOM], and 
[INDEF+SG+GEN] (målares) is identical to [INDEF+PL+GEN]. 
 
The transition from stad to the plural städer exemplifies a phenomenon that is interesting from an 
IR point of view, namely mutation (Thorell, 1977, pp. 37-38). A search method like right hand 
truncation, where stad is truncated immediately to the right of the ending d, is clearly not useful for 
retrieving all the inflectional forms of stad.24  
 
With respect to nouns, we point out that what was said above about eight forms does not hold for 
proper names. Proper names are in general indeclinable with respect to definiteness and number 
(ibid., p. 21). 
 

                                                           
24 If we instead truncate städer immediately to the right of the only occurrence of d, the base form stad would not be 
retrieved. 
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Adjectives can in general express the same grammatical categories as nouns: gender, number, case 
and definiteness (ibid., p. 62). Comparison, i.e., inflection with respect to degree, is applied to 
adjectives. Three degree forms are used: positive (the base form), comparative and superlative. An 
example is berömd (“famous”) – berömdare (“more famous”) – berömdast (“most famous”). 
 
When modifying nouns, adjectives must agree with the gender, number and definiteness of the 
noun. For example, en berömd konstnär (“a famous artist”) but ett berömt teorem (“a famous 
theorem”), where the gender of konstnär is non-neuter and the gender of teorem is neuter. With 
respect to number, en berömd konstnär but berömda konstnärer (”famous artists”), where konstnär 
is in singular and konstnärer in plural. For definiteness, en berömd konstnär but den berömda 
konstnären (”the famous artist”), where konstnär is in indefinte form, konstnären in definite form. 
 
A definite form can sometimes deviate fairly much from a corresponding indefinite. We have en 
liten pojke (“a small boy”) but den lille pojken (“the small boy”). 
 
The infinitive is the base form of a verb. The infinitive, the past tense and the supine make up the 
principal forms of a verb. For example, the three forms of köpa (“buy”) are köpa, köpte (“bought”) 
and köpt (“bought”), respectively. The Swedish verbs can be divided into weak and strong, 
according to the way the past tense is formed (ibid., p. 106). For weak verbs, the past tense is 
formed by attaching inflectional suffixes to the stem. For strong verbs, the past tense is formed by 
changing of the vowel of the stem. köpa is a weak verb: the past tense is formed attaching the 
inflectional suffix -te to the stem köp. An example of a strong verb is ligga (“lie”): ligga, låg 
(“lay”) and legat (“lain”). 
 
The present tense is formed by attaching inflectional suffixes to the stem (ibid., p. 112). For 
example, köper is formed by attaching -er to the stem köp. However, in some cases, the present 
tense is identical to the stem. For example, present tense of stjäla (“steal”) is the stem stjäl. Other 
tenses than the past and present tense are in Swedish expressed by paraphrases.  
 
We mention one more inflectional verb form, the imperative. Two examples are Köp en lott! (“Buy 
a lot!”) and Svara på min fråga! (“Answer my question!”). In the former case, the imperative (of 
köpa) is identical to the stem, in the latter to the infinitive (svara). 
 
Verb irregularities are relevant to IR and cause similar retrieval problems as mutation. Again, a 
search method like right hand truncation, where the strong verb ligga is truncated immediately to 
the right of the second occurrence of g, is not useful for retrieving the past tense form låg or the 
supine form legat, even if the present tense form ligger would be retrieved. 
 
Compounding 
 
In English, the process of compounding often yields multi-word units. In Swedish, though, 
compounding normally yields a single word. For example, a Swedish equivalent of information 
retrieval is informationsåtervinning. This latter word is made up by the components information 
(“information”) and återvinning (“retrieval”). To take another example, the Swedish equivalent of 
jazz music is jazzmusik.  
 
This property of Swedish, that compounding normally yields single words, is clearly relevant to IR. 
A document in Swedish about jazz music, indexed by jazzmusik but neither by jazz nor musik, 
would neither be retrieved by the query musik nor by the query jazz. However, if jazzmusik is split 
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into its components during indexing, the document would be retrieved by both queries25 (see 
Section 5.2.4). Thus, without compound splitting, relevant documents may not be found, and 
consequently, recall may suffer. 
 
In most Swedish texts, compounds of the type [noun+noun], i.e., compounds such that both the first 
and last component26 is a noun, are probably the most frequent (Malmgren, 1994, pp. 34-35). A 
compound of this type is, e.g., jazzmusik. In most Swedish compounds, the first component is 
qualifier of the last component (ibid., p. 35). For example, in skofabrik (“shoe factory”), the first 
component sko tells which kind of factory that is at stake. 
 
Another property of Swedish relevant to IR is the use of glue morphemes in compounding. One 
such glue morpheme is -s. Several Swedish compounds are on the form [noun+s+last component]. 
Two examples are märkesvaror (“proprietary (branded) goods”), where -s is inserted after märke 
(“brand”), and livsfalig (“highly dangerous”), where -s is inserted after liv (“life”). In märkesvaror, 
the last component, varor (“goods”), is a noun. In livsfarlig, the last component, farlig 
(“dangerous”), is an adjective. Other glue morphemes are -e, -o and -u. For example, when gyttja 
(“mud”) and bad (“bath”) are joined together to gyttjebad (“mudbath”), the ending vowel -a of 
gyttja is replaced by the glue morpheme -e (ibid., p. 37).  
 
Sometimes, the first component of a compound is identical to a noun minus its ending vowel. An 
example is flickskola (“girls’ school”). Here, flicka (“girl”) looses its ending -a in when flicka and 
skola (“school”) are joined together. 
 
If compound splitting is performed during indexing, it is desirable to split compounds like 
märkesvaror and livsfarlig without retaining the -s. The reason is that märke (liv) and not märkes 
(livs) would be used as a query term. Further, it is desirable to split compounds like gyttjebad into 
gyttja and bad (and not into gyttje and bad). The reason is that gyttja and not gyttje would be used 
as a query term. The same type of reason can be given for splitting compounds like flickskola into 
flicka (and not flick) and skola. 
 
Some of the Swedish compounds are non-compositional. The noun jordgubbe (“strawberry”) is an 
example. The meaning of this compound can not be determined from the meanings of its 
components, jord (“earth”) and gubbe (“old man”). 
 
Derivation 
 
In Swedish, the derivational suffixes play a more important role than the derivational prefixes 
(ibid., p. 69), and we concentrate on the former. The most of the Swedish suffix derivatives belong 
to one of the parts of speech noun, adjective and verb, and the part of speech of the derivative is 
determined by the suffix (ibid., p. 47). For example, -het, -ism and -ning are substantival suffixes. If 
we combine these with nykter (“sober”), dilettant (“amateur”) and läsa (“read”), respectively, we 
get the derivatives (nouns) nykterhet (“soberness”), dilettantism (“dilettantism“) and läsning 
(“reading”). Note that the ending -a in läsa is absent in the derivative läsning. 
 
An example of an adjectival suffix is -aktig. When this suffix is added to röd (“red”) and fel 
(“error”) we get the derivatives (adjectives) rödaktig (“reddish”) and felaktig (“erroneous”), 

                                                           
25 And by the query jazz musik, where the notion of jazz music is expressed, less properly, by the multi-word unit jazz 
musik. 
26 Both the first and the last component of a compound can itself be a compound. For example, småjordbruk (“small 
scale farming”) has små (“small”) as first component and jordbruk (“farming”), itself a compound, as last component. 
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respectively. Only a few suffixes are used to form verbs (ibid., p. 65). An example of a verbal 
suffix is -era. Application to analys (“analysis”), for instance, yields analysera (“analyze”). 
 
Finally, in Swedish, the inflectional morphemes come after all other morphemes (ibid., p. 26), as in 
simningen (“the swimming”), a derivative of simma (“swim”) in definite form singular. The 
derivational suffix -ning comes before the inflectional suffix -en. 
 
 
Homography 
 
Homography is a very usual phenomenon in Swedish (ibid., p. 13). For instance, beta (“graze”) and 
beta (“beet”) are homographs, and the same holds for plan (“airplane”) and plan (“open space”). If 
a user is interested in airplanes and use plan in the query, irrelevant documents about open spaces 
may be retrieved. Retrieval problems related to homography are discussed in Section 5.2.4. 

3.2 Conflation 
 
In the remainder of the thesis, we use the term conflation for the process of grouping morphological 
term variants (Frakes, 1992). This yields that normalization and stemming, which were mentioned 
in the preceding chapter, are kinds of conflation. Normalization and stemming are two methods for 
counteracting the problem of morphological variation of query terms in the document database. 
 
The idea behind conflation is to group word forms that are semantically related, i.e., that have 
related meanings. Let it  and  jt  be candidate index terms for a document database D, i.e., let 

Ctt ji ∈,  (see Section 2.1.1). Let confl be a conflation algorithm, i.e., an algorithm that takes a 
word form as input and returns a stem (stemming) (or a base form (normalization)). Assume that 
confl takes its input from C, and let )(tconfl  denote the output of confl given t as input. Then it  and  

jt  are grouped together if and only if )()( ji tconfltconfl = . That is, the two word forms are grouped 

together if and only if confl associates them with the same stem (or with the same base form). If  it  
and  jt  are grouped together, )()( ji tconfltconfl =  will occur in the index as a representative of it  

and  jt .27 
 
Conflation has, beside a potential positive effect on retrieval effectiveness, an efficiency benefit: 
the number of index entries is low, compared to a corresponding inflected word form index. This 
holds particularly for stemming. By storing stems instead of variants, compression factors of over 
50 percent can be obtained (ibid.). 
 
Sometimes, conflation algorithm is used in a broader sense than in this work. For instance, in 
(Ekmekçioglu, Lynch and Willett, 1996), string similarty algorithms count as conflation 
algorithms. Such an algorithm involves a measure of the similarity between a query term and each 
index term. After the measurement process, the index terms can be ranked according to similarity 
values, and the m top ranked terms can be added to the query. 
 
3.2.1 Stemming 
 

                                                           
27 In this section, we have simplified things with respect to normalization. See Section 3.2.2. 
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A commonly employed technique in IR for dealing with inflectional and derivational variation is 
stemming (Lennon et al., 1981; Harman, 1991; Frakes, 1992). In this work, as normally in IR 
research, stemming means suffix removal. In the process of stemming, in this sense, suffixes are 
removed from a word form, and the output of the process is a stem. 
 
The thought behind the application of stemming to IR is to counteract the problem of 
morphological variation of query terms in the document database. Each word in the document 
collection is transformed to its stem, which is placed in the index. In the query phase, the same 
stemming algorithm that was used in the indexing process is applied. 
 
Stemming can be considered as a more liberal method than normalization, and it is possible that 
semantically unrelated words are associated with the same stem. If they are, one can speak of false  
association. Consider the words dop (“baptism”) and dopning (“doping”). The latter word form is a 
derivative. It is derived from the verb dopa (“dope”). Assume that a stemming algorithm STconfl  
associates both with dop, i.e., dopdopningconfldopconfl STST == )()( . A possible consequence is 
that a user who is interested in doping and uses the word dopning in the query, will retrieve 
documents about baptism. Thus, stemming can have a negative effect on precision. 
 
If a stemming algorithm associates two semantically related words with different stems, one can 
speak of association omission. For example, the Porter algorithm (Porter, 1980; Snowball, 2004) 
associates the English words triangle and triangular with triangl and triangular, respectively 
(Krovetz, 1993). 
 
The evaluation of stemming must be considered in relation to retrieval effectiveness. Consider the 
English word forms plumber and plumbic (Jacquemin and Tzoukermann, 1999, p. 30). They have a 
common stem, plumb. A stemming algorithm that associates both plumber and plumbic with plumb 
behaves linguistically correct. However, since this is an example of false association, the behavior 
of the stemming algorithm is unsuccessful from a retrieval point of view (more precisely, from a 
precision point of view). 
 
With respect to mutation and verb irregularities, described in Section 3.1.1 above, a stemming 
algorithm may fail to group the base form and the inflectional forms together. For mutation, the 
Swedish stemmer in (Snowball, 2004) associates stad (“city”) with stad and the plural form städer 
(“cities”) with städ. For verb irregularities, the stemmer performs the following associations with 
respect to the three forms infinitive, past tense and supine of the verb ligga (“lie”): 
 

ligga →  ligg 
låg →  låg 
legat →  leg 

   
Neither the two forms of stad nor the three forms of ligga are then grouped together. 
  
Since Swedish is a morphologically fairly complicated language, it would be reasonable to test the 
effectiveness of stemming. At the Department of Information Studies, University of Tampere, a 
stemmer for Swedish, described in (Carlberger et al., 2001), is available. However, it was decided, 
due to difficulties to connect the stemmer and the IR system used in the study, that the effectiveness 
of stemming would not be tested. 
 
3.2.2 Normalization 
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In this work, normalization refers to the transformation of inflected word forms to their base forms. 
For instance, women is normalized to woman, computers to computer, and clonings to cloning. 
Note that the derivative clonings is not transformed to the word form from which it was derived, 
the verb clone, but to the base form of clonings, cloning. This example illustrates a difference 
between stemming and normalization: stemming often deals with inflectional and derivational 
variation, while normalization only deals with inflectional variation. By contrast, the above 
mentioned Porter algorithm produces clone, given clonings as input. With regard to the 
dop/dopning example of the preceding section, a normalization algorithm would normalize dop to 
dop and dopning to dopning. Thus, )()( dopningconfldopconfl BFBF ≠ , where BFconfl  is a 
normalization algorithm. 
 
The thought behind the application of normalization to IR is the same as the thought behind the 
application of stemming to IR: to counteract the problem of morphological variation of query terms 
in the document database. However, as we have seen, only inflectional variation is counteracted. 
 
One problem with normalization, in an IR context, is that a normalization algorithm may give more 
than one base form as output. Theoretically, a given word form has exactly one base form. 
However, in the absence of part of speech data with respect to an input word form w, the 
normalization algorithm may give alternative analyses of w. For example, w may be analyzed both 
as a noun an as a verb, and the output from the algorithm may be a list of two distinct base forms. 
Consider the Swedish word form får. This form can be analyzed as a noun, with gender neuter, in 
indefinite form singular/plural, in nominative case, and with base form får (“sheep”). This word 
form can also, though, be analyzed as a verb, in active voice, present tense, and with base form få 
(“be allowed to”). If we, then, let BFconfl  be a normalization algorithm, we may have  
 

fåfårfårconflBF ,)( =  
 
Thus, output from BFconfl  is a list. Since the output from a normalization algorithm may be list and 
not a single word form, Section 3.2 above is a simplification with respect to normalization. The 
problem indicated here is more elaborated in Section 5.2.4.  
 
We now return to mutation and verb irregularities. The program (SWETWOL) for morphological 
analysis used in the present study returns stad, given stad as input, and has stad as one of the forms 
in the output list for städer (Lingsoft, 2004)28. Further, the base form ligga occurs in the output lists 
for ligga, låg and legat (ibid.). This yields, in contrast to the Swedish stemmer referred to in the 
preceding section, that the two forms of stad are grouped together, and the same holds for the three 
forms of ligga.  

                                                           
28 An output list from SWETWOL contains more than base forms. For each base form in the list, it also contains a 
description of the input word form with respect to part of speech and other grammatical categories. See Section 5.2.4. 
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Chapter 4 
 

Research on conflation 

4.1 Research on a morpohlogically simple language 
 
In this section, conflation research on English, a morphologically relatively simple language, is 
reported. 
 
Lennon et al. (1981) compared seven conflation algorithms and the alternative of non-conflation. 
Five of these algorithms are conventional in the sense that they give rise to stem indices. In the 
reported experiments, the algorithms were tested with respect to retrieval effectiveness and with 
respect to reducing the size of the index (only the five conventional algorithms).  
 
With regard to retrieval effectiveness, which we concentrate on here, one test collection was used. 
For each conflation algorithm employed, two searches were performed. One precision oriented and 
one recall oriented. For precision oriented searches, one of the conflation algorithms performed 
best, and the same was the case for recall oriented searches. However, it was not the same 
algorithm that performed best in the two cases. (ibid.) 
 
For precision oriented searches, several of the algorithms were significantly better than non-
conflation, and all but one were not significantly worse than non-conflation. For recall oriented 
searches, one of the conflation algorithms was significantly better than non-conflation, and, again, 
all but one were not significantly worse than non-conflation. The authors conclude that (1) 
stemming may considerably increase retrieval effectiveness, and (2) stemming will certainly not 
decrease retrieval effectiveness. (ibid.) 
 
In one of the experiments reported in Frakes (1984), the following hypothesis was adopted: 
conflation (stemming) will perform as well as or better than truncation with respect to retrieval 
effectiveness. To test the hypothesis, a document database and 25 user need statements were used. 
The statements were solicited from members of the Syracuse University academic community and 
other institutions.  
 
For each user need statement, (1) a searcher manually truncated the query terms, and a search was 
performed, and (2) a stemming algorithm was applied to the query terms, and a search was 
performed. The hypothesis was confirmed: no significant difference between stemming and 
truncation with respect to retrieval effectiveness was obtained. Based on this outcome, Frakes states 
that term grouping can be automated in a retrieval system, without average loss of effectiveness. 
(ibid.) 
 
In Harman (1991), three stemming algorithms were investigated with respect to retrieval 
effectiveness. The algorithms were the “S” algorithm, the Lovins (1968) algorithm and the Porter 
algorithm. These algorithms differ with respect to level of stemming. The “S” algorithm performs 
minimal stemming: singular and plural word forms are grouped together. The Lovins algorithm 
removes many different suffixes and has a considerably higher level of stemming than the “S” 
algorithm. The Porter algorithm is between the “S” algorithm and the Lovins algorithm with respect 
to level of stemming. 
 
Harman used three test collections, covering different subject areas. Three different ranking 
functions were employed in the experiments. One of them used only the number of matching terms 
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between a query and a document. The other two ranking functions, say noiseR  and idfR , used the 
noise measure and the inverse document frequency function (IDF), respectively. (ibid.) 
 
When a stemming algorithm SA was used, the following was done: for each non-common query 
term t, each term in the document database that is associated (according to SA) with the same stem 
as t was added to t, and an expanded query resulted. With respect to term weighting, document 
frequencies for t and for the terms added to t were combined. In this way, retrieval using a stem 
index and stems as query terms was emulated via query expansion. (ibid.) 
 
Irrespective of noiseR  or idfR  was used, and irrespective of test collection, none of the three 
stemming algorithms performed significantly better than non-stemming. However, evaluation on a 
query-by-query basis revealed that retrieval was influenced by stemming: for each stemming 
algorithm, some queries exhibited improvement in relation to non-stemming, while some queries 
exhibited deterioration. In fact, the number of queries showing improvement was approximately the 
same as the number of queries showing deterioration. (ibid.) 
 
In order to improve retrieval effectiveness using stemming, three methods were tested: down- 
weighting of query terms added by the stemmer, restricting stemming to short queries, and 
restricting stemming to important terms, important in the sense that they are not widespread in the 
database. None of these methods gave rise to significant improvements for the three stemming 
algorithms in comparison to non-stemming. (ibid.) 
 
Krovetz (1993) studied four stemming algorithms for English: the Porter algorithm, a modified 
Porter algorithm and two stemmers, one inflectional and one derivational, constructed by Krovetz 
himself. The baseline of the study was no stemming at all: query word forms were matched against 
an inflected word form index. Four test collections, which represented a wide range with respect to, 
e.g., average document length, were used.  
 
The two Krovetz stemmers are morphologically tuned in the sense that the output of the algorithms 
is a word. This was accomplished by iteratively checking the potential output of the stemmers 
against entries in a dictionary. (ibid.) 
 
The modified Porter algorithm had an association omission problem, and sometimes performed 
worse than the original Porter algorithm. The problem was in part caused by words ending in e. To 
illustrate the problem, consider the base form distribute. The Porter algorithm associates distribute, 
distributed and distributing with the stem distribut. With the modified stemmer, though, distribute 
would be found in the dictionary, prior to stemming, and would thereby be returned as the stem. 
For distributed and distributing, these forms would not be found in the dictionary. Because of this, 
the inflectional suffixes -ed and -ing would be removed and distribut returned as the stem. Thus, 
the three word variants would not be grouped together. (ibid.) 
 
The inflectional stemmer attempted to handle the omission problem described in the preceding 
paragraph. As with the modified stemmer, the dictionary is checked prior to stemming any word. 
Assume that the word to be checked ends in the inflectional suffix -ing/-es/-ed. If the word is 
found, it is returned as the stem. If not, e is substituted for -ing/-es/-ed. Then the dictionary is 
checked again. If the check succeeds, the result of the substitution is returned. If the check fails, the 
entire suffix is removed and the dictionary is checked again. This yields that the three word variants 
mentioned in the preceding paragraph would be grouped together, since they would all be 
associated with distribute. (ibid.) 
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The derivational stemmer was a modification of the inflectional one. It removes both inflectional 
and derivational suffixes. A conservative approach was taken in that a derivative, for example 
authorize (with the derivational suffix -ize), would not be stemmed if it was found in the dictionary. 
This approach is based on the fact that dictionaries usually list a word form separately if it has a 
meaning that is distinct from the meaning of its stem. Certain derivational suffixes, for example 
-ness, were removed, even if the result of the removal was not in the dictionary. If cosiness would 
not appear in the dictionary, -ness would be removed, regardless of cosi would appear in the 
dictionary or not. (ibid.) 
 
The performance of the Porter algorithm and of the three other stemmers exceeded the performance 
of the non-stemming alternative. In three of the four test collections, the derivational stemmer 
outperformed the Porter algorithm. The derivational stemmer performed somewhat better than the 
inflectional stemmer over all four test collections. One can note that the smallest improvements of 
stemming were observed in the two collections with the highest average document length. For 
probability reasons, this would be expected: the probability that exact word forms in the query are 
present in the documents increases if the documents are longer. Moreover, the greatest 
improvements of stemming occurred in the test collection with the shortest queries (mean words 
per query) and the shortest documents (mean words per document). (ibid.) 
 
Hull (1996) compared the retrieval effectiveness of five stemming algorithms to the baseline of 
non-stemming. An IR system based on the vector model was used in the experiments, which 
utilized the document collection constructed for the TREC/TIPSTER project. For each request, one 
long query and one short query were constructed. By using both long and short queries, the 
interaction between the variables stemming algorithm and query length could be studied. 
 
Two of the algorithms were included in the IR system used. One removes s’s from the end of 
words, the other is a modified version of the Lovins algorithm mentioned above. The remaining 
algorithms were the Porter algorithm, an inflectional algorithm and a derivational algorithm. The 
latter one is noteworthy, since not only suffixes are removed, but also prefixes. For example, the 
derivational algorithm associates superconductivity with conduct. (ibid.) 
 
Hull used both a standard approach (precision at 11 recall levels) and several non-standard 
measures to evaluate effect of stemming on retrieval effectiveness, with respect to the two query 
lengths. Hull also performed a detailed analysis of individual queries (with respect to short queries), 
in order to find out why a given stemming algorithm performs better than another.29 (ibid.) 
 
Hull drew the following conclusions, based on the exhaustive analysis performed (ibid.): 
 
§ Except for the case where queries are long and when the document cut-off value (DCV) is 

small (i.e., only a few documents in the list returned by the IR system are examined), 
stemming is almost always better than non-stemming. 

§ The stemming algorithm that removes plural s’s is less effective than the other algorithms, 
except when the DCV is small. In that case, s removal has a similar performance as the 
other, more complex stemming algorithms. 

§ There is no average difference in retrieval effectiveness between the four more complex 
algorithms. 

                                                           
29 Hull also made use of extensive statistical testing. One of the motives for this was to filter out queries that Hull 
considered important, i.e., queries such that (1) the variance in retrieval effectiveness is high across the levels of the 
variable stemming algorithm, and (2) the cause of the variance is that a lot of relevant documents are ranked higher in 
some methods than in others. 
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§ There are suffix-removal rules that can be beneficial in some cases but harmful in others. 
For example, it turned out that it was beneficial to group farmer and farm, but harmful to 
group server and serve. 

§ Linguistic analysis tools must be tailored for IR applications. 
§ Removal of prefixes may be undesirable in the IR context. One of the queries is commercial 

overfishing. The derivational algorithm performs worse than the other algorithms for this 
query. It removes the prefix over- and the suffix -ing. This yields fish, with the consequence 
that irrelevant documents about, e.g., fish dishes, may be highly ranked. 

 
With respect to the studies reported above, the Harman study sticks out: no significant 
improvements for the three stemming algorithms in comparison to non-stemming were observed. 
However, Harman evaluated effectiveness at 10 and 30 documents retrieved. Her result is, which is 
pointed out by Hull, actually similar to what Hull obtained when long queries were used and 
evaluation occurred after 10 retrieved documents. 
 
Finally, Riloff (1995), in a paper about text classification, argues that conflation may be 
inappropriate for some terms. For instance, it may seem unproblematic to group singular and plural 
forms of a given noun. However, Riloff put forward cases where the singular form is more 
associated with relevant documents than the corresponding plural form. An example pair is 
assassination and assassinations. In one of the training databases used, 83.9% of the occurrences of 
the singular form assassination occurred in relevant30 documents, while the corresponding 
percentage for the plural form assassinations was only 51.3%. One might then argue that it would 
be harmful, from the point of view of retrieval effectiveness, to group the two word forms. 

4.2 Research on morphologically more complex languages 
 
Conflation research on morphologically more complex, in relation to English, languages is reported 
in this section. 
 
Popovic and Willett (1992) examined the performance of a stemmer developed for the Slovene 
language, a language that has a far more complex morphology than English. A collection of 
approximately 500 abstracts in Slovene was generated, and 48 queries were obtained. Three 
methods were tested:  
 
(a) unmanipulated queries run against an inflected word form index (without stop words),  
(b) manual right hand truncation of query words with the resulting queries run against an inflected 
word form index, and  
(c) stemming of document and query words with the stemmed queries run against a stem index.   
 
There was no significant difference between methods (b) and (c), but both these methods performed 
significantly better than method (a) (ibid.). A control experiment, in which both abstracts and 
queries were translated to English, was performed in order to establish that the obtained results 
were not caused by the particular test data. In this experiment, method (a) was compared to method 
(c), and the Porter algorithm was employed. The use of stemming produced just a slight (non-
significant) improvement. It is therefore reasonable to assume that the results for the Slovene data 
are due to properties of the Slovene language. The result for the English documents is in agreement 
with (Harman, 1991), which concludes that stemming does not enhance retrieval effectiveness for 
English documents. The outcome of the two experiments supports the idea that the effectiveness of 
conflation is related to the morphological complexity of a language. 
                                                           
30 A document was considered to be relevant only if it referred to a specific incident of the appropriate type. 
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Kalamboukis (1995) investigated the behavior of a stemming algorithm for Greek. The algorithm 
handled both inflectional and derivational suffixes. The retrieval effectiveness of the algorithm was 
compared to the effectiveness of non-stemming. 
 
The IR system used in the experiments was based on the vector model, and two test collections 
were used. The collections were small with regard to the number of documents, and they covered 
different subjects. The stemming algorithm was used during indexing, as well as in the query phase. 
(ibid.) 
 
Precision and recall was measured at different DCVs. For both test collections, retrieval 
effectiveness was improved by stemming. Especially for recall at higher DCVs, the difference 
between stemming and non-stemming was marked. (ibid.) 
 
Kraaij and Pohlmann (1996) studied conflation with respect to the Dutch language. A Porter 
stemming algorithm for Dutch was investigated, as well as two more linguistically motivated 
conflation algorithms. One of these was inflectional (normalization), the other 
inflectional/derivational (”full” stemming). The effectivenes of the conflation algorithms was 
compared to non-conflation. Since no standard test collection was available for Dutch, the auhors 
compiled their own (full text) collection.  
 
The IR system used was based on the vector model. Like Harman (1991) (see the preceding 
section), conflation emulation via query expansion was employed. However, instead of combining 
document frequencies for a query term t and its variants in term weighting, a different approach 
was used. A stem index was built during indexing (with the Dutch Porter algorithm), and runs with 
stems as query terms, matched against the stem index, were compared to stemming emulation via 
query expansion. Furthermore, in some of the tested methods, original query terms had higher 
weights than their added variants. (Kraaij and Pohlmann, 1996) 
 
In Dutch, like in Swedish, (nominal) compounds are generally formed by concatenating two or 
more words to produce a single word. Some of the tested methods used a tool for compound 
analysis. For such methods, a single word compound in a query was split into its components, and 
the components added to the query, and/or new query compounds were generated from terms 
already present in the query. In the former case, at least one broader term than the compound itself 
may be generated and added to the query. For example, from the query compound muziekcentrum 
(“music center”), centrum (“centre“) (and muziek (“music”)) are obtained. In the latter case, a 
narrower term (the compound) than at least one of the original terms may be generated and added 
to the query. For example, from the query terms concert (“concert”) and recensies (“reviews”), the 
query compound concertrecensie (“concert review”) are obtained. (ibid.) 
 
For evaluation, Kraaij and Pohlman used both precision at certain recall levels and three alternative 
measures (one precision measure and three recall measures). With regard to the latter measures, 
significance testing was performed. Some of the results of the experiment were (ibid.): 
 
§ For each alternative measure, there was no significant difference between the Dutch Porter 

algorithm and the inflectional/derivational algorithm. 
§ For each alternative measure except one, the inflectional algorithm was significantly better 

than the inflectional/derivational algorithm. 
§ For each recall measure, the inflectional algorithm, extended with compound splitting and 

compound generation, was significantly better than non-stemming. 
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§ For the alternative precision measure and one of the recall measures, non-stemming was 
significanly better than the Dutch Porter algorithm and the inflectional/derivational 
algorithm. 

§ In most cases, methods where the orginal query terms were more highly weighted than their 
added variants were more effective than their non-reweighted counterpart methods. 

§ For each alternative measure, stemming emulation via query expansion, with original query 
terms more highly weighted than their added variants, was not significantly different from 
the method where stems as query terms were matched against a stem index (built by the aid 
of the Dutch Porter algorithm). 

 
In (Savoy, 1999), experiments with two French test collections are reported. The two document 
databases involved differed substantially with respect to mean document length. For one of them, 
the mean number of words per document was only 52.  
 
An inflectional stemming algorithm for French was constructed. This algorithm has, like the ”S” 
algorithm mentioned in the preceding section, a low level of stemming: singular and plural word 
forms are grouped together. For instance, the algorithm associates baronnes (”baronesses”), barons 
(”barons”) and baron (”baron”) with baron (the plural suffix -s is removed from the first two word 
forms). Association omission occurs, though. An example is the pair français and françaises, the 
adjective ”French” in masculine and feminine plural, respectively. The algorithm associates the 
former with françai, the latter with français. (ibid.) 
 
In the experiments, Savoy varied both term weighting scheme and ranking function. Both 
probabilistic retrieval and vector model based retrieval was represented. All in all, nine 
combinations of weighting scheme and ranking function were used. A stop list for French was 
developed, and stopwording was compared to non-stopwording with regard to retrieval 
effectiveness. For evaluation of effectiveness, precision at 11 recall levels was used. (ibid.) 
 
For the test collection with the longer documents, the stemming algorithm performed slightly better 
than non-stemming for most of the weighting scheme/ranking function combinations, irrespective 
of wether the stop list was applied or not. However, for the test collection with short documents, 
stemming was beneficial for the most of the weighting scheme/ranking function combinations, 
irrespective of wether the stop list was applied or not. For this test collection, with respect to non-
application of the stop list and for most of the weighting scheme/ranking function combinations, 
the difference in retrieval effectiveness between stemming and non-stemming was significant. 
(ibid.) 
 
The results obtained by Savoy agree with the results in (Krovetz, 1993), where the greatest 
improvements of stemming occurred in the test collection with the shortest documents. 
 
Savoy also tested a more complex conflation algorithm, which handled also derivational suffixes. 
However, this algorithm performed slightly worse than the inflectional stemming algorithm. 
(Savoy, 1999) 
 
Turkish is a morphologically complex languge, and Ekmekçioglu and Willett (2000) compared 
conflation to non-conflation with respect to retrieval effectiveness, when a database of Turkish 
documents was searched. Conflation was obtained by applying a morphological analyzer, based on 
the two-level model created by Koskenniemi (1983). This two-level model is briefly described in 
Section 5.2.4 below. In the study, a probabilistic IR system was used. 
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The morphological analyzer was not applied during indexing, only in the query phase. For the 
conflation case and for each word in a given query: the word was given as input to the 
morphological analyzer, and the shortest output form was selected as the query stem, which was 
right hand truncated. The query was then matched against an inflected word form index. The 
authors state that such a methodology is feasible, since Turkish stems are generally unaffected 
when a suffix is added to its right-hand end.31 For about 17% of the query words, the shortest output 
form from the morphological analyzer was not the correct one. (ibid.) 
 
The evaluation measure employed was the number of relevant documents retrieved, in relation to 
the two DCVs 10 and 20. For both DCVs, the mean (across the test queries) number of retrieved 
relevant documents for conflation was greater than the corresponding value for non-conflation. The 
differences in effectiveness between conflation and non-conflation were statistically significant. 
Further, the set of retrieved relevant documents for a non-conflated query was in most cases a 
proper subset of the corresponding set for the stem query. The authors state that the conflation 
results of the study represent a minimal bound of retrieval effectiveness. If a user had been asked, 
prior to submitting the query to the IR system, to check the output forms of the morphological 
analyzer, the retrieval effectiveness of conflation could have been further improved. (ibid.) 
 
In the study reported in (Alkula, 2001), based on (Alkula, 2000), a database of Finnish newspaper 
articles was indexed in different ways. Three indices were constructed: an inflected word form 
index, say INFLA, and two base word form indices. With respect to one of the latter indices, say 
SPLITA, and compounds, not only the base form of a compound was placed in the index, but also 
the components (in base form) of the compound. With respect to the remaining base word form 
index, say BASEA, compounds were not split. A Boolean IR system was used. The number of 
requests was 26.  
 
Five methods were tested. In the first method, the baseline, search words were manually truncated. 
The terms that resulted from the truncation were used in queries, which were run against INFLA. 
The second and third method used a language module, which produced linguistically correct stems 
from search words. The stems were used in queries, and the queries were run against INFLA. 
(Alkula, 2001) 
 
In the third method, in an attempt to reduce the retrieval of irrelevant documents, some of the word 
forms in INFLA that matched a query stem were rejected. The base form of a word form that 
matched a query stem was generated, and the base form was compared to the base form of the 
search word, from which the query stem was generated. If the base form was identical to the base 
form of the search word, it was accepted. If not, it was rejected. (ibid.) 
 
Base word forms as query terms were matched against BASEA in the fourth method. If compounds 
were searched, the language module referred to above was used to stem the search word. The 
resulting stem was matched against BASEA. In this way, compounds with the search word as first 
component could be retrieved. In the fifth method, base word forms were matched against SPLITA. 
Compounds were searched by manually adding a special truncation symbol to the search word in 
order to indicate the position of the search word in the compound. (ibid.) 
 
With respect to average recall, the fifth method (which employed SPLITA) performed best, and the 
fourth method (which employed BASEA) performed second best. Best average precision was 
achieved by the third method (automatic stemming of base forms of search words plus rejection of 
                                                           
31 This is not the case with Swedish, as we saw in Section 3.1.1. 
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certain matching word forms in INFLA). The forth method had the second best average precision, 
while the fifth method was almost as good. (ibid.) 
 
The retrieval results of the methods were also analyzed with a rank approach. Precision (and recall) 
values were replaced by ranks. The highest value was replaced by rank 1, the next highest by rank 
2, and so on. An advantage with ranks, compared to average values, is that consistency is easier to 
see. The rank approach yielded a result that was similar to the one obtained by the average 
approach. (ibid.) 
 
Carlberger et al. (2001) used a database of Swedish news articles and the Swedish stemmer 
mentioned in Section 3.2.1 in order to investigate if stemming improves precision and recall. 100 
texts were randomly selected from the database, and a request (a question) was constructed from 
each selected text. 
 
For each request, two queries were constructed: one with unstemmed request words and one with 
stems of request words. The maximal query length was five terms. For each query, precision and 
recall at 10=DCV  was computed. Average precision and average recall was computed for the two 
types of queries. The precision mean for stemmed queries was 15 percent better than the 
corresponding mean for the unstemmed queries, and the recall mean was 18 percent better. (ibid.) 
 
Cöster, Sahlgren and Karlgren (2003) used a database of Swedish documents and 53 topics in 
Swedish from CLEF 2003.32 An inflected word form index was constructed from the documents. 
Compound splitting with respect to queries was explored in the study (compound splitting during 
indexing was not performed). 
 
Two methods, which differed with regard to query term source, were tested. In the first method, 
query terms were taken from the Title field of CLEF topics. In the second method, query terms 
from the Description field were added to the terms taken from the Title field in the first method. For 
both methods, an original query was expanded with the first components of the compounds of the 
query. For example, if ozonlager (“ozone layer”) occurred in the original query, ozon (“ozone”) 
was added to the query. Further, each term in the expanded query was truncated. In that way, 
compounds with the first component of a query compound as first component could be retrieved. 
For instance, ozonhål (“ozone hole”) is retrieved, given the example above. For both methods, each 
expanded query contained at most five terms. (ibid.) 
 
For both methods, several Boolean queries on conjunctive normal form were constructed for a 
given topic. The IR system used in the study ranked documents according to a tf-idf scheme and to 
the number of satisfied conjuncts in a query. The similarity value for a document, in relation to a 
set of Boolean queries for a topic, was set to the sum of the similarity values for the document 
obtained in relation to the individual queries in the set. For evaluation, the number of queries 
above, identical to and below the median precision value (for the corresponding topic and with 
respect to several CLEF runs for the topic) was detected. The overall results are, according to the 
authors, encouraging. However, about 55% (first method referred to above) and about 58% (second 
method) of the queries performed below the median, while about 26% (23%) performed above the 
median. Note that the median precision acted as a baseline. The baseline was not original queries 
matched against the inflected word form index of the study. (ibid.) 
 
                                                           
32 Neither the reported study nor the work by McNamee and Mayfield (2004), reported below, is a conflation study, 
given the definition of the term conflation (Section 3.2). However, both studies involved term grouping and both 
studies used a Swedish test collection. Moreover, Cöster, Sahlgren and Karlgren (2003) applied compound splitting. 
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Braschler and Ripplinger (2004) dealt with German full text retrieval. They studied the effects of 
conflation and compound splitting on retrieval effectiveness. The documents of the used test 
collection were German news articles. The requests were selected from a set of 90 CLEF topics 
(Cross Language Evaluation Forum, 2004) in German.33 85 topics were selected. The IR system 
used involved a best match retrieval technique. Non-interpolated precision over all relevant 
documents was used as evaluation measure. 
 
Twelve different methods were compared to the baseline of non-conflation and non-splitting. The 
methods ranged from language-independent ones to methods that employed elaborated linguistic 
knowledge. Some of the 12 methods used only conflation, while some used both conflation and 
compound splitting. Both stemming and normalization were tested. For compound splitting, 
splitting took place both during indexing and in query phase. Some methods used part of speech 
disambiguation. Further, both short and long queries were used. (ibid.) 
 
For both short and long queries, methods that used conflation in combination with compound 
splitting had better retrieval effectiveness than methods that only used conflation. These latter 
methods performed better than the baseline. However, the improvements obtained, in relation to the 
baseline, were higher for short queries than for long. (ibid.) 
 
For short queries, four of the methods that involved conflation in combination with compound 
splitting were significantly better than the baseline and significantly better than all methods that 
only used conflation. Three of these methods involved the same stemming algorithm but utilized 
different variants of compound splitting. These three variants can be described as follows: (1) split 
a compound only if all its components have the same part of speech as the compound itself, (2) 
split a compound if at least one of its components has the same part of speech as the compound 
itself, and (3) split a compound whenever possible. The fourth method transformed words to the 
derivational stem (for instance, Kollisionen (“collisions”) is transformed to kollidieren (“collide”)), 
and derivational information was used also in compound splitting. (ibid.) 
 
For long queries and with respect to significance testing, approximately the same differences that 
were found for short queries were obtained. (ibid.) 
 
Braschler and Ripplinger also studied the effects of conflation and compound splitting in a scenario 
were recall is of secondary importance: the user is only willing to examine a few top ranked 
documents. Such a scenario is often realized with regard to Web based search engines. For 
evaluation, precision at 10=DCV  was used. (ibid.) 
 
Interestingly, since conflation and compound splitting are techniques that are often seen as recall-
enhancing tools, most of the 12 alternative methods outperformed the baseline for short queries. 
Again, and for short queries, methods with conflation in combination with compound splitting had 
better performance than methods that only used conflation. None of the differences between an 
alternative method and the baseline were significant, though. For long queries, most of the 
conflation only methods and one combination method performed worse than the baseline. 
However, most combination methods performed better than the baseline (but none of these 
differences were significant). (ibid.) 
 
McNamee and Mayfield (2004) report on both monolingual and bilingual experiments, where term 
grouping, in the form of n-gram character indexing, was compared to non-grouping. Here we 
concentrate on the monolingual experiments. Retrieval effectiveness in eight European languages, 
                                                           
33 The requests of this study were selected from the corresponding set of 90 CLEF topics in Swedish. 
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among them Swedish, was studied. Eight CLEF test collections, one for each involved language, 
were used. A best match retrieval technique was employed in the experiments. Mean average 
precision was used for evaluation. 
 
The document databases were indexed in two ways: by using word forms, which yielded inflected 
word form indices, and by using n-grams, which yielded indices of n-grams. Several values on n 
were tested for retrieval effectiveness. It turned out that 4-grams and 5-grams were the most 
effective. (ibid.) 
 
Let S be a sentence in a document d, belonging to one of the eight databases. Further, let “-“ stand 
for a space character. Assume that “-“ separates any two adjacent word forms in S. For the n-gram 
approach, “-“ was placed at the beginning and end of S, yielding -S-. Then each subsequence of -S- 
such that its length is n was generated as an n-gram. The n-grams generated from -S- were placed in 
the index, with pointers to d. As an example, let S be “Johns Hopkins University is great”. We 
place “-“ in the beginning and end of S, and get “-Johns Hopkins University is great-“. The 
following 5-grams are then generated: 
 

-john johns ohns- hns-h ns-ho ... y-is- -is-g is-gr s-gre -grea great reat- 
 
Note that some 5-grams are word spanning: they contain parts of adjacent words. An example is 
ns-ho. In query phase, word spanning n-grams were generated from CLEF topics to obtain queries 
of n-grams. (ibid.) 
 
The n-gram approach outperformed the baseline (queries containing word forms matched against 
an inflected word form index) for each used language. The largest improvements occurred in 
Finnish, German and Swedish. The smallest improvement occurred in English. The observed 
improvements were significant for all languages except French and English. (ibid.) 

4.3 Summary of the main results 
 
Several earlier studies have shown that conflation can be useful in relation to retrieval 
effectiveness. The research by Lennon et al. (1981), Krovetz (1993) and Hull (1996) supports the 
idea that conflation is useful for the English language. Harman (1991), though, did not see any 
significant differences between conflation and non-conflation, and the same holds for the control 
experiment performed in (Popovic and Willett, 1992). 
 
The picture is clearer for morphologically more complex languages than for English. Kalamboukis 
(1995) and Popovic and Willett (1992) reported improvements in retrieval effectiveness due to 
conflation for Greek and Slovene, respectively. For the Dutch language, Kraaij and Pohlman (1996) 
report, e.g., the following result: for each used recall measure in the study, the inflectional 
algorithm, extended with compound splitting and compound generation, was significantly better 
than non-stemming. 
 
Savoy (1999) used both long and short French test documents. Not only conflation was studied, but 
also stopwording with regard to retrieval effectiveness. It was observed that, for the test collection 
with short documents, conflation in the form of stemming was beneficial for the most of the used 
weighting scheme/ranking function combinations, irrespective of wether a stop list was applied or 
not. For Turkish, Ekmekçioglu and Willett (2000) applied a morphological analyzer in query phase 
and compared conflation to non-conflation. They report that conflation was beneficial. The 
differences in effectiveness between conflation and non-conflation were statistically significant. 
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Carlberger et al. (2001) used a database of Swedish news articles and a Swedish stemmer. It turned 
out that stemming improved precision, as well as recall. Alkula (2001) used three indices, an 
inflected word form index and two base word form indices. With regard to one of these latter 
indices, compound splitting was performed. For both precision and recall, methods that involved 
normalization performed best. However, the baseline was manual truncation of search words, and a 
Boolean IR system was used. 
 
Cöster, Sahlgren and Karlgren (2003) used a database of Swedish documents and topics in 
Swedish. The authors tested compound splitting in queries. The results were mixed: some queries 
performed better than the baseline, but considerably more queries performed worse than the 
baseline. 
 
Braschler and Ripplinger (2004) dealt with German and studied the effects of conflation and 
compound splitting on retrieval effectiveness. Compound splitting took place both during indexing 
and in query phase. Further, both short and long queries were used. Methods that used conflation in 
combination with compound splitting had better effectiveness than methods that only used 
conflation, and these latter methods performed better than the baseline of non-conflation and non-
splitting. However, the improvements obtained, in relation to the baseline, were higher for short 
queries than for long.  
 
McNamee and Mayfield (2004) studied retrieval effectiveness in eight European languages, among 
them Swedish. Term grouping, in the form of n-gram character indexing, was compared to non-
grouping. The n-gram approach outperformed non-grouping for each used language. The largest 
improvements occurred in Finnish, German and Swedish. The smallest improvement occurred in 
English. 
 
Considerable improvements in retrieval effectiveness, due to conflation, have been reported in the 
literature for morphologically more complex languages than English. Swedish is such a language, 
and it is reasonable to expect that conflation would enhance retrieval effectiveness also with respect 
to the test collection used in this thesis. 
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Chapter 5 
 

Test documents and the indexing strategies used in the study 

5.1 Test documents 
 
A test database containing 161,336 documents was used in the study. The documents were news 
articles published 1994, in the Swedish newspapers Göteborgs-Posten (GP) and Helsingborgs 
Dagblad (HD). The documents from GP and HD were originally stored in two separate files. These 
two files were converted to corresponding SGML files, since SGML is a format that fits InQuery, 
and the SGML files were used as test files. Table 5-1 reports file sizes of the test files in number of 
documents and in byte/MB. 
 

Table 5-1. Sizes of the test files. 

File # documents Byte MB 
HD   88478 141301310  
GP    72858 152581618  
HD + GP 161336 293882928 280≈  

 
In the SGML files, the ASCII character set was used.  The Scandinavian letters 
 

å ä ö Å Ä Ö 
 

were expressed as ASCII Scands. That is, they were converted to the following ASCII characters, 
respectively: 
 

}{ | ] [ \ 
 

Certain characters that occur in the original files and such that they (1) do not belong to the ASCII 
character set, and (2) are relatively rare in written Swedish, were converted to ASCII strings. For 
example, é was converted to e, and ñ was converted to n. There is, however, a drawback with this 
procedure: the distinction between, e.g., é and e is lost. Thereby the distinction between, e.g., the 
words idé (“idea”) and ide (“winter quarter”) is lost. In an operational environment, this drawback 
would perhaps be inconvenient, since the loss of distinctions of the type in question may hurt 
precision.34 However, the purpose of the study is to compare the five indexing strategy-query term 
combinations with respect to retrieval effectiveness, and it seems reasonable to assume that the 
purpose is not counteracted by the loss of distinctions of the type at hand. 
 
The main reason to use the ASCII character set, and not a more extensive set (including, e.g., the 
Scandinavian characters), was that the index building programs were based on manipulating words, 
which consist of ASCII characters (including ASCII Scands). Moreover, these index building 
programs are well tested at the IR laboratory, where the experiment of the study was executed.  
 
Table 5-2 gives the mapping of non-ASCII characters to ASCII strings, together with text examples 
from the original files and from the SGML files. 

                                                           
34 One should note that the problem indicated may be counteracted by using, not only, e.g., ide, in a query, but also 
several other terms. 
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Table 5-2. Mapping of non-ASCII characters to ASCII strings. 

Character in original files Text example from original files ASCII string Text example from SGML files 
Ç 
 

Çiller C Ciller 
ü München ~ M~nchen 
é Ateljé e Atelje 
â Mâcon a Macon 
ä äventyr { {ventyr 
à à la carten a a la carten 
å ål } }l 
ç François c Francois 
ê crêpes e crepes 
ë Citroën e Citroen 
è Genève e Geneve 
ï Saïd i Said 
î fraîche i fraiche 
ì Cìosa  Cìosa 
Ä Älv [ [lv 
Å Åland ] ]land 
É Émile E Emile 
æ Bræin ae Braein 
Æ Æneiden AE Aeneiden 
ô Dôzar o Dozar 
ö ögon | |gon 
ò Gòrecki o Gorecki 
û Cancûn  Cancûn 
ù Setùbal  Setùbal 
Ö Öland \ \land 
Ü Ürziger ^ ^rziger 
á Gonzáles a Gonzales 
í Reykjavík i Reykjavik 
ó Miró o Miro 
ú Jesús u Jesus 
ñ Buñuel n Bunul 
Ñ 1985Ñ90  1985Ñ90 

 
Four non-ASCII characters, ì, û, ù and Ñ were, by mistake, not converted to ASCII strings. The 
cells in column 3, in Table 5-2, for these four characters are therefore empty. For example, Setùbal 
occurs in both an original file and in its corresponding SGML file. 
 
A few Unix commands were used in order to investigate how frequent the four characters are in the 
two SGML files. It was found that they occur very infrequently, and the conversion omission can 
be regarded as a minor problem. In Table 5-3 below, a row reports the number of lines, in the 
SGML files for the GP and HD documents, which contain the character in the first column. 
 
Table 5-3. The number of lines, in the two SGML files, that contain a non-converted character. 

Character # of lines in the GP file 
that contain the character 

# of lines in the HD file 
that contain the character Σ  

ì 3  0  3 
û 5  0  5 
ù 3  2  5 
Ñ 0 91 91 

  
As can be seen from the last row in Table 5-3, 91 lines contain Ñ. However, and important for the 
experiment and its results, neither Ñ nor any of the other three non-ASCII characters occur in the 
topics of the study. 
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5.2 Indexing of the Swedish news articles 
 
Four indices were built in the study, and each index corresponds to a different way of representing 
text. 
 
5.2.1 Lexical analysis of the Swedish news articles 
 
As mentioned in Chapter 2, it must be decided what counts as a token with respect to the 
documents in the collection, before the lexical analysis is performed. With regard to the definition 
of token, a fairly simple approach, described below, was applied. 
 
Before the definition of token is given, some definitions are put forward (Lewis and Papadimitriou, 
1981). An alphabet Σ  is a finite set of symbols. A string over Σ  is a sequence of symbols from Σ . 
The set of all strings over Σ  is denoted by *Σ . The string with no symbols at all is called the empty 
string, and is denoted by e. Let v and w be strings over an alphabet Σ . v is a substring of w if and 
only if there are strings x and y such that xvyw = . v is proper substring of w if and only if v is a 
substring of w, and wv ≠ . The concatenation of the strings v and w, symbolically wv o , is the 
string v followed by the string w. 
 
Let Σ  be the Roman alphabet. Then jazz is a string over Σ , and az is a proper substring of jazz 
(with exactly one occurrence). The concatenation of jazz and freak is jazzfreak. 
  
The token definition given in this section makes use of the following regular expression, r: 
 

=r ([a-zA-Z}{|][\^~]+) | ( [0-9]+),    
 
where each character, except ”-”, that occurs inside the first occurrence of ”[” and the second 
occurrence of ”]” stands for itself.  
 
Let v be a string to be compared to r. The second occurrence of the symbol “|” is an occurrence of 
the union symbol. This symbol means that v should either be on the form prescribed by the pattern 
to the left of “|”, “[a-zA-Z}{|][\^~]+”, or on the form prescribed by the pattern to the right of v, “[0-
9]+”. Each of these two patterns ends with the quantifier “+”, which means that its preceding 
pattern, “[a-zA-Z}{|][\^~]” and “[0-9]”, may be repeated one or more times in v. These preceding 
patterns, “[a-zA-Z}{|][\^~]” and “[0-9]”, are class expressions. The meaning of such an expression 
is that any single character inside the enclosing “[“ and “]” may occur in v. Hyphens inside a class 
expression specify a range of characters. For example, “[0-9]” means that any of the digits 0, 1, …, 
9 may occur in v. 
 
Now, v matches r (is on the form prescribed by r) if and only if v is non-empty, and either (1) for 
each symbol σ  that occurs in v, σ  is a Roman letter (upper or lower case), or σ  is an ASCII 
Scand, or ∈σ {^, ~}, or (2) for each symbol σ  that occurs in v, }9,1,0{ K∈σ .  
 
For example, the following five strings matches r: 
 
 Jazz  |land  ^^~m  J{rvelin 1994 
 
The following five strings do not match r: 
 
 Class!cal  .land  ?,~m  J%rvelin 1;94 
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A document d, from one of the two SGML files, can be considered as a string over the alphabet 
∪= AS {ì, û, ù, Ñ}, where A is the set of ASCII characters.  

 
We can now define what counts as a token with respect to the indexing of the two SGML files. Let 
v be an occurrence of a substring of d. Then v is a token if and only if 
 

(1) v matches r, and 
(2) there is no occurrence w of a substring of d such that (a) v is a proper substring of 
w, and (b) w matches r.35 

 
It was decided to let sequences of digits count as tokens, and to break up hyphenated terms into 
their parts. Further, punctuation marks were removed. These decisions are reflected in the token 
definition given. 
  
An occurrence in a document d of a string of letters36, where the ASCII Scands, “^” and “~” are 
considered as letters, matches r (since it matches the left part of the union that constitutes r) and is a 
token, given that condition (2) in the definition is satisfied. An occurrence in d of a string of digits 
matches r (since it matches the right part of the union) and, given that condition (2) in the definition 
is satisfied, is a token. However, an alphanumerical string like U2 does not match r, and is therefore 
not counted as a token. 
 
Hyphenated terms are broken up into their parts. An occurrence in d of a string like 020-nummer 
(“020 number”), surrounded by whitespace, is broken up to 
 

020 nummer 
 
since (a) no occurrence in d of a string that contains “-“ matches r, and (b) the occurrences of 020 
and nummer match r and satisfy condition (2) in the token definition. 
 
Since no occurrence in d of a string that contains a punctuation mark matches r, such marks are 
removed. 
 
Example 5.1. Let d be the text (a string over S) “The star-guitarist JS, when visiting the Swedish 
island \land in 2004, had dinner at the fancy restaurant G3. Moreover, JS liked \land as well as (the 
food of) G3.”  
 
The token definition given above, applied to d, yields the following stream of tokens:  
 
The star guitarist JS when visiting the Swedish island \land in 2004 had dinner at the fancy 
restaurant G 3 Moreover JS liked \land as well as the food of G 3 
 
Note that G3 is broken up to G and 3, and that the first occurrence of in (in visiting) in d is a non-
token, since it is a proper substring of a string (visiting) that matches r. The second occurrence of 
in, though, satisfies the token definition.  o 
 
The stream of tokens is the outcome from the lexical analysis. The set of candidate index terms, C, 
is the set of strings that occur in this stream. Since the token definition respects the distinction 
between lower and upper case, both forms of a letter may occur in C. However, for each term t in 
                                                           
35 An equivalent definition, which uses the concept of a finite deterministic automaton, is given in Appendix 6. 
36 We assume that the string does not contain any letter from the set {ì, û, ù, Ñ}. 
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C, each occurrence of an upper case letter (and of “]”, “[“, “\” and “^”) in t was replaced by its 
lower counterpart (by “}”, “{“, “|” and “~”, respectively). Let L (“L” for “Lower”) be the set that 
resulted from the substitution operation.37 
 
5.2.2 Stop words 
 
Stop words were not eliminated from L. Also (certain counterparts to, see Section 5.2.4) these 
words were processed by the morphological analyzer (see Section 5.2.4) employed, or they were 
used as such, as index terms (depending on the indexing strategy utilized). Removal of stop words 
was not applied to the output of the morphological analyzer. As a consequence, words like av 
(“of”), och (“and”), and i (“in”) are used as index terms, also with regard to the base word form 
indices of the study. 
 
5.2.3 Indexing strategy based on inflected word forms 
 
The first indexing strategy of the study, which we call SINFL, is to place the terms in the set L as 
such in the index (L is then considered as the set of index terms). In particular, all the inflected 
variants of a given word are placed in the index as such. We let INFL denote the inflected word 
form index of the study.  
 
INFL is associated with two of the tested methods of the study. These methods are described in 
Chapter 6. Note that INFL, like the other indices employed in the study, contains no upper case 
letters (or the characters “]”, “[“, “\” and “^”). A document word such as Stockholm appears in the 
indices as stockholm. 
 
5.2.4 Indexing strategies based on normalization 
 
In the remainder of the thesis, the term compound refers to a single word (and not a multi-word 
unit). For example, fireball is a compound in this sense (formed by joining together the individual 
words fire and ball), while ape-man and information retrieval are not. 
 
Let Låäöü be the set of terms obtained from L by substituting, in the terms that belong to L, “å”, “ä”, 
“ö” and “ü” for “}”,”{“, “|” and “~”, respectively. Three indexing strategies are based on 
normalization. For each such strategy, the input to the morphological analyzer was the terms in 
Låäöü. In the remainder of the current chapter, we assume, for readability, that there is no need for 
converting the output from the morphological analyzer to ASCII strings. 
 
The second strategy of the study, SBASE, can be described as follows: normalize each inflected 
word form that belongs to Låäöü. Place the resulting base form(s) in the index. Let BASE denote the 
base word form index of the study generated by SBASE.  
 
The third indexing strategy, SSPLIT, employs compound splitting and can be described as follows: 
normalize each inflected word form that belongs to Låäöü. Place the resulting base form(s) in the 
index. For compounds, split them and place the components (in base form) in the index. 
 
The application of SSPLIT yields a base word form index, like the application of SBASE. Let 
SPLIT denote the base word form index of the study generated by SSPLIT.  
 

                                                           
37 For example, if both Han (“He”) and han (“he”) belong to C, then Han is transformed to han. The consequence is 
that Han is not a member of L, and that the number of terms in L is less than the number of terms in C. 
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The difference between SBASE and SSPLIT concerns the treatment of compounds. With regard to 
SBASE, a compound like, e.g., stålindustrin (“the steel industry”) is normalized to stålindustri, 
which is placed in the index. An index generated by SSPLIT will have an entry, not just for 
stålindustri, but also for stål and industri. stålindustrin is first normalized to stålindustri. 
stålindustri is then split up into its components (in base form), stål and industri. Finally, 
stålindustri, stål and industri are placed in the index, pointing to the same address. With an index 
generated by SSPLIT, a user can employ the components of a compound as separate query terms. 
Such an index can therefore be said to address, besides the problem of inflectional variation, the 
problem of (in compounds) embedded query terms.  
 
For example, if a user is interested in industry in general, he or she can use industri as a query term. 
This term will retrieve documents which contain stålindustrin (even if they do not contain industri), 
a narrower term than industri. In an IR system with an inflected word form index, the user has to 
employ left and right hand truncation (*industri*) in order to retrieve both the documents =1d  
[stålindustrin] and =2d [stålindustrier (“steel industries”)]. 1d  is represented in the index at the 
entry for stålindustrin, and only at this entry. 2d  is represented at the entry for stålindustrier, and 
only at this entry. Splitting of compounds generates, to a certain extent, query expansion by 
narrower and associative terms (Kekäläinen and Järvelin, 1998). 
 
Each of the indexing strategies, in this study, that is based on normalization employs SWETWOL, 
a morphological analyzer for the Swedish language. The normalization of inflected word forms and 
the compound splitting was done by SWETWOL, which is described in the following section. 
 
SWETWOL 
 
SWETWOL is a program that performs morphological analysis on Swedish text. SWETWOL is 
based on TWOL, the two-level model created by Koskenniemi (1983). TWOL involves so called 
two-level rules (ibid., pp. 30-41), where one level concerns lexical character strings (strings that 
occur in the lexicon of TWOL), the other level surface character strings (strings that occur in 
running text). Lexical character strings are interpreted, via two-level rules, to surface character 
strings. 
 
Under a given alphabet, Σ , an expression like D:d Σ∈  states a correspondence for the pair (D, d), 
where D is a lexical character, d a surface character. To exemplify, one of SWETWOLs two-level 
rules are the following rule, which governs the d/t-alternation: (Karlsson, 1992) 
 
 (1) D:t ⇔ _:t 
 
The adjective vid (“wide”) – neuter vit+t – exemplifies the alternation. The rule (1) can be read as 
follows: the lexical character D can be realized as the surface character t in the context to the right 
of the arrow (i.e., when D is immediately followed by t on the surface level), and, in the given 
context, no other realization of D is allowed. For example, in the sentence Fönstret är vitt (“The 
window is wide”), the lexical D is realized as the surface t. On the other hand, in Skärmen är vid 
(“The screen is wide”), D is realized as its corresponding lower case d. 
 
For a short, informal introduction to TWOL, see (Karttunen and Beesley, 2001). 
  
SWETWOL is meant to be used as a basic morphological tool in, e.g, information indexing 
(Karlsson, 1992). For a given word form as input, the output of SWETWOL is a cohort. A cohort 
has two parts: the input word form and 0 or more readings. A reading consists of a base form of the 
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input word form and a description of the input word with respect to part of speech and other 
grammatical categories. The readings of a cohort are indented. If the input word form is not 
recognized by SWETWOL, the number of readings is 0. Further, SWETWOL uses a lexicon that 
contains several thousand base forms. 
 
The following cohort is produced by SWETWOL as a response to the input word form 
organisationerna (“the organizations”): 
 
 ”<organisationerna>” 

”organisation”  N UTR DEF PL NOM 
 

SWETWOL analyzes organisationerna as a noun (N), with gender non-neuter (UTR), in definite 
form (DEF) plural (PL), in nominative case (NOM), and with the base form organisation 
(“organization”). 
 
The word form biologismen (“the biologism”) is an example of an unrecognized word form. 
SWETWOL gives 
 
 ”<biologismen>” 
 
as output. 
 
When a compound is given as input to SWETWOL, it is split in the output. The cohort for 
stålindustrin is 
 

”<stålindustrin>” 
          ”stål#industri”  N UTR DEF SG NOM 
 
where “#” indicates a compound boundary and SG stands for singular. The cohort for 
pappersbruken (“the paper-mills”) is 
 

”<pappersbruken>” 
         ”pappers#bruk”  N NEU DEF PL NOM 
 
where NEU stands for gender neuter. Note that the glue morpheme -s is retained. Obviously, it is 
desirable to place papper (“paper”) and not pappers (“papers”) in an index like SPLIT. In this 
study, SWETWOL has been tuned to return base forms also of components of compounds. In the 
present case, pappers would be normalized to papper, which is then placed in the index. 
Unfortunately, from efficiency aspect, also the genitive component pappers would be placed in the 
index. 
 
In this work, a word form is morphologically ambiguous if SWETWOL gives more than one 
reading for it. As an example of a morphologically ambiguous word form, consider the compound 
kulturdebatt (“cultural debate”), with the following cohort: 
 

”<kulturdebatt>” 
          ”kultur#debatt”    N UTR INDEF SG NOM 
         * ”kult#ur#debatt”  N UTR INDEF SG NOM 
         *  ”kul#tur#debatt”  N UTR INDEF SG NOM 
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In this cohort, the first reading is appropriate, the other two readings are spurious. (We use a star, 
“*”, as a prefix for spurious readings.) The precision, i.e., the fraction of the appropriate readings of 
a cohort in relation to all the readings of a cohort, is in this case 1/3.38 
 
Some word forms have more than one appropriate reading. If all the appropriate readings of such a 
word form occur in the cohort, the word form is morphologically ambiguous. An example is tiger 
(with the two meanings “tiger” and “is silent”). SWETWOL gives the following cohort:  
 

”<tiger>” 
          ”tiger”  N UTR INDEF SG NOM 
          ”tiga”   V ACT PRES 
 
where V stands for verb, ACT for active voice and PRES for present tense. The word form tiger is 
then morphologically ambiguous, but the output from SWETWOL is optimal: the precision is 2/2 
and all appropriate readings are among the readings generated. 
 
Karlsson (ibid.) reports that 42.7% of the word form occurrences, which were assigned at least one 
reading, were unambiguous, when SWETWOL was applied to the “Helsinki Corpus of Swedish  
Texts”.39 The maximal number of readings in a cohort was 42. However, not more than 0.04% of 
the word form occurrences received more than 10 readings. In view of this latter result, the 
precision of the compound mechanism of SWETWOL is, according to Karlsson, satisfactory. With 
respect to word form types (i.e., unique word forms) in the corpus that were assigned at least one 
reading, about 55% of them were unambiguous. 
 
Morphological ambiguity is a problem with respect to the indexing strategies SBASE and SSPLIT. 
Consider the tiger example above. Assume that tiger occurs in a document d in the sense “is 
silent”, a document not about tigers. If SBASE or SSPLIT is used, the following terms, with 
pointers to the d, are placed in the index: 
 

tiga tiger 
 
Then tiger is placed in the index, pointing to a document not about tigers. The problem here is that 
d is represented both at the entry for tiga and at the entry for tiger. d should not be represented at 
the entry for tiger.  
 
What is at stake here is a homography problem. One may consider counteracting the problem by 
using part of speech disambiguation with regard to the sentences that occur in the documents of the 
database. A system for part of speech disambiguation should detect that tiger is used, in our 
hypothetical document d, in its verb sense. If so, and with respect to the two SWETWOL readings 
for tiger, only the contextually correct morphological reading, the verb reading, would be used for 
the index. Thereby, d would be represented at the entry for tiga, but not at the entry for tiger, in the 
index. 
 
                                                           
38 Another measure of the quality of the SWETWOL output is recall. Recall is defined as the fraction of word form 
occurrences, with respect to all word form occurrences, that are assigned at least one reading by SWETWOL and such 
that the appropriate reading (s) was (were) among the readings assigned (ibid.). Clearly, precision and recall in this 
sense are similar to the IR measures precision and recall. 
39 This corpus is similar to the test document collection of this work. The corpus is a full text collection and consists of 
Finland-Swedish news articles from the Finnish newspaper Hufvudstadsbladet. The number of word form occurrences 
is about 1.37 million, and the number of word form types is 95,327. 
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For another example of part of speech disambiguation, consider the word form beta, with at least 
the two senses “beet” and “graze”. Assume that beta is used in the sense “beet” in a document. The 
system for part of speech disambiguation may detect that beta is used in a noun sense. If so, an 
entry, involving, say beta/N, for beta as a noun can be created in the index, with a pointer to the 
document. On the other hand, if beta is used, in another document, in the sense “graze”, an entry 
for beta as a verb, involving, say beta/V, can be created in the index. In query phase, the user has to 
mark the query term beta with the proper, given the information need of the user, part of speech tag 
(N or V). 
 
There is a system for part of speech disambiguation that can be combined with SWETWOL, 
Swedish Constraint Grammar (SWECG) (Birn, 1998). This system is based on the Constraint 
Grammar framework (Karlsson et al., 1994). However, the SWECG system was not available to the 
author. 
 
It is not unreasonable to ask if the precision of the compound mechanism of SWETWOL is high 
enough for the indexing strategy SSPLIT to be fruitful with respect to retrieval effectiveness. Given 
a compound as input to SWETWOL, relatively low precision may characterize the 
(morphologically ambiguous) output, as we saw in the kulturdebatt example. With regard to such 
situations, SSPLIT is more problematic than SBASE. If SSPLIT is used, the components of a 
spurious compound reading are placed in the index in base form. If these components in base form 
are semantically unrelated to the content of the source document of the input compound, retrieval 
effectiveness (precision, in this case) may be affected negatively if the components (in base form) 
are used as query terms. On the other hand, if  SBASE is used, only the spurious compound 
readings themselves (and not their components in base form) are placed in the index. 
 
In order to illustrate the line of argument in the preceding paragraph, we first turn back to the 
kulturdebatt example. Assume that kulturdebatt occurs in a document about culture debates. If 
SSPLIT is used, the following seven terms, with pointers to the document, are placed in the index: 
 
 debatt, kula, kult, kultur, kulturdebatt, tur, ur 
 
However, four of the five base form components of the two spurious compound readings are 
semantically unrelated to the document about culture debates. An example is kula (one of its 
meanings is “ball”), which has no meanings related to culture debates. A query using kula as a 
query term will retrieve at least one docment about culture debates.  
 
On the other hand, if SBASE is used, only kulturdebatt is taken to the index. 
 
To give another example, consider the compound marinbiologer (“marine biologists“). Given this 
compound as input, SWETWOL gives the following cohort as output: 
 
  ”<marinbiologer>” 
          ”marin#biolog”  N UTR INDEF PL NOM 
         *  ”marin#bio#loge”  N UTR INDEF PL NOM 
 
The last reading is spurious. Its last component means “barn”, “box” or “lodge”. Assume that 
marinbiologer occurs in a document about marine biologists. If SSPLIT is used, the following 
terms are placed in the index: 
 

bio biolog loge marin marinbiolog marinbiologe  
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bio (“cinema”), e.g., is then placed in the index, with a pointer to the document about marine 
biologists. A user, interested in cinema documents and employing bio as query term, will retrieve a 
least one document about marine biologists. 
 
If SBASE is used, the following terms are placed in the index: 
 

marinbiolog marinbiologe 
 
The inappropriate term marinbiologe would thus be placed in the index. However, it is hard to see 
that marinbiologe would be used as a query term in Swedish retrieval. Because of this, it is unlikely 
that the inclusion of marinbiologe in the index would harm retrieval effectiveness.40 
 
Local disambiguation refers to the elimination of readings in a cohort (ibid.). Such morphological 
disambiguation uses no cohort-external information. Only the information in the cohort itself is 
used for deciding which of the readings in the cohort that should be eliminated.  
 
With the intention to reduce, for a given document d and in relation to SSPLIT, the number of 
index entries }),,{,( 1 kii LLte K= such that (1) it  is semantically unrelated to d, and (2) d is 
represented at ie , local disambiguation was applied in a fourth indexing strategy, SSPLIT-EL. Like 
SSPLIT, SSPLIT-EL involves compound splitting. The sole difference between SSPLIT-EL and 
SSPLIT is that SSPLIT-EL makes use of the Compound Elimination Principle (CEP) (ibid.):  
 

If a cohort C contains readings with n and m compound boundaries, discard all readings 
with m compound boundaries if nm > . 
 

This means that only the readings with a minimum number of compound boundaries are 
considered. The other readings are eliminated. We let SPLIT-EL denote the base word form index 
of the study generated by SSPLIT-EL. 
 
If we apply SSPLIT-EL to kulturdebatt, the two spurious readings are eliminated and, as a result of 
this, only the terms 
 
 debatt, kultur, kulturdebatt 
 
are taken to the index. With respect to the term marinbiologer, SSPLIT-EL yields that the spurious 
last reading is eliminated and only the terms  
 

biolog marin marinbiolog 
 
are taken to the index.  
 
Note that SSPLIT-EL does not perform any elimination of readings with respect to ambiguous 
cohorts like 
 

”<tiger>” 
          ”tiger”  N UTR INDEF SG NOM 
          ”tiga”   V ACT PRES 
                                                           
40 But an unneeded element would be included in the index. 
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A word form tiger that occurs in a document is treated in exactly the same way by the three 
indexing strategies based on normalization: tiger, with a pointer to the document, is placed in the 
index, and tiga, with a pointer to the document, is placed in the index. 
 
One potential problem with SSPLIT-EL is overgeneration of CEP: elimination of readings that 
should not be eliminated. Consider the term  
 

brunsten (brunst|en “the rut” vs. brun|sten “manganese ore”) 
 
where “|” indicates a morpheme boundary. If CEP is applied to the cohort for brunsten, only the 
reading 
 

”brunst”  N UTR DEF SG NOM 
 
is retained. A document about minerals such that it contains brunsten will then be indexed by 
brunst (“rut”) and perhaps not by brunsten. If a user is interested in documents about manganese 
ore and uses brunsten as only query term, the recall of the search may be poor.41 
 
However, according to Karlsson (ibid.), there are extremely few cases were CEP eliminates a 
reading that should have been retained. It is therefore plausible to assume that the indicated 
problem will not hurt retrieval effectiveness to any greater extent.  
 
When local disambiguation was applied to the “Helsinki Corpus of Swedish Texts”, mentioned 
earlier in this section, the proportion of unambiguous word form occurrences, with respect to 
occurrences that were assigned at least one reading, was increased from 42.7% to 48.1%. The 
maximal number of readings in a cohort decreased from 42 to 9. For word form types, which were 
assigned at least one reading, the proportion of unambiguous types was increased from about 55% 
to 75.5%. One should note, though, that in contrast to SSPLIT-EL, not only CEP was applied, but 
also a principle that concerns elimination of derivatives from cohorts (ibid.). 
 
It can be assumed that the effectiveness of compound splitting, for a given language, is related to 
the proportion of non-compositional compounds in relation to the total number of compounds 
(Pirkola, 2001). A low proportion would suggest that compound splitting would be fruitful with 
regard to retrieval effectiveness. On the other hand, a large proportion would, at least partly, 
explain low effectiveness of IR methods involving indexing strategies like SSPLIT or SSPLIT-EL. 
For instance, splitting of the non-compositional compound jordgubbe (“strawberry”), occurring in a 
document d, would place jordgubbe, gubbe (“old man”) and jord (“earth”) in the index, with 
pointers to d. d would then be returned to a user that is interested in documents about old men or 
earth, given gubbe or jord as query terms. Unfortunately, the author is not aware of any work that 
reports the frequency of non-compositional Swedish compounds in relation to all Swedish 
compounds. We will return to compound splitting in Chapter 9. 
 
A problem, which SBASE, SSPLIT and SSPLIT-EL have in common, is described in 
(Koskenniemi, 1996). It is possible that a given base form has an inflectional form that is 

                                                           
41 There are only 11 lines in the SGML files that contain brunsten (upper/lower case distinction ignored). Brunsten is 
actullay a (rare) Swedish last name. Exactly one document contains Brunsten (two occurrences). If the query brunsten 
is run against SPLIT-EL, no documents are retrieved. Somewhat comical, if instead brunst is used as the query, the 
document that contains the last name Brunsten is retrieved.   
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homographic to a query term. If so, the query term and the inflectional form would have the same 
form, but their meanings would be distinct.  
To exemplify the problem, consider the Swedish word tavla (“picture”, “board”).42 Genitive 
singular of tavla is tavlas. This latter form is also a Greek proper name. Now, if the name Tavlas 
occurs in a document (that concerns a person named Tavlas), this form would be transformed to 
tavla by SWETWOL, irrespective of which of the three strategies we use. The proper name Tavlas 
would then be wrongly associated with the index term tavla. If Tavlas is used as query term, recall 
may obviously suffer. 
 
Proper names may then be problematic in the sense indicated in the preceding paragraph. The same 
holds for acronyms. For example, consider EKS, which stands for Electrokinetic Signal. This 
acronym is homographic to the genetive singular of ek (“oak”). SWETWOL transforms eks to the 
base form ek. The acronym EKS would therefore be wrongly associated with the index term ek. 
 
If SWETWOL does not recognize a term that occurs in the collection, then the term as such is 
placed in the index. This holds for all three base word form indices generated. For example, the 
inflected word form biologismen (“the biologism”) occurs in the collection, but is not recognized 
by SWETWOL, as mentioned before. Consequently, the inflected word form biologismen occurs as 
such in the indices. The three base word form indices are therefore not pure base word form 
indices. Terms that are not recognized are preceded by the character “@” in the indices. This 
markup facilitates access to terms not recognized by SWETWOL. 
 
5.2.5 Visualization of the indexing process 
 
In Figure 5-1, the indexing of the Swedish news articles is visualized. The non-compact arrow from 
the lexical analysis ellipse is associated with the indexing strategy SINFL. “CIT” stands for 
“candidate index terms”, “CS” for “compound splitting” and “ITBF” for “index terms in base 
form”. The conversion, after lexical analysis, to lower case is not represented.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

                                                           
42 Koskenniemi (ibid.) uses the Finnish base form pankki (“bank”) in an example. Genitive singular of this form is 
pankin, which is homographical to the last name of a former Soviet ambassador in Sweden (Boris Pankin). 
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Figure 5-1. Indexing of the Swedish news articles. CS = compound splitting; CEP = Compound Elimination 
Principle; CIT = candidate index terms; ITBF = index terms in base form. 
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Chapter 6 
 

Variables, aim of the study and research questions 
 
The effectiveness of different indexing and retrieval methods in a best match (probabilistic) 
retrieval system is evaluated in this study. The independent variable of the study is indexing 
strategy-query term combination, with five values, which constitute five indexing strategy-query 
term combinations. These combinations are evaluated in the study. In Table 6-1, an overview of the 
involved indexing strategies, i.e., SINFL, SBASE, SSPLIT and SSPLIT-EL, is given. These four 
indexing strategies are described in Section 5.2. 
 
Table 6-1. The four indexing strategies involved in the study. IWF = inflected word form; BWF = base word 
form; CS = compound splitting; CEP = Compound Elimination Principle. 

 SINFL SBASE SSPLIT SSPLIT-EL 

Generated index INFL BASE SPLIT SPLIT-EL 
IWF index Yes No No No 
BWF index No Yes Yes Yes 
CS applied No No Yes Yes 
CEP applied No No No Yes 

 
In the following list, the indexing strategy-query term combinations are described and numbered:  
 
1. Application of the indexing strategy SINFL and use of original words, from a topic text, as 

query terms. This is the baseline combination of the study, and it is denoted by SINFL-owqt 
(“owqt” stands for “original words as query terms”). 

2. Application of the indexing strategy SINFL and use of truncation stems43 as query terms. The 
combination is denoted by SINFL-tsqt (“tsqt” stands for “truncation stems as query terms”). 

3. Application of the indexing strategy SBASE and use of words in base form as query terms. The 
combination is denoted by SBASE-bfqt (“bfqt” for “base form query terms”). 

4. Application of the indexing strategy SSPLIT and use of words in base form as query terms. The 
combination is denoted by SSPLIT-bfqt. 

5. Application of the indexing strategy SSPLIT-EL and use of words in base form as query terms. 
The combination is denoted by SSPLIT-EL-bfqt. 

 
The aim of the study is to generate knowledge of the behavior of the five indexing strategy-query 
term combinations with respect to Swedish texts and retrieval effectiveness, which is the dependent 
variable of the study. The overall research question is: 
 
Are there differences between the five indexing strategy-query term combinations with respect to 
retrieval effectiveness? 
 
The five combinations were evaluated in two relevance situations. In the first situation, the binary 
relevance situation, the three (positive) relevance degrees (1, 2, 3) used in the study were merged 
into one.44 Such a merging operation yields a traditional relevance situation, where no relevance 
distinction is made between, e.g., a highly and a marginally relevant document.45 In the binary 

                                                           
43 The phrase truncation stem is defined in Section 7.2.2. 
44 The relevance scale used in the study is presented in Section 7.3.1. 
45 For example, see (TREC, Data – English relevance judgements, 2000). 
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relevance situation, retrieval effectiveness is taken to be the purity of the set of retrieved 
documents. The research question, with regard to the binary relevance situation, is the following: 
 
1. Are there differences between the five indexing strategy-query term combinations with respect 

to the purity of the set of retrieved documents? 
 
The purity of the set of retrieved documents is measured in a traditional way, by the measure 
precision. Further, precision is applied at several different DCVs. 
 
In the second situation, the multiple degree relevance situation, the three (positive) relevance 
degrees were retained. Each indexing strategy-query term combination was evaluated under four 
different user scenarios (USs). The idea, which is based on (Järvelin and Kekäläinen, 2002), is to 
analyze the performance of the indexing strategy-query term combinations in relation to 
assumptions made about the users of a hypothetical retrieval system. It is clear that the users of an 
IR system may be different, with respect to certain variables, from the users of another IR system.46 
For example, the typical user of one system might be very busy, with a clear preference for highly 
relevant documents, relative to fairly and marginally relevant ones. The typical user of another 
system might be persistent, with a weak preference for highly relevant documents, relative to fairly 
and marginally relevant ones. Moreover, it is possible that IR method A has a better performance 
than IR method B in relation to (the users of) the first system, but a poorer performance than B in 
relation to (the users of) the second system. It therefore makes sense to evaluate the five indexing 
strategy-query term combinations under different assumptions about users. It is important, though, 
to note that the user scenarios are not search scenarios. It is not a question of modeling how users 
search. Only certain, and a few, properties and views of users are modeled.  
 
All in all, there are four user scenarios, which correspond to four types of users. The user scenarios 
are described as follows: 
 
US1.1 The users of the retrieval system are patient and accept marginally, fairly and highly relevant 
documents. The users consider the difference between the value of a highly relevant document and 
the value of a fairly relevant one to be small, and the same holds for fairly and marginally relevant 
documents. 
 
US1.2 The users of the retrieval system are patient and accept marginally, fairly and highly relevant 
documents. The users consider the difference between the value of a highly relevant document and 
the value of a fairly relevant one to be very large, and the difference between the value of a fairly 
relevant document and the value of a marginally relevant document to be large. 
 
US2.1 The users of the retrieval system are impatient and accept marginally, fairly and highly 
relevant documents. The users consider the difference between the value of a highly relevant 
document and the value of a fairly relevant one to be small, and the same holds for fairly and 
marginally relevant documents. 
 
US2.2 The users of the retrieval system are impatient and accept marginally, fairly and highly 
relevant documents. The users consider the difference between the value of a highly relevant 
document and the value of a fairly relevant one to be very large, and the difference between the 
value of a fairly relevant document and the value of a marginally relevant document to be large. 
 

                                                           
46 And the group of users of a given IR system might be fairly heterogeneous with respect to certain variables. 
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Patience/impatience is operationalized by discounting, to a certain degree, the score of a document 
at each position (with some exceptions) in a ranked list of retrieved documents: for patient users 
this discount is smaller, for impatient users the discount is greater. The overall aim of this 
procedure is to model different users from the system point of view. In Section 7.5.3, a more exact 
description of the discounting approach is given. 
 
Two types of users, with respect to how a user values a highly relevant document in relation to a 
fairly relevant one, and a fairly relevant document in relation to a marginally relevant one, are 
generated by the four scenarios. A user of the first type considers the difference between the value 
of a highly relevant document and the value of a fairly relevant one to be small, and the same holds 
for fairly and marginally relevant documents (US1.1 and US2.1). A user of the second type 
considers the difference between the value of a highly relevant document and the value of a fairly 
relevant one to be very large, and the difference between the value of a fairly relevant document 
and the value of a marginally relevant document to be large (US1.2 and US2.2).  
 
In order to model two retrieval contexts, where users of the two types are involved, two weighting 
schemes, with respect to relevance scores of documents, were used. These weighting schemes and 
their relation to valuing documents of different relevance levels are described in Section 7.5.3. 
 
In Table 6-2, an alternative, more compact, description of the four user scenarios is given. This 
description facilitates comparisons between the scenarios. Rows 1-5 represent properties of users, 
rows 6-7 represent views of users. “H(F, M)RD” stands for “Highly(Fairly, Marginally) Relevant 
Document”. 
 

Table 6-2. The four user scenarios of the study. 

 US1.1 US1.2 US2.1 US2.2 
Patient Yes Yes No No 
Impatient No No Yes Yes 
Accepts HRDs Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Accepts FRDs Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Accepts MRDs Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Considers the difference HRD-FRD to be Small Very large Small Very large 
Considers the difference FRD-MRD to be Small Large Small Large 
 
It would be possible to associate different query types with different user scenarios. If so, how 
users, of the different simulated types, search would to some extent be simulated. For example, 
with US2.2, where the user is impatient and values highly relevant documents much more than 
fairly relevant ones (and fairly relevant documents clearly more than marginally relevant ones), one 
might associate queries, which are strongly oriented towards retrieving a few documents with high 
precision. However, this possibility, to associate different query types with different user scenarios, 
was not realized in the study. 
 
In question of the multiple degree relevance situation, retrieval effectiveness is taken to be the 
accumulated gain the user receives by examining the retrieval result (a ranked list of  
documents) up to given positions. Accumulated gain is measured by a relatively new measure 
which is discussed in Section 7.5.3.  
 
The research questions, with regard to the multiple degree relevance situation, are the following: 
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2. With regard to US1.1, are there differences between the five indexing strategy-query term 
combinations with respect to the accumulated gain the user receives by examining the retrieval 
result up to given positions? 

3. With regard to US1.2, are there differences between the five indexing strategy-query term 
combinations with respect to the accumulated gain the user receives by examining the retrieval 
result up to given positions? 

4. With regard to US2.1, are there differences between the five indexing strategy-query term 
combinations with respect to the accumulated gain the user receives by examining the retrieval 
result up to given positions? 

5. With regard to US2.2, are there differences between the five indexing strategy-query term 
combinations with respect to the accumulated gain the user receives by examining the retrieval 
result up to given positions? 
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Chapter 7 
 

Data and methods 
 

7.1 InQuery retrieval system47
 

 
The IR system used in the study is InQuery (Version 3.1), a probabilistic system based on the 
inference network model, described in Section 2.2.3. InQuery has a wide range of operators, and 
involves a best match technique.  
 
Let jd  be a document in a given collection. Each term it  in the vocabulary is assigned a belief 

within jd , which is given by the following function (Allan et al., 1997): 
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where 
 

ijtf  = the frequency of it  in jd  

jdl  =  
 

the length of jd  (the number of word occurrences) 

adl  = the average document length in the collection 
N  = the number of documents in the collection 

idf  = the number of documents in the collection in which it  occurs 
 
The term weighting scheme given by this function is, as stated in Section 2.2.3, a tf-idf scheme. It 
holds that 1),(4.0 <≤ ji dtbel , for each it . If it  is not present in jd , then 4.0),( =ji dtbel . 
 
A query in InQuery is an expression that consists of an operator followed by one or more 
arguments, separated with a blank space. The arguments are enclosed within parentheses. A belief 
value is computed also for the whole query, with respect to a document. This value is the belief that 
the document is relevant to the query, and it depends on the operator used and in the belief in the 
arguments of the used operator (Callan, Croft and Broglio, 1995). The value can be regarded as 
InQuery’s similarity value for the document with respect to the query. When the N belief values 
have been computed, the documents are, in principle, ranked on the basis of these values. 
 
Two of the InQuery operators, #sum and #syn, are used in this work. The belief value for a #syn 
expression, with respect to a document jd , is defined as (Rajashekar and Croft, 1995): 
 
 
 

                                                           
47 The InQuery software was provided by the Center for Intelligent Information Retrieval, University of Massachusetts 
Computer Science Department, Amherst, MA. 
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where an argument iQ  is either a term or a distance operator expression (a distance operator 
followed by two or more terms), S the set of term collectives ik  (see below) within the #syn 
operator and Sdf  the number of documents in the collection that contain at least one element from 
S. We define an element ik  as a term collective if (1) ik  is a term not within a distance operator, or 
(2) ik  is the list of terms within an unordered distance operator, or (3) ik  is the list of terms within 
an ordered distance operator. If ik  is the list of terms within an unordered (ordered) distance 
operator, it is occurrences in documents of all the terms in ik  that are considered, together with the 
distance restriction specified by the operator. The term collectives within the #syn operator are 
treated as different expressions for the same concept, i.e., as synonyms. 
 
As indicated in the preceding paragraph, InQuery has ordered and unordered distance operators. 
The former are on the form #n, e.g., #3. An operator on this form specifies that its arguments 
(terms) should occur in the same order as within the operator and that at most 1−n  words may 
occur between adjacent arguments (ibid.). For, e.g., #3(inference network), at most two words may 
occur between the arguments inference and network. If iQ  is an ordered distance operator 
expression, then equation (7.1) is applied to (the terms of) the term collective ik  within the operator 
of iQ . This application yields a belief value for iQ  (Callan, Croft and Broglio, 1995). 
 
The belief value for a #sum expression, with respect to a document jd , is defined as (Rajashekar 
and Croft, 1995): 
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where iQ  is either a term or an operator expression, and ip  the belief value of iQ  with respect to 

jd . The belief value for a #sum expression is the mean of the belief values for the arguments. 
Informally, the operator #sum specifies that the more of its arguments that are satisfied by the 
document, the better (ibid.). Note that the right hand side of Equation (7.3) is identical to the right 
hand side of Equation (2.17) in Section 2.2.3, Example 2.1. In that example, a sum operator is 
implemented by a certain matrix. 
 
InQuery has several other operators than the ones covered here. For example, probabilistic versions 
of the Boolean operators AND and OR are provided. (ibid.) 
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7.2 Topics, queries and pooling 
 
7.2.1 Topics  
 
At the Department of Information Studies, University of Tampere, 90 topics in Swedish from 
CLEF 2000 were available.48 The topics concern events from the year 1994. A CLEF topic consists 
of four fields: Number, Title, Description and Narrative. An example of a CLEF topic is given in 
Figure 7-1: 
 
<num> 001 
<SV-title> Arkitektur i Berlin 
<SV-desc> Sök dokument om arkitektur i Berlin. 
<SV-narr> Relevanta dokument beskriver arkitektoniska särdrag i Berlin i 
allmänhet eller specifikt återuppbyggnaden av vissa stadsdelar efter att muren 
föll. 
 

 Figure 7-1. Topic 001 in the CLEF 2000 collection. 

 
52 of the topics were selected for the study49. The basis for the selection was relevance 
considerations: a topic such that the author found it likely that it would have relevant documents in 
the collection was selected. It turned out that each selected topic had at least 2 relevant documents 
in the collection (for statistical information, see Section 7.4 below). 
 
7.2.2 Queries  
 
For each selected topic, a word list was constructed from the description field. In the construction 
process, several Unix scripts were used. For example, one script removed certain non-letter 
characters and converted upper case letters to lower case, another script removed words that occur 
in a stop list for Swedish. 
  
The end product of the process, given a topic T, is a word list WL such that each word in WL occurs 
in the description field of T. The word list for topic 001, given in Figure 7-1 above, is: 
 

arkitektur 
berlin 

 
For each of the five tested IR methods, i.e., indexing strategy-query term combinations  
SINFL-owqt (1), SINFL-tsqt (2), SBASE-bfqt (3), SSPLIT-bfqt (4) and SSPLIT-EL-bfqt (5), a set 
of 52 queries, to be run against a method’s corresponding index, was generated on the basis of the 
word lists. In order to prevent an unfair comparison of the methods, only the words that occur in a 
word list were used for the construction of the corresponding queries. 
 
Queries for SBASE-bfqt, SSPLIT-bfqt and SSPLIT-EL-bfqt 
 
Let iWL  be the word list generated from a topic i. Further, let w be a word that occurs in iWL . The 
query, corresponding to i, for the three combinations SBASE-bfqt, SSPLIT-bfqt and SSPLIT-EL-
bfqt, was constructed in the following way. First, the author manually transformed w to its base 
form, without using SWETWOL. Let w′ be the result of the transformation, i.e., the base form of w. 
The next step was to check if w′  was or was not recognized by SWETWOL. If w′  was recognized, 

                                                           
48 See (Cross Language Evaluation Forum, 2004). 
49 Each topic used in the study occurs in Appendix 1. 
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w′  was placed in the query, as an argument of #sum. If w′ was not recognized, the inflected forms 
of w′  were manually generated by the author. w′ itself, preceded by “@”, and the generated 
inflected forms of w′ , preceded by “@”, were placed inside the #syn operator. The resulting #syn 
expression was then placed in the query, as an argument of #sum.  
 
The query has thus the form 
 

),...,,(# 21 nQQQsum   

 
where each kQ  is either a word from iWL  in base form, or a #syn expression such that its 
arguments are a word from iWL  in base form, preceded with “@”, and the inflected forms, 
preceded by “@”, of the same base word form. The order of the words in iWL was preserved with 
respect to the arguments of the query for iWL .  
 
To give an example, the query that corresponds to the topic put forward in Figure 7-1 is  
 

#sum(arkitektur #syn(@berlin @berlins)) 
 
Assume that an IR system involves a morphological analyzer and that the users of the system are 
supposed to submit query words in base form. We also assume that the system informs the user 
when a query word is not recognized by the analyzer. If a query word is not recognized, a 
reasonable strategy for the user is to generate all inflected forms of the word and expand the initial 
query with these forms. With respect to query construction for the three combinations that involve 
base word form indices, the described strategy is employed. 
 
One might wonder why, if w′ (the base form of the word w) was not recognized, only w′  and the 
inflected forms of w′ were used in the query. Another strategy would be to retrieve, from the index, 
each string that begins with the concatenation of “@” and w′ , i.e.,  
 

@ w′  
 
For example, let perssonsw =  (genitive of persson, a person name). Then perssonw =′ . Now, if 
persson is not recognized, then a compound like perssonsyndrom (“persson syndrome”) may be 
retrieved from the index and put into the query. However, this strategy deviates from the main idea 
behind a base word form index: to group the base form and the inflectional forms of a word. In the 
present example, only persson and perssons (nominative and genitive, respectively) should be 
placed in the query.  
 
Basically, the same queries are used for SBASE-bfqt, SSPLIT-bfqt and SSPLIT-EL-bfqt. However, 
the indices BASE and SPLIT are stored in the same file and the slash character (“/”) is used as a 
term prefix with respect to BASE entries, in order to distinguish the two indices from each other. A 
word like hus (“house”) has then two entries in the file: one for hus and one for /hus.  
 
However, with regard to numerical terms, e.g, 1994, there is no need for special slash entries. Since 
the numerical components of compounds (like video1994) were identified as (separate) tokens 
during the lexical analysis, input to SWETWOL could not consist of compounds with one or more 
numerical components. Therefore, the entry in (logical) BASE for a numerical term t is identical to 
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the entry for t in (logical) SPLIT. Therefore, there is only one entry, common for BASE and 
SPLIT, in the file for numerical terms. 
 
With regard to terms not recognized by SWETWOL, no special slash entries were constructed.  
 
In the light of the markup of BASE entries, “/” had to be used as a term prefix, for certain terms, in 
queries for SBASE-bfqt. A consequence is that queries for the combination SBASE-bfqt are 
formally distinct from queries for the combination SSPLIT-bfqt. The set of queries for SSPLIT-bfqt 
is identical to the set of queries for the combination SSPLIT-EL-bfqt. 
 
After the construction of the four indices of the study, a problem regarding the ”@” mark up of 
terms not recognized by SWETWOL was detected. See Appendix 5 for a description and a 
discussion of the problem. 
 
Queries for SINFL-owqt 
 
The baseline method of the study, the indexing strategy-query term combination SINFL-owqt, uses 
original words from the word lists as query terms. Let iWL  be the word list obtained from a topic i. 
The query, corresponding to i, for the combination SINFL-owqt was constructed by placing each 
word w in iWL  in the query, as an argument of #sum. 
 
The query has thus the form 
 

),...,,( 21 nQQQ# sum   
 
where each kQ  is a word from iWL . The order of the words in iWL was preserved with respect to 
the arguments of the query for iWL . 
 
The query that corresponds to the topic in Figure 7-1 is  
 

#sum(arkitektur berlin) 
 
Clearly, no attempt to counteract the problem of word variation in the document collection is made. 
 
Queries for SINFL-tsqt 
 
With regard to the other method of the study associated with INFL (the inflected word form index 
of the study), SINFL-tsqt, an attempt to counteract the problem of word variation in the document 
collection was made by using a search expert. 
 
The 52 topics were submitted to the search expert, together with the 52 word lists and instructions. 
For each wordlist, the search expert performed right hand truncation on the words he found 
appropriate to right hand truncate. The character “,” was used by the search expert as a boundary 
character. The manipulated word lists were then returned to the author.  
 
The next step was to construct, from the manipulated word lists, queries for SINFL-tsqt. A query 
for SINFL-tsqt is, like the queries for SINFL-owqt, SBASE-bfqt, SSPLIT-bfqt and SSPLIT-EL-
bfqt, a #sum expression. 
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Since InQuery does not support truncation, it was improper to use truncated words in queries. 
Instead, retrieval using truncated words as query terms was simulated.  
 
Again, let iWL  be the word list obtained from topic i. Further, let w be a word that occurs in iWL . 
The query, corresponding to i, for SINFL-tsqt was constructed in the following way. Assume that 
the search expert has right hand truncated w. Let s be the truncation stem of w, i.e., the sequence of 
characters to the left of the boundary character. Each string in INFL that begins with s was 
retrieved, with the aid of a Unix script, and the retrieved strings were placed inside the #syn 
operator. The resulting #syn expression was then placed in the query, as an argument of #sum. If w 
was not right hand truncated, then w itself was placed in the query, as an argument of #sum. The 
query has thus the form 
 

),...,,(# 21 nQQQsum  
 

where each kQ  is either a word from iWL , or a #syn expression such that its arguments are terms 
retrieved from INFL. The order of the words in iWL  was preserved with respect to the arguments of 
the query for iWL .  
 
The search expert analyzed the word list for topic 001 as follows:  
 

arkitekt,ur 
berlin, 

 
The corresponding query is given in Appendix 3.  
 
Six word lists, after being analyzed by the search expert, were such that at least one word in the list 
had a truncation stem that also occurred as the initial part of the truncation stem of at least one other 
word in the list.  
 
For example, consider the following analysis of a part of the word list for topic 073: 
 

eu, 
europa, 
europeisk,a 

 
The word eu is such that its truncation stem, eu, occurs as the initial part of the truncation stems of 
the words europa and europeiska. Assume now that we use all three truncation stems, and only 
these three stems, for constructing the query for SINFL-tsqt. Since each string in INFL that 
matches europa (europeisk) matches eu, and no string in INFL matches both europa and europeisk, 
each string in the #syn expression generated from europa, and each string in the #syn expression 
generated from europeisk, would occur in exactly two #syn expressions: in the #syn expression 
generated from europa (europeisk) and in the #syn expression generated from eu. 
 
It seems reasonable to assume that expert searchers in operational environments (also in 
environments with a relevance ranking system, like InQuery), would not repeat truncation stems or 
use a set of stems such that one of the stems matches all index terms that the other stems in the set 
matches. The search expert was not asked about this. The task of the search expert was to analyze 
the words in a word list with respect to right hand truncation, irrespective of their relations to each 
other.  
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Moreover, to place a term in more than one #syn expression is not without problems with respect to 
the weight the term then receives. Let q be a query identical to a #sum expression with m )2( ≥m  
#syn expressions as the only arguments. We assume that the arguments of the #syn expressions are 
terms. Let 1t  be a term that occurs in two or more #syn expressions in q, and let 2t  be a term that 
occurs in one of the #syn expressions in which 1t  occurs, and only in this #syn expression. Further, 
assume that 1d is a document that contains 1t  but no other term that occurs in q, and that 2d  is a 
document that contains 2t  but no other term that occurs in q. Finally, assume that the following 
equalities hold (see Section 7.1): 
 
  2211 tftf = , 21 dldl =  

 
The assumptions made, together with equations (7.2) and (7.3), yield that the InQuery similarity 
value for 1d , with respect to q, would be greater than the corresponding value for 2d .  
 
On the other hand, assume that we have, e.g., the truncation stems euro and europa. Let 1d  = 
[europa, euros] and 2d  = [euros, euros].50 We would then have a query q that is a #sum expression 
with two #syn expression as arguments: 
 

q = #sum(#syn(europa euros …) #syn(europa …)) 
 
Since 21 dldl = , the InQuery similarity value for 1d , with respect to q, would be greater than the 
corresponding value for 2d . This result can be regarded as desirable: 1d , which contains  
two of the query terms, receives more weight than 2d , which contains only one of the query terms. 
 
If we let  
 

q = #sum(#syn(europa euros …)), 
 
or, equivalently51 and shorter, 
 

q = #syn(europa euros …), 
 
the similarity value for 1d  would be identical to the corresponding value for 2d . 
 
However, in the light of what was said above about expert searchers and operational environments, 
it was decided to avoid the repetitions in question. Only one, the shortest, measured by the number 
of character occurrences, among the problematic truncation stems for a word list was used for the 
construction of the query. With regard to the part of the word list for topic 073, eu was used but 
neither europa nor europeisk.  
 
7.2.3 Pooling 
 
Five query files, corresponding to the five combinations of the study, were created, with 52 queries, 
corresponding to the 52 topics, in each file. Each query in a file was run against the index that 

                                                           
50 The second document has two occurrences of the term euros. 
51 In the following sense: for each document d in the collection, the InQuery similarity value for d with respect to 
#sum(#syn(europa euros …)) is identical to the InQuery similarity value for d with respect to #syn(europa euros …). 
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corresponded to the file. Thus, 260 runs were executed, and the output of the runs was 260 ranked 
result lists of GP and HD documents. 
 
For each of the 52 topics, a pool of documents to be relevance assessed was generated, on the basis 
of the result lists. The five runs, which correspond to the five combinations of the study, for a topic 
yielded five result lists of documents. For practical reasons, a 100=DCV  was used for the result 
lists. 
 
Let jiD , denote the set of documents d such that d was retrieved, with respect to topic i )521( ≤≤ i  

and 100=DCV , by the jth )51( ≤≤ j  run. Each jiD ,  has then 100 documents. The pool of 
documents for topic i can now be defined as  
 

U
}5,...,1{

,
∈

=
j

jii DPOOL ,      (7.4) 

  
i.e., the union of the five document sets for topic i, with respect to 100=DCV .  
 
The technique indicated above for generating, for a given topic, documents to be relevance assessed 
is basically the same as the one used in the TREC context. In that context, the used DCV is usually 
set to 100.  However, considerably more runs per topic are executed, compared to this study.52 The 
technique is called pooling. (Voorhees, 2004) 
 
The maximum number of documents to be assessed, for a given topic i, is 500. This value occurs 
when the five runs yield pairwise disjoint lists of documents. More formally, the value  
occurs when ∅=∩ kiji DD ,, , where }5,...,1{, ∈kj and kj ≠ . The minimum number is 100. This 
value occurs when the runs retrieve the same documents with respect to 100=DCV . More 
formally, the value occurs when kiji DD ,, = , where }5,...,1{, ∈kj . However, these extreme values 
do not occur in the data.  

7.3 Relevance assessments 
 
7.3.1 Relevance scale 
 
A four-score relevance scale is used in the study. The four possible scores of the scale are 0, 1, 2 
and 3 (Sormunen, 2002). The relevance criteria employed, together with the four scores and what 
they stand for, are given in Table 7-1. 
 
Table 7-1.  The relevance criteria employed in the study. 

0 – irrelevant The document does not contain any information about the topic. 
1 – marginally relevant The document only points to the topic. It does not contain any other 

information, with respect to the topic, than the description of the topic. 
2 – fairly relevant The document contains more information than the description of the topic but 

the presentation is not exhaustive. In the case of a topic with several aspects, 
only some of the aspects are covered by the document. 

3 – highly relevant The document discusses all of the themes of the topic. In the case of a topic 
with several aspects, all or most of the aspects are covered by the document. 

 
                                                           
52 At least with respect to ad hoc retrieval, where new topics are posed against a static document database. 
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Multiple degree relevance assessments may reveal differences between IR methods that are not 
revealed when liberal binary assessments are used. It is possible that two methods have a similar 
performance with respect to liberal binary assessments, but that one of them performs better than 
the other with respect to highly relevant documents. 
 
7.3.2 Assessment process 
 
Four people performed the relevance assessments. The author organized an introductory meeting, 
where each assessor received an instruction document, written in Swedish. During the meeting, the 
assessors read the document. Afterwards, they had the opportunity to ask questions about the 
instructions. An English translation of the instruction document is provided in Appendix 7.  
 
In order to set the assessors on common ground with respect to the assessment task, they were 
instructed to imagine that they should write a review on the subject that is described in a topic. The 
assessors received only the topic fields Number, Title and Description, and were instructed to use 
Title and Description when comparing a document to a topic. The field Narrative, which gives 
specific, binary relevance criteria, was excluded. 
 
The assessors were instructed to mark, with a vertical line in the left margin, thoses parts (if any) of 
a document that contain information about the topic. The purpose of this markup was to achive 
more accurate assessments compared to the case where no markup is used. 
 
Before the assessors started their work, they were trained. During the meeting mentioned above, the 
assessors received a CLEF topic53 in Swedish, together with a collection of 10 (paper) documents. 
The assessors were instructed to assess the relevance of the 10 documents in relation to the topic. 
For this training task, they had about one week of time. 
 
After the training task was completed, a new meeting was held. During this meeting, the four 
assessor’s assessments of the training documents were compared and discussed.  
 
The document pools iPOOL )521( ≤≤ i were then distributed over the assessors. For a 
given iPOOL , the documents in iPOOL  were given to the assessor both in paper form and in 
electronic form. The assessors were instructed to read the documents in paper form, but a relevance 
score should be inserted both in a paper document and in its corresponding electronic document. 

9848|| 
52

1

=∑
=i

iPOOL , so the number of relevance assessments performed was 9,848. It is the case 

that ∑
==

<
52

1
i

52

1

||  ||
ii

i POOLPOOLU , since a few documents were retrieved with respect to more than 

one topic. 
 
In this study, as in the INEX (Initiative for the evaluation of XML retrieval) context (INEX, 2004) 
and in the TREC context (Voorhees, 2004), exactly one assessor performed the relevance 
assessments of the documents in the pool for a given topic. It is known that relevance assessments 
may differ across assessors, as well as for the same assessor at different points of time (Schamber, 
1994). It is therefore possible that the obtained set of relevant documents (in this study, documents 
with the score 1, 2 or 3) for a topic i would be distinct from the set that would be obtained if 
another assessor had assessed the documents for topic i. However, evidence exist that the relative 

                                                           
53 This CLEF topic is not included in the study. 
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effectiveness of different IR methods is stable with respect to changes in relevance assessments and 
with respect to ad hoc retrieval (Voorhees, 2000). Among the rankings of IR methods generated 
using different collections of relevance assessments, very high correlations were found. 
 
When the assessments were completed, after approximately six months, the assessed documents 
were returned to the author. A program, written by the author, extracted the relevance scores from 
the electronic documents and wrote them to a file. 
 
All four assessors are former students of library and information science. The assessors were paid 
for the work they did. 

7.4 Data for pools, recall bases and for sets of irrelevant documents 
 
For a given topic i, the relevance assessments of the documents in iPOOL  gave rise to a partition 
of iPOOL , i.e., a collection of pairwise disjoint subsets of  iPOOL  whose union is iPOOL . The 
partition in question contains four subsets, corresponding to the four degrees of relevance.  
 
The subset of iPOOL  of irrelevant documents, with regard to topic i, is denoted by iNR . Recall 
base 1 (2, 3), for the topic i, which we denote by 1,iRB  ( 2,iRB , 3,iRB ), is the subset of iPOOL  of 

marginally (fairly, highly) relevant documents. Let U
}3,2,1{

,
∈

=
j

jii RBRB . Then  

 
 iii RBNRPOOL ∪=       (7.5) 
 
The recall base for topic i is iRB , defined above, and constitutes the set of known relevant (at any 
relevance level) documents for topic i. 
 
Each of the 52 recall bases turned out to non-empty. Therefore, no topic had to be deleted from the 
study. However, 15 topics were such that one or two of the recall bases jiRB ,  were empty. 
 
Table 7-2 gives, for each topic i, the number of documents that have been relevance assessed 
(column 8), the number of relevant documents, at any relevance level, (column 7) and the 
frequency distribution of the relevance assessed documents over the four relevance degrees 
(columns 3-6). 
 

Table 7-2.  The number of documents in POOLi )521( ≤≤ i and in the considered subsets of POOLi. 

Topic number CLEF 2000  topic 
number 

|NRi| 
0   

|RBi,1| 
1 

|RBi,2| 
2 

|RBi,3| 
3 

|RBi| 
relevant 

|POOLi| 
total 

1 001 165 7 0 2 9 174 
2 003 113 6 2 0 8 121 
3 004 207 2 0 0 2 209 
4 005 54 56 40 44 140 194 
5 007 146 14 5 21 40 186 
6 009 202 4 2 3 9 211 
7 011 126 47 8 1 56 182 
8 012 231 0 3 8 11 242 
9 013 90 23 28 19 70 160 

10 015 169 40 21 6 67 236 
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11 017 148 7 6 13 26 174 
12 018 263 4 2 3 9 272 
13 020 199 10 2 6 18 217 
14 021 50 52 35 32 119 169 
15 022 213 15 3 11 29 242 
16 024 106 16 5 2 23 129 
17 025 235 8 0 1 9 244 
18 026 142 20 10 27 57 199 
19 031 155 0 0 3 3 158 
20 032 231 24 20 13 57 288 
21 033 227 6 4 4 14 241 
22 034 229 13 1 0 14 243 
23 037 123 34 5 0 39 162 
24 039 154 11 0 9 20 174 
25 042 34 35 18 36 89 123 
26 043 198 1 3 0 4 202 
27 045 70 49 16 2 67 137 
28 046 105 39 15 5 59 164 
29 047 7 66 26 15 107 114 
30 048 16 104 13 15 132 148 
31 050 90 19 26 22 67 157 
32 051 114 73 16 2 91 205 
33 053 212 6 7 14 27 239 
34 056 168 3 5 1 9 177 
35 057 255 0 2 0 2 257 
36 058 296 6 2 4 12 308 
37 061 177 0 4 1 5 182 
38 062 165 3 3 3 9 174 
39 063 203 1 4 0 5 208 
40 066 92 30 16 5 51 143 
41 067 225 1 4 4 9 234 
42 070 54 35 17 4 56 110 
43 071 187 5 6 2 13 200 
44 072 125 9 3 4 16 141 
45 073 157 5 5 3 13 170 
46 074 174 0 3 2 5 179 
47 077 160 7 4 0 11 171 
48 078 151 1 2 2 5 156 
49 080 215 22 17 4 43 258 
50 082 99 6 4 10 20 119 
51 085 93 26 8 3 37 130 
52 086 138 42 24 11 77 215 
Σ   7958 1013 475 402 1890 9848 

 
As can be seen from the last row in Table 7-2, a large proportion of the assessed documents, 
7958/9848 = 0.81 (81%), were judged irrelevant. The total number of fairly relevant documents is 
rather close to the total number of highly relevant documents, and the total number of marginally 
relevant documents is, in relation to fairly and highly relevant ones, large. This relationship 
between the magnitudes of (the total) recall bases 1, 2 and 3 can be observed also in a Finnish test 
collection (Kekäläinen and Järvelin, 2002). In a project where TREC document pools were 
reassessed on the same relevance scale that is used in this study, the number of highly relevant 
documents is much less than the number of fairly relevant ones, and the number of fairly relevant 
documents is much less than the number of marginally relevant ones (Sormunen, 2002). 
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Table 7-3 reports the mean, standard deviation, minimal value and maximal value for the six 
distributions, each of 52 values, which are put forward in columns 3-8 in Table 7-2. The last row in 
the table shows that the mean number of documents in a pool is 189.38 and that the standard 
deviation is 47.25. On average, then, a pool is about 38% of its maximum size. In the TREC 
context, the pools are usually about 1/3 of the maximum size (Voorhees, 2004). Note that the 
minimal value for the 52 pools, 110, is close to the smallest possible value, i.e., 100. 
 

Table 7-3.  Mean, standard deviation, minimal value and maximal value with respect to number of documents in 
the 52 pools and number of documents in their considered subsets. 

 Mean Standard deviation Minimal 
value 

Maximal value 

|NRi|   0 153.04 66.30     7 296 
|RBi,1| 1 19.48 22.26     0 104 
|RBi,2| 2 9.13   9.66     0    40 
|RBi,3| 3 7.73   9.84     0   44 
|RBi| relevant  36.35 35.88     2 140 
|POOLi| total 189.38 47.25 110 308 
 

7.5 Evaluation 
 
When the recall bases 3,2,1, ,, iii RBRBRB  and iRB , for each topic i, were established, evaluation of 
the ranked (document) result lists was performed. Each result list corresponds to a list of 100 
document IDs such that the document order from the result list is preserved. 
 
Associated with the five indexing strategy-query term combinations are five lists of queries, and 
each list contains 52 queries, one for each topic. In order to investigate the impact of the five 
indexing strategy-query term combinations on retrieval effectiveness, the average performance with 
respect to the queries in a list was measured. 
 
The indexing strategy-query term combinations were evaluated both with respect to binary and 
non-binary relevance. In the binary case, the three (positive) relevance degrees (marginally, fairly 
and highly relevant) were merged into one. Precision was used as a measure and based on DCVs. 
  
In the non-binary case, the distinction between the three relevance degrees was preserved. A 
relatively new evaluation measure was used. This measure attempts to estimate the accumulated 
relevance gain the user receives by examining a ranked list of documents up to a given position k 
(Järvelin and Kekäläinen, 2000; Järvelin and Kekäläinen, 2002). The measure is based on so called 
gain vectors. Such vectors are described in the following section. 
 
In this work, precision with respect to different DCVs is considered to be based on gain vectors, 
just like the measure employed in the non-binary case. In this way, one obtains a mathematical 
symmetry between the description of the measure involved in the binary case and the description of 
the measure involved in the non-binary case.  
 
7.5.1 Gain vectors 
 
Assume that documents in a given collection have been relevance assessed in relation to a set T of 
topics and that the employed relevance scale consists of the non-negative integers 0 up to m 

)1( m≤ . Further, assume that we have a ranked list L of k retrieved documents from the collection 
such that each document d in L has been assigned a relevance score (from the employed scale) in 
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relation to a topic t from T. If in L we substitute, for each document d, the relevance score that has 
been assigned to d (or a numerical weight associated with that relevance score), a gain vector 
 

),...,,( 21 ksss=G ,   (7.6)
  
is obtained, where ps  )1( kp ≤≤  is the relevance score, in relation to topic t, of the pth document in 
the list L of documents, or a weight associated with that score. We let )( pV  denote the pth 

component of an vector V. Thus, )( pG denote the pth component of G , i.e., the relevance score sp 
(or a weight associated with that score). 
 
Let q be a query for an indexing strategy-query term combination j and a topic i, a query that occurs 
in one of the five query lists mentioned earlier. Given q as input, the response from the InQuery 
retrieval system is a ranked list L of documents. Since each document in L belongs to exactly one 
of the sets 3,2,1, ,, iii RBRBRB  and iNR , we can replace each document in L with its relevance score. 
The resulting list of numerical values is a gain vector  
 

),...,,( 10021, sssji =G ,   (7.7)
  
where }3,2,1,0{∈ps  is the relevance score, in relation to topic i, of the document at position p in L.  
 
Since the number of topics is 52, 52 gain vectors are obtained for combination j. For the binary 
relevance situation (see next section), these vectors consist of the basic numerical data for 
evaluation of combination j. 
 
7.5.2 Binary relevance situation 
 
This section describes how the retrieval effectiveness of the combinations was evaluated when the 
three relevance degrees were merged into one. Here, the recall base iRB , for a topic i, is used, and 
the documents in iRB  are considered to be equally relevant to the topic i.  
 
Since only five runs were performed for a topic i, and the DCV was set to 100, one can not assume 
that all relevant documents for topic i have been retrieved. The recall base iRB , contains the known 
relevant documents for topic i, a set that may be a proper subset of the set of all relevant documents 
for topic i.54 
 
We define the binary vector for G , GB , as follows: 
 



 ∈

=
otherwise 0

},,1{)( if 1
)(

mp
p

KG
BG ,  (7.8) 

 

                                                           
54 Lately, Buckley and Voorhees (2004) proposed a new evaluation measure that only takes into account known 
relevant and known irrelevant documents (and not documents that have not been relevance assessed). The authors 
show, for TREC data, that the new measure gives more consistent rankings of IR methods compared to several more 
traditional measures, when the pools of relevance assessed documents for the topics are successively reduced. The new 
measure requires, for a topic with R known relevant documents, that at least R documents are known to be irrelevant. 
This requirement is not satisfied with respect to the test collection used in the experiment of this thesis. 
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where kp ≤≤1  and m is the maximal score on the employed relevance scale. In the special case 
where m is equal to 1, GBG = . 
 
For each indexing strategy-query term combination j and each topic i, we construct from 
 

),...,,( 10021, sssji =G   
 
the binary vector, ji ,GB . This gives 52 binary vectors (with 100 components) for each combination 
j. From these new vectors, precision can be calculated. 
 
Precision 
 
A precision vector, P, can be defined in terms of the binary vector for G: 
 

p

m
p

p

m
∑

== 1

)(
)(

GB
P ,  (7.9) 

 
where kp ≤≤1 . 
 

)( pP  gives the precision at pDCV = , with regard to the original ranked list of k retrieved 
documents. 
 
For each indexing strategy-query term combination j and each topic i, a precision vector, ji,P , is 

constructed from ji ,GB . This yields, for each combination j, 52 precision vectors (of 100 
components). 
 
Example 7.1. The process of constructing a precision vector from a gain vector is exemplified by 
the following. Assume that the 10 first documents retrieved by a query give rise to the gain vector 

)3 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 2, 0, 2, 3,(=G . The first retrieved document has the relevance score 3, the second 
retrieved document score 2, and so on. By applying equation (7.8), we get the binary vector for G, 

)1 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1,(=GB . Then equation (7.9) is applied, and the precision vector 
)5/10 4/9, 4/8, 4/7, 4/6, 3/5, 3/4, 2/3, 2/2, 1/1,(=P  is obtained. o 

 
In order to evaluate the average effectiveness, with respect to precision, for a combination j over all 
52 queries (or topics), at a given vector position, we construct an average precision vector for j, 

avg
jP , defined according to 

 

n

p
p

n

i
ji

avg
j

∑
== 1

, )(
)(

P
P , (7.10) 

 
where 1001 ≤≤ p , and n the number of topics (52 in the present case). 
 
Five avg

jP  vectors were created in this study. These vectors are the basis for the visualization of the 
precision results that occurs in Section 8.1.1. As is customary in IR, a subset of the set of positions 
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was used in evaluation. The positions selected were: 1, 5, 10, 15, 20, 30, ..., 100. Let POS be the set 
of these positions, i.e., POS }100,,30,20,15,10,5,1{ K= . 
 
The DCV approach and interpolated precision at standard recall levels 
 
In evaluation of retrieval effectiveness, a standard approach is to measure precision at 11 standard 
recall levels (0%, 10%, 20%, ..., 100%). Since the number of relevant documents for a query may 
not give rise to a set of recall levels that contains the 11 standard levels, an interpolation procedure 
is often employed (Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto, 1999, p. 77-78).55   
 
In this study, the precision-at-recall-levels approach is not appropriate. The following hypothetical 
example illustrates why. Let i be a topic in the study and q one of the queries for i. Assume that 

10 || =iRB , that 9 of the 10 documents in iRB  are found at positions, in a result list for q, less than 
100, and that the remaining document in iRB  is found at, say, position 200. If the approach in 
question is used, then one has to assume that each position p in the list such that 199101 ≤≤ p  
contains an irrelevant document.56  
 
The DCV approach avoids this problem. The starting point for precision is the gain vectors of 
dimension 100. Since the 100 documents that correspond to a given gain vector have been 
relevance assessed, no conjectures about the relevance status of these documents have to be made. 
Indeed, a given position in a gain vector contains the relevance score that has been assigned to the 
corresponding document. 
 
On the other hand, the DCV approach also has drawbacks (Hull, 1993). Assume that the number of 
documents in a recall base iRB  is less than k ( )1002 ≤≤ k .57 Then it is impossible for a query for 
topic i to have maximal precision with respect to k. (With regard to recall, assume that the number 
of documents in iRB  is greater than k ( )1001 ≤≤ k . Then it is impossible for a query for topic i to 
have maximal recall with respect to k.) 
 
7.5.3 Multiple degree relevance situation 
 
This section describes how the retrieval effectiveness of the indexing strategy-query term 
combinations was evaluated when the three relevance degrees were retained. Here, the recall bases 

1,iRB , 2,iRB  and 3,iRB , for a topic i, are utilized.   
 
In Chapter 6, two types of users, with respect to how a user values a highly relevant document in 
relation to a fairly relevant one, and a fairly relevant document in relation to a marginally relevant 
one, are put forward (cf. Table 6-2). A user of the first type considers the difference between the 
value of a highly relevant document and the value of a fairly relevant one to be small, and the same 
holds for fairly and marginally relevant documents (US1.1 and US2.1). A user of the second type 
considers the difference between the value of a highly relevant document and the value of a fairly 
relevant one to be very large, and the difference between the value of a fairly relevant document 
and the value of a marginally relevant document to be large (US1.2 and US2.2).  
 

                                                           
55 Assume that the number of known relevant documents for a topic is 4. Then the set of recall levels is {25%, 50%, 
75%, 100%}. The standard level 10%, e.g., does not belong to this set. 
56 Even though it is possible that a position in the interval contains a document known to be irrelevant. 
57 We assume that the recall base for topic i is non-empty. Thus, k must be greater than 1. 
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In order to model two retrieval contexts, where users of the two types are involved, two weighting 
schemes were employed. In the present context, a weighting scheme gives a numerical weight to 
each of the four relevance scores. For example, the weighting scheme 0-1-10-20 gives the weight 0 
to the score 0, the weight 1 to the score 1, the weight 10 to the score 2, and the weight 20 to the 
score 3. This scheme indicates that a highly relevant document (score 3) is valued 2 times more 
than a fairly relevant document (score 2), and that a fairly relevant document is valued 10 times 
more than a marginally relevant one. 
 
It was decided to use the weighting scheme 0-1-2-3 for US1.1 and US2.1, while the scheme 0-1-10-
100 was used for US1.2 and US2.2. In the former case, the scheme does not give rise to any new 
gain vector for a combination j, since the weight for a given score is equal to the score itself. 
However, in the latter case, we construct 52 new gain vectors for combination j by substituting, for 
a given document d in a ranked list of documents for combination j, the weight associated with the 
relevance score of d. For the multiple degree relevance situation, we then have 104 gain vectors for 
each combination j, and these vectors consist of the basic numerical data for evaluation of 
combination j. 
 
In (Järvelin and Kekäläinen, 2000; Järvelin and Kekäläinen, 2002), several novel measures, based 
on non-binary relevance assessments, are put forward. In the following, these measures are 
described, and the presentation of them is based on (Järvelin and Kekäläinen, 2002). In this section, 
the CG measure, where “CG” stands for “Cumulated Gain”, and the DCG measure, where “D” 
stands for “Discount”, are presented. We also present the normalized versions, nCG and nDCG, 
where “n” stands for “normalized”, of the two measures. nCG and nDCG are presented after the 
presentation of the CG and DCG measures, since they are defined in terms of these latter measures. 
 
In addition to this thesis, cumulated gain measures have been applied in (Sakai and Sparck Jones, 
2001) and in (Voorhees, 2001). Both these papers employed non-binary relevance assessments. In 
the former paper, DCG was used to measure the retrieval effectiveness of summary indices. The 
latter paper used DCG in order to study changes in relative retrieval effectiveness among retrieval 
systems, as an effect of varying the weight placed on highly relevant documents. 
 
The CG measure 
 
The basis for the measures CG and nCG is the following principle, say P1: 
 
P1. Highly relevant documents are more valuable than marginally relevant documents. 
 
Assume that three test queries retrieve and rank documents according to the following gain vectors: 
 

)3 3, 3, 3, 3,(=
1qG  

)2 2, 2, 2, ,2(=
2qG  

)1 1, 1, 1, 1,(=
3qG  

 
If the principle P1 is accepted, for each position p such that 51 ≤≤ p , the performance of 1q , is 
better than the performance of 2q , and the performance of 2q  is better than the performance of 

3q .58 (Note that, if the three positive relevance degrees are merged into one, the differences in 

                                                           
58 Actually, the example is based on the following principle, P1’, from which P1 follows logically: highly relevant 
documents are more valuable than (1) fairly relevant documents, and (2) marginally relevant documents, and fairly 
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performance between the three queries cannot be detected by an evaluation measure based 
exclusively on gain vectors.) 
 
The CG measure assumes a k-dimensional gain vector G, defined in Section 7.5.1. From G, a 
cumulated gain vector, CG, is obtained. The vector CG is defined recursively according to 
 





+−
=

=
otherwise  )()1(

1 if  )1(
)(

pp
p

p
GCG

G
CG  (7.11) 

 
where kp ≤≤1 . Informally, )( pCG  is the sum of the values with respect to positions 1 up to p in 
the gain vector G . )( pCG  is intended to reflect the accumulated relevance gain received by the 
user at position p in the gain vector G .  
 
Example 7.2. Assume that the 10 first documents retrieved by a query give rise to the gain vector 

)3 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 2, 0, 2, 3,(=G . This is the same starting point as in Example 7.159 The first retrieved 
document has the relevance score 3, the second retrieved document score 2, and so on. By applying 
equation (7.11), we get the cumulated gain vector )11 8, 8, 8, 8, 7, 7, 5, 5, ,3(=CG .  o 
 
The DCG measure 
 
The basis for the DCG and nDCG measures is the following principle (ibid.), say P2: 
 
P2. The greater the ranked position of a relevant document, the less valuable it is for the user, 
because the less likely it is that the user will ever examine the document. 
  
Assume that three test queries retrieve and rank documents according to the following gain vectors: 
 

)0 0, 3, 3, 3,(=
1qG  

)0 3, 3, 3, ,0(=
2qG  

)3 3, 3, 0, ,0(=
3qG  

 
If the principle P2 is accepted, it is reasonable to state that the performance of 1q  is better than the 
performance of 2q , and that the performance of 2q  is better than the performance of 3q .  
 
Behind the DCG measure is the thought that a document, with a given positive relevance score s, 
should contribute a smaller and smaller proportion of the score s to the accumulated gain (the 
discount with regard to s should be greater and greater), the higher position the document has in the 
ranked list of retrieved documents. Compare this with the CG measure, where the contribution, i.e., 
the whole score s, is constant over list positions. 
 
As in the CG case, the starting point is a k-dimensional gain vector, G. This time, a cumulated gain 
vector with discount, DCG , is obtained. The DCG vector is defined recursively according to 
 

                                                                                                                                                                                                
relevant documents are more valuable than marginally relevant ones. However, since P1’ is reflected by CG and nCG, 
we assume that Järvelin and Kekäläinen (2002) agree with this principle (and perhaps had it in mind). 
59 G is used as a starting point in all the following examples of this chapter. 
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where kp ≤≤1 . The principle P2 is reflected in (7.12) by division of the relevance score at 
position p in G , )( pG , by the logarithm (with base b) for p. The discount does not begin until 
position b in G .60 In fact, a real discount does not occur until position 1+b , since 1 log =bb . With 
respect to positions 1 up to b, DCG  is identical to CG .  
 
There are two reasons for not selecting a position less than b as a starting point for the discount. 
First, position 1 is excluded, since 01 log =b . With respect to a position p such that bp <≤2 , to 
start the discount at p would give a contribution to the accumulated gain that is greater than the 
relevance score at position p in G, given that the relevance score is positive. Therefore, no discount 
would be obtained with regard to the relevance score at p. Obviously, this would be against the 
thought, referred to above, behind DCG. 
 
By choosing different values on the base of the logarithm, different user behavior with respect to 
persistence in examining further documents, can be modeled. A low value for b models impatient 
users, while a higher value models more patient users.  
 
Example 7.3. As in Example 7.2, assume that the 10 first documents retrieved by a query give rise 
to the gain vector )3 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 2, 0, 2, 3,(=G . Let the base b of the logarithm be 2. By applying 
equation (7.12), we get the cumulated gain vector with discount 

)7.29 6.39, 6.39, 6.39, 6.39, 6.00, 6.00, 5.00, 5.00, ,00.3(=DCG . For example, the relevance score 
at position 4 in G, i.e., 2, is reduced to 1, since 12/24log/2 2 == . The discount in percent is then 
50.  o 
 
The measures nCG and nDCG 
 
For the presentation of the measures nCG and nDCG, the theoretically best possible, or ideal, gain 
vector, for a topic t with respect to its recall base, tRB , needs to be defined. We assume a relevance 
scale with four possible scores: 0 and 321 nnn << , where in  is a positive integer. Assume that 
there are l documents in tRB  with relevance score 1n , m with score 2n  and n with score 3n .  
 
The ideal gain vector for topic t with respect to the recall base tRB , tIG , is defined as (ibid.): 
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where kp  1 ≤≤ . If a weighting scheme 0- 1w - 2w - 3w  is applied, we substitute iw  for in  in 
Equation (7.13) to obtain the ideal gain vector for topic t under the weighting scheme. 
 

                                                           
60 We assume that b is a positive integer greater than 1. 
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The vector tIG  can be constructed as follows. Create a list that consists of the documents in tRB . 
Order the list descending with respect to relevance score. If k is equal to || tRB , then substitute, for 
each document in the ordered list, its relevance score. If k is greater than || tRB , then substitute, for 
each document in the ordered list, its relevance score and extend the resulting vector with zeros up 
to position k. If k is less than || tRB , construct the list that consists of the first k documents from the 
ordered list and then substitute, in the constructed list, for each document, its relevance score. 
 
It is worth pointing out that the vector tIG  is ideal in relation to the set of documents that are 
known to be relevant, tRB . With respect to the set of all relevant (on any level) documents in a test 
database for a topic t, it is possible that there is a k-dimensional vector for topic t that indicates a 
better retrieval performance than tIG  does. One should bear in mind that there may be documents, 
which have not been relevance assessed in relation to topic t. 
 
nCG 
 
Having a vector tIG as starting point, and applying Equation (7.11), an ideal cumulated gain vector 
for topic t, tICG , is obtained.  
 
We can now define the normalized cumulated gain vector with respect to a cumulated gain vector 

tCG  and an ideal cumulated gain vector tICG , tnCG , as follows: 
 

)(/)()( ppp ttt ICGCGnCG =  (7.14) 
 
where kp  1 ≤≤ . 
 
In contrast to a tCG  vector, the value may decrease when we move from a position to a greater one 
in a tnCG  vector. 
 
Example 7.4. Assume that the 10 first documents retrieved by a query for topic t give rise to the 
gain vector )3 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 2, 0, 2, 3,(=G . Also assume that 0) 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 2, ,2 ,3 ,3(=tIG , with 
respect to 10=k . Then 
 

)11 8, 8, 8, 8, 7, 7, 5, 5, ,3(=tCG     [G, (7.11)] 
11) 11, 11, 11, 11,11, 10, ,8 ,6 ,3(=tICG    [ tIG , (7.11)] 

11/11) 8/11, 8/11, 8/11, 7/11,8/11, 7/10, ,8/5 ,6/5 ,3/3(=tnCG  [ tCG , tICG , (7.14)]   

o 
 
nDCG 
 
The process of constructing a normalized cumulated gain vector with discount parallels the 
corresponding process for the CG measure. As in the CG case, having a k-dimensional vector tIG  
as starting point, and applying Equation (7.12), an ideal cumulated gain vector with discount for 
topic t, tIDCG , is obtained.  
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The normalized cumulated gain vector with discount with respect to a cumulated gain vector with 
discount tDCG and an ideal cumulated gain vector with discount tIDCG , tnDCG , is defined as: 
 

)(/)()( ppp ttt IDCGDCGnDCG =  (7.15) 
 
where kp  1 ≤≤ . 
 
In contrast to a tDCG vector, the value may decrease when we move from a position to a greater 
one in a tnDCG vector. 
 
Example 7.5. Assume that the 10 first documents retrieved by a query for topic t give rise to the 
gain vector )3 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 2, 0, 2, 3,(=G . Also assume that 0) 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 2, ,2 ,3 ,3(=tIG , with 
respect to 10=k . Finally, let the base b of the logarithm be 2. Then 
 

)7.29 6.39, 6.39, 6.39, 6.39, 6.00, 6.00, 5.00, 5.00, ,00.3(=tDCG   [G, (7.12)] 
8.69) 8.69, 8.69, 8.69, ,,8.69,8.6926.8,26.7,00.6 ,00.3(=tIDCG  [ tIG , (7.12)] 

7.29/8.69) 6.39/8.69, 6.39/8.69, 6.39/8.69, 6.39/8.69,

6.00/8.69, 6.00/8.26, ,26.7/00.5 ,00.6/00.5 ,00.3/00.3(=tnDCG
 [ tDCG , tIDCG , (7.15)] 

o 
 
Observe, in Example 7.5, that the maximal cumulated gain with discount value (8.69), which is 
reached at position 5 in tIDCG , is not reached at the position in tDCG identical to the position of 
the last relevant document in the ranked document list behind G (position 10). For a CG vector, the 
maximal cumulated gain value is always reached at the position identical to the position of the last 
relevant document in the ranked document list. In Example 7.4, the maximal cumulated gain value 
(11) is reached at position 10 in tCG , the position of the last relevant document in the ranked 
document list. 
 
Construction of cumulated gain vectors in this study under a given weighting scheme and a given 
logarithm base 
 
Neither CG nor nCG was used in the study, since these measures are not appropriate for modeling 
patience/impatience with respect to users. Instead, DCG or nDCG, with their discounting approach, 
should be used. It was decided, on grounds put forward below, to use the normalized version of 
DCG, namely nDCG. 
 
In the study, patient users were modeled by setting b to 10, and impatient users were modeled by 
setting b to 2. Therefore, US1.1 and US1.2 are associated with the base 10, while US2.1 and US2.2 
are associated with the base 2 (cf. Table 6-2). 
 
We exemplify the construction of cumulated gain vectors, in this study, when the weighting scheme 
is 0-1-2-3 and the base of the logarithm is 2. Note, though, that the study employs four 
combinations of weighting schemes and logarithm bases. 
 
For each indexing strategy-query term combination j and each topic i, from ),...,,( 10021, sssji =G  

(see Section 7.5.1) we construct a cumulated gain vector with discount, i,jDCG . 52 cumulated gain 
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vectors with discount are thereby obtained for each combination j, with respect to the weighting 
scheme 0-1-2-3 and the logarithm base 2. 
 
For visualization of the average effectiveness, with respect to cumulated gain with discount, for a 
combination j over all 52 queries, at a given vector position, an average cumulated gain vector with 
discount for combination j, avg

jDCG , may be defined:  
 

n

p
p

n

i
ji

avg
j

∑
== 1

, )(
)(

DCG
DCG , (7.16) 

 
where 1001 ≤≤ p , and n the number of topics. Five avg

jDCG  vectors would then be constructed 

and used for visualization. However, no avg
jDCG  vectors were constructed, since the study 

employed the normalized variant of DCG, nDCG. 
 
Now, for each topic i, with respect to the recall base U

}3,2,1{
,

∈

=
j

jii RBRB , a 100-dimensional ideal gain 

vector, iIG , was constructed according to the following:  
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where 100 1 ≤≤ p .  
 
We have a 100-dimensional ideal gain vector iIG , for each topic i. Applying Equation (7.12) to 
each generated iIG , an ideal cumulated gain vector with discount for each topic i, iIDCG , is 
obtained. 52 ideal cumulated gain vectors with discount, one for each topic, are then obtained, with 
respect to the scheme 0-1-2-3 and the logarithm base 2. 
 
For each indexing strategy-query term combination j and each topic i, we have a cumulated gain 
vector with discount, ji,DCG . We then construct the normalized cumulated gain vector with 

discount for ji,DCG and iIDCG , ji ,nDCG , according to: 
 

)(/)()( ,, ppp ijiji IDCGDCGnDCG = , (7.18) 

 
where 100 1 ≤≤ p . 52 normalized cumulated gain vectors with discount are obtained for each 
indexing strategy-query term combination j, with respect to the scheme 0-1-2-3 and the base 2. 
 
Finally, an average normalized cumulated gain vector with discount for combination j, avg

jnDCG , 
is defined:  
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where 1001 ≤≤ p , and n the number of topics. The five avg

jnDCG  vectors are the basis for the 
visualization of the normalized cumulated gain with discount results for US2.1. These results are 
given in Section 8.2. 
 
Comparison with precision and a reason for choosing normalized variants 
 
For precision, the number of relevant documents at a given position p in a ranked list is related to 
(divided by) p, the optimal value with respect to the number of relevant documents at p. The ideal 
effectiveness value at p with respect to precision is therefore 1/ =pp . However, as pointed out in 
Section 7.5.2, the ideal effectiveness value may be impossible to reach. 
 
Analogous to precision and recall, effectiveness with regard to nCG (nDCG) is relative to an ideal. 
By relating a CG (DCG) vector to its corresponding ICG (IDCG) vector in such a way that each 
component in the former vector is divided by its corresponding component in the latter vector, a 
normalized cumulated gain vector (with discount), nCG (nDCG), is obtained. For each position in 
the CG (DCG) vector holds that its value is related to (divided by) the theoretically best possible 
value for the position, with respect to the known relevant documents. The ratio between the value at 
position p in the CG (DCG) vector and the corresponding value in the ideal vector ICG (IDCG) is 
the proportion of the ideal cumulated value at p that a given IR method has cumulated at p. The 
ideal effectiveness value at p with respect to normalized cumulated gain (with discount) is therefore 

1/ =xx , where x is the ideal cumulated value at p.  
 
It was decided to use the normalized version of the measure DCG, nDCG, to evaluate the five 
indexing strategy-query term combinations under the four user scenarios. A reason for using this 
measure (and for using nCG instead of CG) is that performance differences between IR methods 
are easier to practically evaluate compared to the unnormalized variant. This is due to the fact that 
the numerical difference between two IR methods, with respect to a given position p in the involved 
two vectors, is related to a constant (over topics) maximal difference, namely 101 =− . One can 
decide that a difference that constitutes more than 10% of this maximal difference is material, that a 
difference that constitutes 5-10% is noticeable, and that a difference that constitutes less than 5% is 
marginal (Sparck Jones, 1974). 
 
7.5.4 Significance testing 
 
The treatment conditions of the independent variable, indexing strategy-query term combination, 
are the five indexing strategy-query term combinations. The 52 topics act as cases, and each case 
was measured under all five treatment conditions. Thus, this study is a single-variable, repeated-
measures design. 
 
Significance testing for the binary relevance situation 
 
With a design like the present, a single precision value for a given topic and a combination is 
needed. However, there are 100 precision values associated with each pair of a topic i and an 
indexing strategy-query term combination j. These 100 values are the values that make up the 
vector ji,P . 
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Instead of selecting a certain position p in the vectors at stake, and for each vector use the precision 
value at p as input to the statistical test, an average over precision values at different positions in a 
precision vector was obtained. Note that the selection of a certain vector position p corresponds to 
the use of only one DCV. 
 
The summary precision value for topic i and combination j, ),( jiP avg , is defined as 
 

100

)(
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100

1
,∑

== p
ji

avg

p
jiP

P
 (7.20) 

 
The summary precision value ),( jiP avg  is the mean over the 100 precision values in ji,P . 
 
In order to decide which statistical test to use, the five distributions of summary precision values 
were explored, graphically and statistically. Histograms were generated for the distributions, and 
inspection of these revealed that each of the five distributions was positively skewed. The 
maximum value for skewness was equal to 0.907. Four of the distributions have a ratio of the 
skewness value to its standard error61 that is greater than 2. In the light of this, the normality 
assumption with respect to the four corresponding population distributions was rejected. 
 
In view of the normality rejection, one-way analysis of variance for repeated measures was not 
applied. Instead, it was decided to use the Friedman test, a non-parametric counterpart to one-way 
analysis of variance for repeated measures (Siegel and Castellan, 1988, pp. 174-183). The Friedman 
test uses ranks as data, and tests the null hypothesis that the population medians for the treatment 
conditions are identical, i.e., that the treatment conditions have identical effects.  
 
Let k be the number of treatment conditions and N the number of cases.62 For the Friedman test, the 
original measurement values are organized in a kN ×  matrix. The rows in the matrix correspond to 
cases and the columns to treatment conditions. 
 
The values in each row of the matrix are then ranked: the lowest value may be given a rank of 1, 
the next lowest a rank of 2, and so on. In this way, a matrix of ranks is obtained from the original 
matrix. The rank matrix contains the data assumed by the Friedman test. The test statistic, denoted 
by rF , involves the squares of the rank sums over the treatment conditions (columns in the rank 
matrix). Under the truth of the null hypothesis, the rank sums of the k treatment conditions are 
expected to be approximately equal. 
 
In the present context, the null hypothesis states that the different indexing strategy-query term 
combinations have no differential effect on precision. The significance level was set to 0.05, 
i.e., 05.0=α . In order to test null hypothesis, a 552×  matrix was constructed. The rows of the 
matrix correspond to topics, the columns to indexing strategy-query term combinations. The cells 

                                                           

61 The standard error for skewness is approximately
n

6
, where n is the number of cases (Tabachnick and Fidell, 1988, 

p. 73). 
 
62 N needs not be equal to the number of measured objects. A case may be a set of k matched, on variables considered 
relevant, objects.  
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contain summary precision values. A rank matrix was generated from this matrix and was given as 
input to the test. 
 
Significance testing for the multiple degree relevance situation 
 
Like precision under the binary relevance situation, a single nDCG value for a given topic and a 
combination is needed. However, there are 100 nDCG values in a vector  ji,nDCG , associated with 
a topic i and an indexing strategy-query term combination j.63 
 
As in the binary relevance situation, we do not select a certain position p in the vectors at stake. 
Instead, an average over nDCG values at different positions in a normalized cumulated gain with 
discount vector was obtained. 
 
A summary nDCG value for topic i and combination j, ),( jinDCGavg , is defined as 
 

100
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100

1
,∑
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ji

avg

p
jinDCG

nDCG
, (7.21) 

 
where ji,nDCG  is a normalized cumulated gain vector with discount for topic i and combination j. 

The summary nDCG value ),( jinDCGavg  is the mean over the 100 nDCG values in ji,nDCG . For 
combination j and topic i, we obtain four summary nDCG values, one for each user scenario. 
 
For each user scenario, the five distributions of summary nDCG values were explored, graphically 
and statistically. This exploration yielded evidence, for two of the user scenarios, against the 
normality assumption made in one-way analysis of variance for repeated measures. Therefore, as in 
the binary relevance situation, it was decided to use the Friedman test.  
 
In the present context, the null hypothesis states that the different indexing strategy-query term 
combinations have no differential effect on nDCG. For all four tests, 05.0=α .  
 
Four 552×  matrices were constructed, one for each user scenario. The rows in such a matrix 
correspond to cases, i.e., topics, and the columns to treatment conditions, i.e., indexing strategy-
query term combinations. The cells in a matrix contain summary nDCG values. Four rank matrices 
were generated from these matrices, and the rank matrices were given as input to the Friedman test.

                                                           
63 For a combination j and a topic i, we have four such vectors, one for each user scenario. 
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Chapter 8 
 

Findings 
 
In this chapter, the results of the experiment are reported. Section 8.1 concerns the binary relevance 
situation, in which the three positive relevance degrees were merged into one. Section 8.2 treats the 
multiple degree relevance situation, in which the three positive relevance degrees were retained. 

8.1 Binary relevance situation 
 
8.1.1 Precision at given DCVs of the five indexing strategy-query term 
combinations 
 
In Table 8-1, the mean precision values, over 52 topics and at 13 DCVs (positions), of the five 
indexing strategy-query term combinations are given. For each indexing strategy-query term 
combination j, )( pavg

jP  is reported, where avg
jP is the average precision vector for j and  

∈p POS }100,,30,20,15,10,5,1{ K=  (see Section 7.5.2). Figure 8-1 visualizes the data of Table 8-1.  
 
Table 8-1. Mean precision at 13 DCVs (n = 52). The highest value at each DCV is in bold face. The lowest value 
at each DCV is in italics. 

DCV Indexing strategy-query term combination 

 SINFL-owqt SINFL-tsqt SBASE-bfqt SSPLIT-bfqt SSPLIT-EL-bfqt 
1 0.538 0.673 0.654 0.692 0.692 
5 0.488 0.642 0.615 0.623 0.615 

10 0.438 0.575 0.544 0.560 0.563 
15 0.397 0.508 0.495 0.495 0.496 
20 0.378 0.479 0.459 0.469 0.468 
30 0.346 0.436 0.402 0.415 0.415 
40 0.319 0.398 0.371 0.383 0.383 
50 0.295 0.368 0.349 0.357 0.355 
60 0.277 0.346 0.325 0.338 0.335 
70 0.259 0.328 0.309 0.318 0.317 
80 0.246 0.312 0.290 0.302 0.302 
90 0.233 0.295 0.277 0.285 0.285 

100 0.222 0.280 0.265 0.272 0.272 
 
Inspection of the data in Table 8-1 reveals the following categorization, with respect to 
performance, of the five combinations: 
 

1. SINFL-tsqt 
2. SSPLIT-bfqt, SSPLIT-EL-bfqt 
3. SBASE-bfqt 
4. SINFL-owqt 

 
The best performance is obtained by the combination SINFL-tsqt, which uses truncation stems, 
generated by a search expert, as query terms. The indexing strategy of the combination, SINFL, 
yielded the inflected word form index INFL. For 12 of the DVCs, SINFL-tsqt exhibits the highest 
precision values. The only deviation from this pattern occurs at the lowest possible DCV, namely 1, 
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where SINFL-tsqt is slightly outperformed by SSPLIT-bfqt and SSPLIT-EL-bfqt, by approximately 
2 percentage units. 
 
The two combinations SSPLIT-bfqt and SSPLIT-EL-bfqt use query terms in base form and involve 
the indexing strategies SSPLIT and SSPLIT-EL, respectively. These indexing strategies gave rise 
to the base word form indices SPLIT and SPLIT-EL, and both strategies employ compound 
splitting. However, SSPLIT-EL is the more restrictive strategy of the two, in the sense that 
SWETWOL readings, with a number of compound boundaries that is greater than the minimal 
number of compound boundaries, are ignored (application of the principle CEP, see Section 5.2.4).  
 
The two combinations exhibit a very similar behavior. For six of the DCVs, the two combinations 
have the same precision value. In the other seven cases, the difference is less than 1 percentage 
unit.  
 
At 12 of the DCVs, the two combinations are below the best performing combination. However, the 
combinations are below by less than 3 percentage units. At 12 of the DCVs, these two combinations 
perform slightly better than the combination SBASE-bfqt. This latter combination uses query terms 
in base form and employs the indexing strategy SBASE, which yielded the base word form index 
BASE and which does not involve compound splitting.  
 
The baseline method of the study, the indexing strategy-query term combination SINFL-owqt, uses 
original words from the word lists as query terms, and employs the indexing strategy SINFL. 
SINFL-owqt has the worst performance, for each considered DCV. This is clearly visible in Figure 
8-1, where the curve for SINFL-owqt is below each other curve. Compared to SBASE-bfqt, the 
next worse combination, SINFL-owqt is below with about 13 (worst case) and about 4 percentage 
units (best case). 
 
The most extreme precision difference occurs at DCV 5, where SINFL-owqt is below SINFL-tsqt 
with approximately 15 percentage units. 
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Figure 8-1. Precision-DCV curves for the five indexing strategy-query term combinations.
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8.1.2 Tests of significance 
 
Here, the null hypothesis states that the different indexing strategy-query term combinations have 
no differential effect on precision. Further, α  was set to 0.05. 
 
The outcome of the Friedman test showed that there were significant differences between the 
indexing strategy-query term combinations ( 62.63=rF , 15 −=df , 52=n , 01.0<p ). The rank 
sums over the combinations are shown in Table 8-2. 
 
Table 8-2.  Rank sums over the five indexing strategy-query term combinations. 

 SINFL-owqt SINFL-tsqt SBASE-bfqt SSPLIT-bfqt SSPLIT-EL-bfqt 
Rank sum 81 195 151 175 178 
 
Clearly, the rank sum of SINFL-owqt is considerably less than the rank sums of the other 
combinations. 
 
Since the differences turned out to be significant, multiple comparisons between the combinations 
were performed in order to find out which of the combinations that differ from each other. The 
adopted test compares the absolute value of the difference between the rank sums iR  and jR  

(where )( ji RR is the rank sum for the ith (jth) treatment condition, and ji ≠ ) to a critical z value 
(Siegel and Castellan, 1988, pp. 180-181). Also for these tests, α  was set to 0.05. 
 
It turned out that the performance of the combination SINFL-owqt is significantly worse than the 
performance of the other four combinations. This outcome corresponds to Figure 8-1 (the preceding 
section), where for each considered DCV, the distance between the point for SINFL-owqt and the 
other points is fairly large.  
 
For a pair of combinations such that both combinations are distinct from SINFL-owqt, the 
difference between the combinations was non-significant. In Figure 8-2, a graphical representation 
of the result of the multiple comparisons is given. The difference of any two combinations 
underscored by the same sequence of hyphens is non-significant. 
 
SINFL-owqt SINFL-tsqt SBASE-bfqt SSPLIT-bfqt SSPLIT-EL-bfqt 
 ---------------------------------------------------------------- 
-------------     

Figure 8-2.  Graphical representation of the result of multiple comparisons. 

 
8.1.3 Effectiveness by topics 
 
According to summary precision values, no combination j is such that for each topic i and each 
combination k ( jk ≠ ), ),(),( kiPjiP avgavg > . That is, no combination has, for each topic, a better 
performance than all the other combinations, with respect to summary precision values.  
 
Following (Kekäläinen, 1999, pp. 119-121), a graphical approach was applied to exhibit differences 
in effectiveness between topics. In each of Figures 8-3 to 8-7, several bars occur. A bar in a figure 
represents, for a given combination and for a given topic, the difference between the summary 
precision value and the median summary precision value (over the five summary precision values 
for the topic). The median summary precision value for a topic thereby acts as a baseline, to which 
the five observed summary precision values for the topic are compared. 
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Figure 8-3 shows that the indexing strategy-query term combination SINFL-owqt has a summary 
precision value below the baseline for almost all of the topics. The combination SINFL-tsqt has the 
highest mean precision values for 12 of the 13 DVCs (Section 8.1.1), and performs better than or 
equal to the baseline for 42 of the 52 topics. However, then, this combination has a summary 
precision value below the baseline for several topics (Figure 8-4). 
 
The two combinations SSPLIT-bfqt and SSPLIT-EL-bfqt exhibit a similar behavior over the topics 
(Figure 8-6 and Figure 8-7, respectively). For about 7 of the topics, the two combinations perform 
below the baseline. 
 
The combination BASE-bfqt has the most uniform distribution of summary precision values over 
the two categories “below the baseline” and “better than or equal to the baseline”. For 23 of the 52 
topics, the combination performs below the baseline (Figure 8-5). 
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Figure 8-3. SINFL-owqt: performance relative to the median. 
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Figure 8-4. SINFL-tsqt: performance relative to the median. 
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Figure 8-5. SBASE-bfqt: performance relative to the median. 
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Figure 8-6. SSPLIT-bfqt: performance relative to the median. 
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Figure 8-7. SSPLIT-EL-bfqt: performance relative to the median. 
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At this point, remember that the five indexing strategy-query term combinations are numbered 
according to the following: 
 
SINFL-owqt SINFL-tsqt SBASE-bfqt SSPLIT-bfqt SSPLIT-EL-bfqt 

1 2 3 4 5 
 
Table 8-3 reports, for each topic i, (a) the summary precision value of the best performing 
combination64, (b) the median summary precision value, and (c) the difference between the former 
and the latter values. For 21 of the 52 topics, the combination SINFL-tsqt has the unique maximum 
summary precision value, and for another 6 topics, non-unique maximum performance together 
with one or more other combinations. Thus, SINFL-tsqt has maximum performance for 27 of the 
52 topics. Note that the overall least effective combination, SINFL-owqt, has the unique best 
performance for 2 of the topics (11 and 51). For another 2 topics, non-unique maximum 
performance is obtained. The combination SBASE-bfqt has the unique best performance for 4 of 
the topics, non-unique maximum performance for another 11 topics. 
 
The similarity between the combinations SSPLIT-bfqt and SSPLIT-EL-bfqt is reflected also in 
Table 8-3. Both combinations have the unique best performance for 1 topic, and for both is non-
unique maximum performance reached for another 20 topics. 19 of the 20 non-unique maximum 
performance cases for SSPLIT-bfqt are non-unique maximum performance cases also for SSPLIT-
EL-bfqt, so there is considerable overlap with respect to non-unique maximum performance. 
 
The greatest summary precision value for, e.g., topic 3, 0.032, is much lower than the 
corresponding value for, e.g., topic 4 (0.811). This is, though, not unexpected, since the number of 
documents in RB3, the recall base for topic 3, is only 2, while RB4 has 140 documents. 
 
Table 8-4 reports, for each topic i, (a) the summary precision values of the worst performing 
combination65, (b) the median summary precision value, and (c) the difference between the latter 
and the former values. For 35 of the 52 topics, SINFL-owqt has the unique minimum summary 
precision value, and for another 7 topics, non-unique minimum performance together with one or 
more other combinations. Thus, SINFL-owqt exhibits minimum performance for 42 of the 52 
topics. 
 
With respect to the differences between best performing combinations and the baseline, and the 
differences between the baseline and worst performing combinations, the latter differences are on 
the average (mean) greater than the former. The maximum difference between the baseline and a 
worst performing combination is 0.407 (40.7 percentage units), while the maximum difference 
between a best performing combination and the baseline is 0.192 (19.2 percentage units).

                                                           
64 Let j be a combination such that ),(),( kiPjiP avgavg ≥ , for each combination k and for a given topic i. It was 

decided to treat each combination k such that 005.0),(),( <− kiPjiP avgavg  as having the same performance as 
combination j with respect to topic i. Cf., for example, the row for topic 2 in Table 8-3. 
65 Let j be a combination such that ),(),( kiPjiP avgavg ≤  for each combination k and for a given topic i. It was 

decided to treat each combination k such that 005.0),(),( <− jiPkiP avgavg  as having the same performance as 
combination j with respect to topic i. Cf., for example, the row for topic 3 in Table 8-4. 
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Table 8-3. The greatest summary precision values (column 5) and the median summary precision values 
(the baseline, column 4) by topic. Differences greater than 0.1 (corresponding to 10 percentage units) are 
in bold face. 

Topic i |RBi| (RBi = the 
recall base for 
topic i) 

Best Comb Median P 
(baseline) 

Great P Great P – Median P 

1 9 2 0.064 0.173 0.109 
2 8 2,3,4,5 0.196 0.196 0.000 
3 2 2 0.020 0.032 0.012 
4 140 2 0.770 0.811 0.041 
5 40 2 0.451 0.584 0.133 
6 9 4,5 0.041 0.116 0.075 
7 56 4,5 0.549 0.614 0.065 
8 11 3,4,5 0.282 0.285 0.003 
9 70 2 0.721 0.730 0.009 

10 67 3 0.465 0.534 0.069 
11 26 1 0.459 0.502 0.043 
12 9 2 0.074 0.198 0.124 
13 18 2 0.184 0.228 0.044 
14 119 3,4,5 0.915 0.920 0.005 
15 29 2 0.271 0.298 0.027 
16 23 2 0.391 0.402 0.011 
17 9 4,5 0.174 0.209 0.035 
18 57 2 0.542 0.567 0.025 
19 3 4,5 0.112 0.131 0.019 
20 57 2 0.439 0.599 0.160 
21 14 3,4 0.149 0.167 0.018 
22 14 2,4,5 0.278 0.278 0.000 
23 39 4,5 0.362 0.400 0.038 
24 20 4,5 0.206 0.220 0.014 
25 89 2 0.931 0.944 0.013 
26 4 1,3 0.149 0.158 0.009 
27 67 3 0.798 0.817 0.019 
28 59 2 0.466 0.619 0.153 
29 107 1,2,3 0.996 0.998 0.002 
30 132 3,4,5 0.955 0.956 0.001 
31 67 4,5 0.851 0.862 0.011 
32 91 2,5 0.588 0.593 0.005 
33 27 3 0.249 0.376 0.127 
34 9 2 0.131 0.182 0.051 
35 2 2 0.053 0.068 0.015 
36 12 3 0.185 0.225 0.040 
37 5 2 0.123 0.142 0.019 
38 9 2,3,4,5 0.293 0.296 0.003 
39 5 5 0.131 0.163 0.032 
40 51 3,4,5 0.765 0.768 0.003 
41 9 4,5 0.202 0.216 0.014 
42 56 2 0.745 0.756 0.011 
43 13 4 0.246 0.306 0.060 
44 16 3,4,5 0.291 0.292 0.001 
45 13 2 0.160 0.179 0.019 
46 5 3,4,5 0.144 0.144 0.000 
47 11 2 0.154 0.189 0.035 
48 5 2,4,5 0.173 0.178 0.005 
49 43 2 0.453 0.645 0.192 
50 20 2 0.224 0.252 0.028 
51 37 1 0.550 0.619 0.069 
52 77 4,5 0.662 0.725 0.063 
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Table 8-4. The smallest summary precision values (column 5) and the median summary precision values (the 
baseline, column 4) by topic. Differences greater than 0.1 (corresponding to 10 percentage units) are in bold 
face. 

Topic i  |RBi| (RBi = the 
recall base for 
topic i) 

Worst Comb Median P 
(baseline) 

Small P  Median P – Small P 

1 9 1 0.064 0.051 0.013 
2 8 1 0.196 0.183 0.013 
3 2 1,3,4,5 0.020 0.017 0.003 
4 140 4,5 0.770 0.723 0.047 
5 40 1 0.451 0.323 0.128 
6 9 1 0.041 0.022 0.019 
7 56 1 0.549 0.261 0.288 
8 11 1 0.282 0.148 0.134 
9 70 1 0.721 0.625 0.096 

10 67 1 0.465 0.336 0.129 
11 26 3 0.459 0.446 0.013 
12 9 1 0.074 0.000 0.074 
13 18 1 0.184 0.157 0.027 
14 119 2 0.915 0.810 0.105 
15 29 1 0.271 0.228 0.043 
16 23 1 0.391 0.383 0.008 
17 9 1,2 0.174 0.106 0.068 
18 57 1 0.542 0.335 0.207 
19 3 1 0.112 0.000 0.112 
20 57 1 0.439 0.032 0.407 
21 14 1,2,5 0.149 0.145 0.004 
22 14 1 0.278 0.009 0.269 
23 39 1 0.362 0.319 0.043 
24 20 2 0.206 0.180 0.026 
25 89 1 0.931 0.877 0.054 
26 4 2,4,5 0.149 0.145 0.004 
27 67 1 0.798 0.750 0.048 
28 59 1 0.466 0.415 0.051 
29 107 3,4,5 0.996 0.992 0.004 
30 132 1 0.955 0.894 0.061 
31 67 3 0.851 0.832 0.019 
32 91 1 0.588 0.508 0.080 
33 27 1 0.249 0.096 0.153 
34 9 3 0.131 0.124 0.007 
35 2 1,3,4,5 0.053 0.052 0.001 
36 12 1 0.185 0.163 0.022 
37 5 1 0.123 0.055 0.068 
38 9 1 0.293 0.204 0.089 
39 5 1 0.131 0.000 0.131 
40 51 1,3 0.765 0.727 0.038 
41 9 1 0.202 0.002 0.200 
42 56 1 0.745 0.713 0.032 
43 13 3 0.246 0.217 0.029 
44 16 1,2 0.291 0.283 0.008 
45 13 1,5 0.160 0.154 0.006 
46 5 1 0.144 0.113 0.031 
47 11 1 0.154 0.098 0.056 
48 5 1 0.173 0.159 0.014 
49 43 1 0.453 0.411 0.042 
50 20 1 0.224 0.117 0.107 
51 37 5 0.550 0.536 0.014 
52 77 1 0.662 0.521 0.141 
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8.2 Multiple degree relevance situation 
 
nDCG was the measure applied to evaluate the five indexing strategy-query term combinations 
under the four user scenarios, i.e., under US1.1, US1.2, US2.1 and US2.2. To reflect the 
assumptions made in the four user scenarios, two logarithm bases were employed, together with 
two weighting schemes with respect to relevance scores. The logarithm bases used were 10 and 2, 
intended to model patient and impatient users, respectively. The weighting schemes employed were 
0-1-2-3 and 0-1-10-100. Table 8-5 repeats the description of the user scenarios and gives, for each 
scenario, its corresponding weighting scheme and logarithm base. 
 
Table 8-5. The four user scenarios of the study with corresponding weighting schemes and logarithm bases. 

 US1.1 US1.2 US2.1 US2.2 
Patient Yes Yes No No 
Impatient No No Yes Yes 
Accepts HRDs Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Accepts FRDs Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Accepts MRDs Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Considers the difference HRD-FRD to be Small Very large Small Very large 
Considers the difference FRD-MRD to be Small Large Small Large 
Weighting scheme 0-1-2-3 0-1-10-100 0-1-2-3 0-1-10-100 
Logarithm base 10 10 2 2 
 
The effectiveness of the five combinations under the four user scenarios is reported in Sections 
8.2.1 to 8.2.4. Tables 8-6 to 8-9 report the mean nDCG values, over 52 topics and at 13 positions, 
of the five indexing strategy-query term combinations. For each indexing strategy-query term 
combination j, )( pavg

jnDCG is reported, where avg
jnDCG is an average normalized cumulated gain 

vector with discount for j and ∈p POS }100,,30,20,15,10,5,1{ K=  (see Section 7.5.3). Figures 8-8 
to 8-11 visualize the data of Tables 8-6 to 8-9, respectively. 
 
Section 8.2.5 gives the outcome of the significance testing, while we in Section 8.2.6 look at 
effectiveness by topics under one of the user scenarios. 
 
8.2.1 US1.1  
 
Under US1.1, the users of the retrieval system are assumed to be patient (the base of the logarithm 
was set to 10) and to accept marginally, fairly and highly relevant documents. The users consider 
the difference between the value of a highly relevant document and the value of a fairly relevant 
one to be small, and the same holds for fairly and marginally relevant documents (the weighting 
scheme is 0-1-2-3). 
 
The data in Table 8-6 (Figure 8-8) reveal the following categorization, with respect to performance, 
of the five combinations66: 
 

1. SINFL-tsqt 
2. SSPLIT-bfqt, SSPLIT-EL-bfqt 
3. SBASE-bfqt 
4. SINFL-owqt 
 

                                                           
66 Note that the numbers in the list are associated with categories, and not with indexing strategy-query term 
combinations. 
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This is the same categorization that was obtained in the binary relevance situation, with precision as 
the evaluation measure. The combination SINFL-tsqt, which uses truncation stems as query terms, 
performs best. For 12 of the positions, SINFL-tsqt has the highest nDCG values (Table 8-6). For 
example, SINFL-tsqt has at position 10 on the average accumulated 54 percent of the ideal DCG 
value for this position, while the worst performing combination, SINFL-owqt, has only 
accumulated 37.2 percent. Thus, the difference between the two combinations is 16.8 percentage 
units. For the remaining position, position 1, SINFL-tsqt performs almost as well as the best 
combination, SSPLIT-EL-bfqt. 
 
The two combinations SSPLIT-bfqt and SSPLIT-EL-bfqt exhibit a very similar behavior. At 12 of 
the positions, the difference between them is less than 1 percentage unit. In the remaining case, the 
difference is just above 1 percentage unit. At 12 of the positions, these two combinations perform 
better than the combination SBASE-bfqt. However, the differences are not large. 
 
For each considered position, SINFL-owqt has the worst performance. This is clearly visible in 
Figure 8-8, where the curve for SINFL-owqt is below each other curve. SINFL-owqt is below 
SBASE-bfqt, the next worse combination, with 10-20 percentage units. For example, SINFL-owqt 
has at position 5 on the average accumulated 34.9 percent of the ideal DCG value for this position, 
while SBASE-bfqt has accumulated 47.1 percent. The difference at position 5 is then 12.2 
percentage units. 
 
The most extreme nDCG difference occurs at positions 90 and 100, where SINFL-owqt is below 
SINFL-tsqt by slightly more than 23 percentage units (Table 8-6). 
 
Table 8-6. Mean nDCG at 13 positions (n = 52) under US1.1. The highest value at each position is in bold face. 
The lowest value at each position is in italics. 

Position Indexing strategy-query term combination 

 SINFL-owqt SINFL-tsqt SBASE-bfqt SSPLIT-bfqt SSPLIT-EL-bfqt 
1 0.324 0.510 0.494 0.506 0.513 
5 0.349 0.499 0.471 0.469 0.463 

10 0.372 0.540 0.494 0.511 0.514 
15 0.377 0.546 0.514 0.522 0.521 
20 0.397 0.575 0.532 0.549 0.546 
30 0.424 0.613 0.557 0.581 0.579 
40 0.442 0.632 0.587 0.602 0.600 
50 0.458 0.657 0.611 0.624 0.619 
60 0.474 0.683 0.627 0.646 0.640 
70 0.482 0.703 0.647 0.672 0.661 
80 0.496 0.726 0.662 0.690 0.682 
90 0.505 0.738 0.679 0.705 0.701 

100 0.516 0.749 0.698 0.721 0.715 
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Figure 8-8. nDCG-position curves for the five indexing strategy-query term combinations under US1.1. 

 
8.2.2 US1.2 
 
Under US1.2, the users of the retrieval system are assumed to be patient (the base of the logarithm 
was set to 10) and to accept marginally, fairly and highly relevant documents. The users consider 
the difference between the value of a highly relevant document and the value of a fairly relevant 
one to be very large, and the difference between the value of a fairly relevant document and the 
value of a marginally relevant document to be large (the weighting scheme is 0-1-10-100). 
 
The data under the present scenario suggests that the performance categories 2 and 3 of Section 
8.2.1 can be merged to one: the three combinations SBASE-bfqt, SSPLIT-bfqt and SSPLIT-EL-
bfqt have a very similar performance (Figure 8-9). We then obtain the following categorization 
(Table 8-7): 
 

1. SINFL-tsqt 
2. SBASE-bfqt, SSPLIT-bfqt, SSPLIT-EL-bfqt 
3. SINFL-owqt 

 
For all 13 positions, SINFL-tsqt has the highest nDCG values, while SINFL-owqt has the worst 
performance at each considered position (Figure 8-9). For example, SINFL-tsqt has at the lowest 
position (1) on the average accumulated 36.7 percent of the ideal DCG value for this position, 
while SINFL-owqt has accumulated only 14 percent. The difference between the two combinations 
is therefore as large as 22.7 percentage units. The most extreme nDCG difference occurs at position 
90, where SINFL-owqt is below SINFL-tsqt by almost 25 percentage units (Table 8-7). 
 
There is an interesting difference between US1.1 and US1.2: the differences between the best 
performing combination, SINFL-tsqt, and the next best ones are in general greater under US1.2 
(Figure 8-8 compared to Figure 8-9). For example, at position 20 and for US1.1, the difference 
between SINFL-tsqt and the next best combination, SSPLIT-bfqt, is 2.6 percentage units, while the 
corresponding difference (same pair of combinations) for US1.2 is 5.5 percentage units. In US1.2, 
highly relevant documents are weighted 10 (100) times more than fairly (marginally) relevant 
documents. For a combination to perform well under this weighting, it is of great importance to 
retrieve highly relevant documents in the first 100 positions. With respect to retrieving highly 
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relevant documents, the differences between SINFL-tsqt and the next best combinations are more 
marked under US1.2. We thus have a weighting effect. 
 
Table 8-7. Mean nDCG at 13 positions (n = 52) under US1.2. The highest value at each position is in bold face. 
The lowest value at each position is in italics. 

Position Indexing strategy-query term combination 

 SINFL-owqt SINFL-tsqt SBASE-bfqt SSPLIT-bfqt SSPLIT-EL-bfqt 
1 0.14 0.367 0.349 0.334 0.336 
5 0.205 0.349 0.327 0.315 0.310 

10 0.272 0.454 0.399 0.405 0.407 
15 0.298 0.496 0.443 0.445 0.439 
20 0.33 0.542 0.466 0.487 0.478 
30 0.372 0.589 0.518 0.535 0.529 
40 0.404 0.617 0.558 0.561 0.559 
50 0.43 0.649 0.595 0.592 0.587 
60 0.449 0.678 0.614 0.622 0.616 
70 0.457 0.697 0.633 0.650 0.638 
80 0.476 0.722 0.647 0.664 0.655 
90 0.486 0.733 0.661 0.682 0.676 

100 0.496 0.742 0.686 0.696 0.689 
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Figure 8-9. nDCG-position curves for the five indexing strategy-query term combinations under US1.2. 

 
8.2.3 US2.1 
 
Under US2.1, the users of the retrieval system are assumed to be impatient (the base of the 
logarithm was set to 2) and to accept marginally, fairly and highly relevant documents. The users 
consider the difference between the value of a highly relevant document and the value of a fairly 
relevant one to be small, and the same holds for fairly and marginally relevant documents (the 
weighting scheme is 0-1-2-3). 
 
Again, the three combinations SBASE-bfqt, SSPLIT-bfqt and SSPLIT-EL-bfqt have a very similar 
performance (Figure 8-10), and the following categorization is reasonable (Table 8-8):  
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1. SINFL-tsqt 
2. SBASE-bfqt, SSPLIT-bfqt, SSPLIT-EL-bfqt 
3. SINFL-owqt 

 
This is the same categorization that was obtained under US1.2. For 12 of the positions, SINFL-tsqt 
has the highest nDCG values (Table 8-8). As under US1.1, the only exception occurs at postion 1, 
where, again, SSPLIT-EL-bfqt has the best performance67. However, the difference between 
SSPLIT-EL-bfqt and SINFL-tsqt is less than 1 percentage unit. Again, SINFL-owqt has the lowest 
nDCG values at each considered position (Figure 8-10). For example, SINFL-tsqt has at the highest 
position (100) on the average accumulated 63.7 percent of the ideal DCG value for this position, 
while SINFL-owqt has only accumulated 44.1 percent. Thus, the difference between the two 
combinations is 19.6 percentage units, which is the most extreme nDCG difference under US2.1. 
 
An effect of changing the base of the logarithm from 10 to 2 (patient to impatient user), while 
holding the weighting scheme 0-1-2-3 constant, is that SBASE-bfqt performs more similar to 
SSPLIT-bfqt and SSPLIT-EL-bfqt (Figure 8-8 compared to Figure 8-10). This effect is reflected in 
the categorization above. 
 

Table 8-8. Mean nDCG at 13 positions (n = 52) under US2.1. The highest value at each position is in bold face. 
The lowest value at each position is in italics. 

Position Indexing strategy-query term combination 

 SINFL-owqt SINFL-tsqt SBASE-bfqt SSPLIT-bfqt SSPLIT-EL-bfqt 

1 0.324 0.510 0.494 0.506 0.513 
5 0.342 0.494 0.479 0.47 0.468 

10 0.354 0.513 0.486 0.489 0.492 
15 0.356 0.515 0.494 0.491 0.492 
20 0.364 0.529 0.500 0.506 0.505 
30 0.379 0.549 0.514 0.524 0.524 
40 0.39 0.561 0.529 0.536 0.537 
50 0.4 0.575 0.544 0.55 0.549 
60 0.411 0.590 0.554 0.564 0.563 
70 0.417 0.604 0.568 0.579 0.576 
80 0.426 0.619 0.578 0.592 0.591 
90 0.433 0.628 0.590 0.602 0.602 

100 0.441 0.637 0.603 0.613 0.612 
 

                                                           
67 Note, though, that the fact that US1.1 and US2.1 employ the same weighting scheme yields that the mean nDCG 
values at position 1 under US1.1 are the same as the mean nDCG values at position 1 under US2.1 (see the first row of 
Tables 8-6 and 8-8). 
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Figure 8-10. nDCG-position curves for the five indexing strategy-query term combinations under US2.1. 

 
8.2.4 US2.2  
 
Under US2.2, the users of the retrieval system are assumed to be impatient (the base of the 
logarithm was set to 2) and to accept marginally, fairly and highly relevant documents. The users 
consider the difference between the value of a highly relevant document and the value of a fairly 
relevant one to be very large, and the difference between the value of a fairly relevant document 
and the value of a marginally relevant document to be large (the weighting scheme is 0-1-10-100). 
 
SINFL-tsqt outperforms the other combinations at each considered position (Table 8-9). When 
almost all importance is placed on highly relevant documents and the discount is sharp, SBASE-
bfqt has the second best performance for each position (Table 8-9). SSPLIT-bfqt and SSPLIT-EL-
bfqt have, again, a very similar performance (Figure 8-11). The following performance 
categorization under US2.2 is fairly reasonable (Table 8-9):  
 

1. SINFL-tsqt 
2. SBASE-bfqt 
3. SSPLIT-bfqt, SSPLIT-EL-bfqt 
4. SINFL-owqt 

 
SINFL-owqt has the lowest nDCG values at each considered position (Figure 8-11). At several 
positions, SINFL-owqt is below SINFL-tsqt by almost 20 percentage units (Table 8-9). The most 
extreme difference between the two combinations is 19 percentage units, occurring at position 80 
(Table 8-9). 
 
When we hold constant the base of the logarithm (2) and move from the weighting scheme 0-1-2-3 
to the scheme 0-1-10-100, we again see a weighting effect: the differences between the best 
performing combination, SINFL-tsqt, and the next best ones are in general slightly greater under 
the latter scheme (Figure 8-10 compared to Figure 8-11). For example, at position 10 and for 
US2.1, the difference between SINFL-tsqt and the next best combination, SSPLIT-EL-bfqt, is 2.1 
percentage units, while the corresponding difference for US2.2 (between SINFL-tsqt and SBASE-
bfqt) is 2.9 percentage units.  
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Changing the base of the logarithm from 10 to 2 (patient to impatient user), while holding the 
weighting scheme 0-1-10-100 constant, impairs the performance of SSPLIT-bfqt and SSPLIT-EL-
bfqt with respect to SBASE-bfqt (Table 8-7 compared to Table 8-9). 
 

Table 8-9. Mean nDCG at 13 positions (n = 52) under US2.2. The highest value at each position is in bold face. 
The lowest value at each position is in italics. 

Position Indexing strategy-query term combination 

 SINFL-owqt SINFL-tsqt SBASE-bfqt SSPLIT-bfqt SSPLIT-EL-bfqt 
1 0.14 0.367 0.349 0.334 0.336 
5 0.183 0.338 0.326 0.302 0.300 

10 0.213 0.378 0.349 0.337 0.339 
15 0.222 0.390 0.365 0.350 0.349 
20 0.235 0.406 0.372 0.367 0.365 
30 0.253 0.427 0.395 0.390 0.390 
40 0.267 0.442 0.414 0.403 0.404 
50 0.282 0.458 0.432 0.421 0.420 
60 0.293 0.474 0.442 0.435 0.434 
70 0.299 0.485 0.453 0.449 0.446 
80 0.309 0.499 0.462 0.458 0.456 
90 0.316 0.505 0.471 0.467 0.466 

100 0.322 0.511 0.484 0.475 0.474 
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Figure 8-11. nDCG-position curves for the five indexing strategy-query term combinations under US2.2. 

 
8.2.5 Tests of significance 
 
In this context, the null hypothesis states that the different indexing strategy-query term 
combinations have no differential effect on nDCG. For all four tests, α  was set to 0.05. Below, the 
outcomes of the four tests are reported. 
 
US1.1 The outcome of the test showed that there were significant differences between the indexing 
strategy-query term combinations ( 82.60=rF , 15 −=df , 52=n , 01.0<p ).  
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US1.2 The outcome of the test showed that there were significant differences between the indexing 
strategy-query term combinations ( 68.36=rF , 15 −=df , 52=n , 01.0<p ). 
 
US2.1 The outcome of the test showed that there were significant differences between the indexing 
strategy-query term combinations ( 32.42=rF , 15 −=df , 52=n , 01.0<p ). 
 
US2.2 The outcome of the test showed that there were significant differences between the indexing 
strategy-query term combinations ( 34.36=rF , 15 −=df , 52=n , 01.0<p ). 
 
Multiple comparisons (See Section 8.1.2) between the combinations were performed in order to 
find out which of the combinations that differ from each other. For these tests, α  was set to 0.05. 
The outcome of these comparisons was the same for each user scenario. The performance of the 
combination SINFL-owqt is significantly worse than the performance of the other four 
combinations. For a pair of combinations such that both combinations are distinct from SINFL-
owqt, the difference between the combinations was non-significant. The result of the multiple 
comparisons is thus the same as in the binary relevance situation. 
 
A graphical representation of the result of the multiple comparisons is given in Figure 8-12. The 
difference of any two combinations underscored by the same sequence of hyphens is non-
significant. 
 
SINFL-owqt SINFL-tsqt SBASE-bfqt SSPLIT-bfqt SSPLIT-EL-bfqt 
 ---------------------------------------------------------------- 
-------------     

Figure 8-12.  Graphical representation of the result of multiple comparisons (four user scenarios). 

 
The rank sums over the combinations, for each user scenario, are given in Table 8-10. The rank 
sum of SINFL-owqt is considerable less than the rank sums of the other combinations, for each 
user scenario. SINFL-tsqt has the highest rank sum, for each user scenario. Note that SSPLIT-bfqt 
and SSPLIT-EL-bfqt have the same rank sum for US1.1. 
 

Table 8-10.  Rank sums, for each user scenario, over the five indexing strategy-query term combinations. 

 SINFL-owqt SINFL-tsqt SBASE-bfqt SSPLIT-bfqt SSPLIT-EL-bfqt 
US1.1   81 194 158    173.5    173.5 
US1.2   99 191 162 163 165 
US2.1   92 182 161 170 175 
US2.2 103    197.5 157    161.5 161 
 
 
8.2.6 Effectiveness by topics under US2.2 
 
For each of the four user scenarios, the following is the case: no combination j is such that for each 
topic i and each combination k ( jk ≠ ), ),(),( kinDCGjinDCG avgavg > . That is, for each user 
scenario, no combination has, for each topic, a better performance than all the other combinations, 
with respect to summary nDCG values. 
 
It turned out that SINFL-tsqt had the best performance for 29 of the 52 topics under US2.2. 29 is 
the highest value for SINFL-tsqt over the four user scenarios. The next highest value occurs under 
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US1.2, where SINFL-tsqt had the best performance for 24 of the 52 topics.68 Since US2.2, with 
sharp discount and almost all importance placed on highly relevant documents, is associated with 
the highest number of topics T such that SINFL-tsqt performs best for T, we choose US2.2 for 
showing differences in effectiveness between topics. The same graphical approach that was applied 
in the binary relevance situation (Section 8.1.3) is applied here. A bar in Figures 8-13 to 8-17 
represents, for a given combination and for a given topic, the difference between the summary 
nDCG value and the median summary nDCG value (over the five summary nDCG values for the 
topic), i.e., the baseline. 
 
For most of the topics, SINFL-owqt has a summary nDCG value below the baseline (Figure 8-13). 
As reported in Section 8.2.4, for each of the 13 considered positions, SINFL-tsqt has the highest 
mean nDCG values. However, SINFL-tsqt has a summary nDCG value below the baseline for 
about 15 topics (Figure 8-14). 
 
SSPLIT-bfqt and SSPLIT-EL-bfqt exhibit a fairly similar behavior over the topics (Figure 8-16 and 
Figure 8-17, respectively). However, SSPLIT-bfqt performs below the baseline for 8 of the topics, 
while SSPLIT-EL-bfqt performs below the baseline for 11 of the topics. 
 
BASE-bfqt has the most uniform distribution of summary nDCG values over the two categories 
“below the baseline” and “better than or equal to the baseline” (Figure 8-15), even if the uniformity 
is less pronounced here, compared to the binary relevance situation. 
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Figure 8-13.  SINFL-owqt: performance relative to the median. 
 
 
 
 

                                                           
68 We saw in Section 8.2.4 (8.2.2), where an effectiveness-by-position approach was applied, that the differences 
between the best performing combination and the next best ones are relatively large under US2.2 (US1.2). 
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Figure 8-14. SINFL-tsqt: performance relative to the median. 
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Figure 8-15. SBASE-bfqt: performance relative to the median. 
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Figure 8-16. SSPLIT-bfqt: performance relative to the median. 
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Figure 8-17. SSPLIT-EL-bfqt: performance relative to the median. 
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Table 8-11 gives, for each topic i, (a) the summary nDCG value of the best performing 
combination69, (b) the median summary nDCG value, and (c) the difference between the former 
and the latter values. In Table 8-11 and Table 8-12, niRB , ( }3,2,1{∈n ) denotes recall base n for 
topic i (Section 7.4). 
 
The combination SINFL-tsqt has the unique maximum summary nDCG value for 22 of the 52 
topics. For another 7 topics, SINFL-tsqt has non-unique maximum performance together with one 
or more other combinations. Thus, SINFL-tsqt has maximum performance for 29 of the 52 topics, 
which is approximately the same amount as in the binary relevance situation. The overall least 
effective combination, SINFL-owqt, has the unique best performance for 5 of the topics, three more 
compared to the binary relevance situation. Non-unique maximum performance is obtained for 
another 2 topics. Note that the combination SBASE-bfqt is not better than SINFL-owqt with 
respect to unique best performance: it has, like SINFL-owqt, the unique best performance for 5 of 
the topics. However, non-unique maximum performance is reached for another 5 topics. Thus, 
SINFL-owqt has maximum performance for 7 topics, SBASE-bfqt for 10 topics. 
 
Like in the binary relevance situation, SSPLIT-bfqt has the unique best performance for 1 topic 
(not the same one as in the binary relevance situation). Non-unique maximum performance is 
obtained for another 16 topics. Observe that SSPLIT-EL-bfqt is the only combination that never 
reaches unique best performance. Non-unique maximum performance is reached, though, for 15 
topics. These 15 topics are among the 16 topics for which SSPLIT-bfqt has non-unique maximum 
performance. Like the binary relevance situation, then, there is considerable overlap between the 
two combinations with respect to non-unique maximum performance. 
 
Table 8-12 gives, for each topic i, (a) the summary nDCG values of the worst performing 
combination70, (b) the median summary nDCG value, and (c) the difference between the latter and 
the former values. SINFL-owqt has the unique minimum summary nDCG value for 32 of the 52 
topics, and for 1 other topic, minimum non-unique performance together with one or more other 
combinations. Thus, SINFL-owqt exhibits minimum performance for 33 of the 52 topics. This is 9 
less compared to the binary relevance situation. 
 
As is the case in the binary relevance situation, the differences between the baseline and the worst 
performing combinations are on the average (mean) greater than the differences between the best 
performing combinations and the baseline. The maximum difference between the baseline and a 
worst performing combination is 0.843 (84.3 percentage units), while the maximum difference 
between a best performing combination and the baseline is 0.384 (38.4 percentage units). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                           
69 Let j be a combination such that ),(),( kinDCGjinDCG avgavg ≥ , for each combination k and for a given topic i. It 

was decided to treat each combination k such that 005.0),(),( <− kinDCGjinDCG avgavg  as having the same 
performance as combination j with respect to topic i. Cf., for example, the row for topic 4 in Table 8-11. 
70 Let j be a combination such that ),(),( kinDCGjinDCG avgavg ≤  for each combination k and for a given  

topic i. It was decided to treat each combination k such that 005.0),(),( <− jinDCGkinDCG avgavg  as having the 
same performance as combination j with respect to topic i. Cf., for example, the row for topic 2 in Table 8-12. 
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Table 8-11. US2.2. The greatest summary nDCG values (column 7) and the median summary nDCG values (the 
baseline, column 6) by topic. Differences greater than 0.1 (corresponding to 10 percentage units) are in bold 
face. 

Topic i |RBi,1| |RBi,2| |RBi,3| Best Comb Median nDCG 
(baseline) 

Great nDCG Great nDCG- 
Median nDCG 

1 7 0 2 2 0.111 0.392 0.281 
2 6 2 0 1 0.253 0.309 0.056 
3 2 0 0 2 0.114 0.192 0.078 
4 56 40 44 1,2 0.402 0.418 0.016 
5 14 5 21 2 0.718 0.885 0.167 
6 4 2 3 4,5 0.091 0.213 0.122 
7 47 8 1 4,5 0.208 0.216 0.008 
8 0 3 8 4,5 0.862 0.905 0.043 
9 23 28 19 3,4,5 0.606 0.610 0.004 

10 40 21 6 3 0.172 0.194 0.022 
11 7 6 13 2 0.531 0.574 0.043 
12 4 2 3 2 0.033 0.417 0.384 
13 10 2 6 2 0.357 0.495 0.138 
14 52 35 32 1,2 0.587 0.594 0.007 
15 15 3 11 1 0.318 0.377 0.059 
16 16 5 2 2 0.201 0.210 0.009 
17 8 0 1 4,5 0.299 0.377 0.078 
18 20 10 27 2 0.313 0.655 0.342 
19 0 0 3 4,5 0.843 1.000 0.157 
20 24 20 13 2 0.398 0.582 0.184 
21 6 4 4 4 0.809 0.822 0.013 
22 13 1 0 3,4,5 0.266 0.270 0.004 
23 34 5 0 4,5 0.289 0.333 0.044 
24 11 0 9 4,5 0.143 0.180 0.037 
25 35 18 36 2,4,5 0.757 0.761 0.004 
26 1 3 0 1 0.604 0.765 0.161 
27 49 16 2 3 0.305 0.326 0.021 
28 39 15 5 2 0.193 0.281 0.088 
29 66 26 15 2,4,5 0.270 0.271 0.001 
30 104 13 15 2,4,5 0.461 0.465 0.004 
31 19 26 22 2 0.663 0.736 0.073 
32 73 16 2 3 0.065 0.100 0.035 
33 6 7 14 3 0.363 0.508 0.145 
34 3 5 1 2 0.181 0.374 0.193 
35 0 2 0 2 0.532 0.596 0.064 
36 6 2 4 2 0.344 0.530 0.186 
37 0 4 1 2 0.583 0.929 0.346 
38 3 3 3 2 0.724 0.740 0.016 
39 1 4 0 2 0.760 0.834 0.074 
40 30 16 5 2,4,5 0.386 0.390 0.004 
41 1 4 4 4,5 0.610 0.677 0.067 
42 35 17 4 1 0.382 0.481 0.099 
43 5 6 2 2 0.246 0.266 0.020 
44 9 3 4 3,4,5 0.652 0.652 0.000 
45 5 5 3 3,4 0.773 0.779 0.006 
46 0 3 2 3 0.476 0.487 0.011 
47 7 4 0 2 0.165 0.206 0.041 
48 1 2 2 2,3 0.685 0.723 0.038 
49 22 17 4 2 0.300 0.425 0.125 
50 6 4 10 2 0.242 0.345 0.103 
51 26 8 3 1 0.298 0.313 0.015 
52 42 24 11 2 0.212 0.301 0.089 
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Table 8-12. US2.2. The smallest summary nDCG values (column 7) and the median summary nDCG values (the 
baseline, column 6) by topic. Differences greater than 0.1 (corresponding to 10 percentage units) are in bold 
face. 

Topic i |RBi,1| |RBi,2| |RBi,3| Worst Comb Median nDCG 
(baseline) 

Small nDCG Median nDCG- 
Small nDCG 

1 7 0 2 1 0.111 0.003 0.108 
2 6 2 0 2,3,4,5 0.253 0.253 0.000 
3 2 0 0 1 0.114 0.100 0.014 
4 56 40 44 4,5 0.402 0.388 0.014 
5 14 5 21 1 0.718 0.620 0.098 
6 4 2 3 3 0.091 0.004 0.087 
7 47 8 1 3 0.208 0.174 0.034 
8 0 3 8 1 0.862 0.146 0.716 
9 23 28 19 1 0.606 0.409 0.197 

10 40 21 6 1 0.172 0.099 0.073 
11 7 6 13 3,4,5 0.531 0.529 0.002 
12 4 2 3 1 0.033 0.000 0.033 
13 10 2 6 1 0.357 0.264 0.093 
14 52 35 32 3 0.587 0.574 0.013 
15 15 3 11 2,3 0.318 0.306 0.012 
16 16 5 2 1 0.201 0.180 0.021 
17 8 0 1 1 0.299 0.012 0.287 
18 20 10 27 1 0.313 0.276 0.037 
19 0 0 3 1 0.843 0.000 0.843 
20 24 20 13 1 0.398 0.055 0.343 
21 6 4 4 1 0.809 0.393 0.416 
22 13 1 0 1 0.266 0.070 0.196 
23 34 5 0 1 0.289 0.217 0.072 
24 11 0 9 3 0.143 0.105 0.038 
25 35 18 36 1 0.757 0.608 0.149 
26 1 3 0 4,5 0.604 0.531 0.073 
27 49 16 2 4,5 0.305 0.283 0.022 
28 39 15 5 1 0.193 0.111 0.082 
29 66 26 15 3 0.270 0.229 0.041 
30 104 13 15 1 0.461 0.276 0.185 
31 19 26 22 4,5 0.663 0.648 0.015 
32 73 16 2 1,2 0.065 0.052 0.013 
33 6 7 14 1 0.363 0.125 0.238 
34 3 5 1 3 0.181 0.167 0.014 
35 0 2 0 1 0.532 0.505 0.027 
36 6 2 4 4 0.344 0,150 0.194 
37 0 4 1 1 0.583 0.168 0.415 
38 3 3 3 1 0.724 0.614 0.110 
39 1 4 0 1 0.760 0.000 0.760 
40 30 16 5 3 0.386 0.342 0.044 
41 1 4 4 1 0.610 0.001 0.609 
42 35 17 4 3,5 0.382 0.362 0.020 
43 5 6 2 5 0.246 0.174 0.072 
44 9 3 4 2 0.652 0.537 0.115 
45 5 5 3 1 0.773 0.250 0.523 
46 0 3 2 1 0.476 0.330 0.146 
47 7 4 0 1 0.165 0.113 0.052 
48 1 2 2 1 0.685 0.432 0.253 
49 22 17 4 1 0.300 0.132 0.168 
50 6 4 10 1 0.242 0.105 0.137 
51 26 8 3 5 0.298 0.284 0.014 
52 42 24 11 1 0.212 0.138 0.074 
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Chapter 9 
 

Discussion 
 
In this chapter, we perform a detailed topic-by-topic analysis, and we discuss changes in relative 
effectiveness, as well as the possibility of splitting compounds in queries (and not only during 
indexing). Finally, we consider the possibility to expand query base forms with derivatives.  
 
In Sections 9.1 and 9.2, US2.2 is used as a representative of the multiple degree relevance situation 
on the same grounds put forward in Section 8.2.6: US2.2 is associated with the highest number of 
topics T such that SINFL-tsqt performs best for T. 

9.1 Binary relevance situation and US2.2: detailed topic-by-topic 
analysis 
 
Averaging over a set of queries does not tell why a given IR method performs better than another. 
In this section, we perform a more detailed analysis for some of the topics, with respect to the 
binary relevance situation and the scenario US2.2. The latter involves the weighting scheme 0-1-
10-100 and the logarithm base 2. Thereby, almost all importance is placed on highly relevant 
documents, and the discount is sharp.  
 
We do not analyze all 52 topics. Instead, we filter out topics such that the difference between the 
greatest effectiveness value and the median effectiveness value is relatively high. The purpose of 
the analysis is to highlight typical features in successful and unsuccessful retrieval performance. 
 
Six of the 52 topics are such that (1) the difference between the greatest summary precision value 
and the median summary precision value is greater than 10 percentage units (Table 8-3), and (2) the 
difference between the greatest summary nDCG value and the median summary nDCG value is 
greater than 10 percentage units (Table 8-11). For all six topics, there is a unique best performing 
indexing strategy-query term combination, and the combination is constant over the two measures. 
In the six following headings, the titles of the six topics are used as parts of the headings. These 
parts are in italics. 
 
Topic 1 (CLEF 001): Arkitektur i Berlin (“Architecture in Berlin”) 
 
The combination SINFL-tsqt performs considerably better than the other combinations. The word 
list for the topic is: 
 

arkitektur 
berlin 

 
Right hand truncation by the search expert yielded: 
 

arkitekt,ur 
berlin, 

 
The truncation stem arkitekt (“architect”) groups terms like arkitektur, arkitekt, arkitektonisk 
(“architectonic”), arkitektfirma (“architect firm”), arkitektgrupp (“architect group”) and 
arkitekturhistoria (“architecture history”). The truncation stem berlin groups terms like berlin, 
berlinare (“Berliner”) and berlinmuren (“the Berlin wall”). 
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The recall base for the topic contains nine documents. Two of these documents refer to arkitekt 
rather than arkitektur. All combinations but one, SINFL-tsqt, fail to group these two terms, and 
their queries fail to retrieve the two documents. Also Braschler and Riplinger (2004), in their 
analysis of the German variant of CLEF topic 001, observed that grouping of related architecture 
terms was useful. 
 
The baseline combination, SINFL-owqt, shows the worst performance. Only three of the nine 
relevant documents are retrieved. A highly relevant document occurs in position 120 in the list of 
retrieved document for SINFL-owqt. This document has several occurrences of berlin, but only one 
occurrence of arkitektur, which is used in the query for SINFL-owqt. The document contains, 
though, several terms that start with the string arkitekt. Examples are arkitektur, arkitekturen (“the 
architecture”), arkitekten (“the architect”), arkitekter (“architects”), arkitekterna, (“the architects”) 
and the compound arkitekttävlingen (“the architect competition”). Moreover, some of these terms 
have a document frequency greater than 1. The many occurrences of strings that start with arkitekt 
partly explain the high rank (position 4) for this highly relevant document with respect to SINFL-
tsqt. The document is retrieved also by the queries for the three indexing strategy-query term 
combinations that involve normalization. Note that their indexing strategies group arkitektur and 
arkitekturen. Both terms are transformed to arkitektur. 
 
Topic 5 (CLEF 007): Doping inom fotbollen (“Drug Use and Soccer”) 
 
The topic has the following word list: 
 

doping 
användning 
fotbollen 

 
Right hand truncation: 
 

dop,ing 
använd,ning 
fotboll,en 

 
The recall base contains 40 documents. Some of these contain only the base form fotboll (“soccer”), 
and none of its inflectional forms. One of these documents, a highly relevant one, does not, then, 
contain fotbollen, definite form singular of fotboll. Also användning (“use”) is absent from the 
document, and the document is not retrieved by the query for SINFL-owqt (worst performance). 
Both the query for SINFL-tsqt and the queries for three combinations based on normalization 
match the document with respect to soccer terms. Moreover, the document has occurrences of 
doping, and the queries that correspond to the four combinations retrieve the document. 
 
Another highly relevant document contains none of the three terms that occurs in the query for 
SINFL-owqt. SINFL-tsqt, which has the best performance for the topic, groups terms like fotboll, 
fotbollskarriär (“soccer career”) and fotbollsspelare (“soccer player”), on the one hand, and terms 
like doping and dopingcocktail (“doping cocktail”) on the other. All these terms, except doping, 
occur in the document, which is ranked high with respect to SINFL-tsqt. Like the baseline, the 
three combinations based on normalization fail to retrieve the document. Their queries only match 
the document with respect to soccer terms: all three queries retrieve the base form fotboll, and the 
queries for the combinations SSPLIT-bfqt and SSPLIT-EL-bfqt, which involve compound splitting, 
retrieve fotbollskarriär and fotbollsspelare as well. However, dopingcocktail was not split during 
indexing, since dopingcocktail is not recognized by SWETWOL. dopingcocktail was placed as 
such in the indices for the two combinations (preceded by “@”, see Section 5.2.4). 
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Topic 12 (CLEF 018): Brandbekämpningsolyckor (”Firefighter Casualties”) 
 
The word list for the topic: 
 

arbetat 
brandbekämpning 
drabbat 
handlar 
personer 
skador 

 
Right hand truncation: 
 

arbet,at 
brandbekämp,ning 
drabba,t 
handlar 
person,er 
skad,or 

 
The recall base contains nine documents, of which three are highly relevant. SINFL-tsqt performs 
considerably better than the other four combinations. Eight of the nine relevant documents are 
retrieved, six of them at positions less than 20. The three highly relevant documents occur at 
positions 5, 6 and 7.  
 
For this topic, the baseline fails completely, while the three normalization combinations exhibit 
very low performance. The query for SINFL-owqt retrieves none of the relevant documents. This 
query contains the compound brandbekämpning (“fire combat”). One of the highly relevant 
documents contains the two terms brandbekämpningen, definite form singular of 
brandbekämpning, and brandbekämpare (“fire combat person”). Both terms are grouped by 
SINFL-tsqt, which has the document in the first position in its list of retrieved documents.  
 
One can note that the two indexing strategies SSPLIT and SSPLIT-EL group the two terms 
brandbekämpningen and brandbekämpare, since a brand (“fire”) entry, with pointers to the two 
terms, is created during the indexing of the document. However, neither brand nor any of its 
inflectional variants occur in the word list for the topic. In spite of this, the document has a high 
rank for all three normalization combinations. 
 
To obtain effective retrieval for this topic, it is important that brandbekämpare and its inflectional 
variants are retrieved. At least four of the relevant documents, two of which are highly relevant, are 
such that (1) they contain brandbekämpare or inflectional variants of it, and (2) they contain neither 
brandbekämpning nor any of its inflectional variants. This yields that neither the query for the 
baseline nor the queries for the normalization combinations match these documents with respect to 
the fire combat term (brandbekämpning) of the queries. This failure contributes to the non-retrieval 
of the four relevant documents.71 The overall best combination, SINFL-tsqt, groups (by its 
truncation stem brandbekämp) different forms of brandbekämpning together with different forms 
of brandbekämpare, and retrieves the documents. 
 
 

                                                           
71 With respect to SSPLIT-bfqt and SSPLIT-EL-bfqt, it would not help if such a relevant document contains a 
compound like brandbekämpningskatastrof (“fire combat catastophy”). The reason is that SWETWOL does not return 
brandbekämpning as a component. Instead, the components brand, bekämpning (“combat”) and katastrof 
(“catastrophy”) are returned. 
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Topic 20 (CLEF 032): Kvinnliga präster (“Female Priests”) 
 
The word list for the topic: 
 

europeiska 
kvinnor 
kyrkorna 
prästvigning 

 
Right hand truncation: 

 
europeisk,a 
kvinn,or 
kyrk,orna 
prästvig,ning 

 
The recall base contains 57 documents. The query for SINFL-tsqt retrieves 39 of these 57 
documents, and it performs decidedly better than the three normalization combinations. The latter 
combinations in turn are considerably better than the baseline, which only retrieve three of the 
relevant documents. Several relevant documents are only retrieved by SINFL-tsqt. These 
documents do not contain the derivative (noun) prästvigning (”ordination”) or any of its 
inflectional variants. Instead, the documents contain the verb prästviga (”ordain”) or inflectional 
variants of it. Further, the documents do not contain variants of kvinna (“woman”), but variants of 
the adjective kvinnlig (“female”), a derivative of kvinna. However, terms like 
kvinnoprästmotståndare (“opponent of women clergymen“) and kvinnoprästmotstånd (“opposition 
against women clergymen”) occur in these documents, but they are still not retrieved by the queries 
for SSPLIT-bfqt and SSPLIT-EL-bfqt. 
 
Some relevant documents are only retrieved by the queries for SINFL-tsqt, SSPLIT-bfqt and 
SSPLIT-EL-bfqt. Compounds that have kyrka (“church”) as a component occur frequently in these 
documents. Examples are kyrkomötet (“the synod“) and kyrkoherde (“vicar”). Moreover, these 
documents contain several occurrences of compounds that have kvinna as a component. We have 
here an example of successful compound splitting. The base form kvinna retrieves compounds of 
the latter kind, while the base form kyrka retrieves compounds of the former kind. Also the query 
for SBASE-bfqt contains the two base forms, but since the compounds in question are not split 
during indexing with respect to SBASE-bfqt, the base forms are powerless for retrieving these 
compounds. Note that SINFL-tsqt, by the truncation stems kvinn and kyrk, groups compounds like 
kvinnoprästmotståndare and kvinnoprästmotstånd, as well as compounds like kyrkomötet and 
kyrkoherde. 
 
Topic 33 (CLEF 053): Gener och sjukdomar (”Genes and Diseases”) 
 
The word list: 
 

bidrar 
gener 
identifierats 
människor 
orsaka 
sjukdomar 
upphov 
utvecklingsstörningar 

 
Right hand truncation: 
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bidra,r 
gen,er 
identifiera,ts 
människ,or 
orsak,a 
sjukdom,ar 
upphov, 
utvecklingsstörning,ar 

 
The recall base has 27 documents. About half of them (14) are highly relevant. The best 
performance is exhibited by one of the normalization combinations, namely SBASE-bfqt. The 
involved indexing strategy (SBASE) does not apply compound splitting. The query for SBASE-
bfqt retrieves 25 of the 27 relevant documents. Again, the baseline, SINFL-owqt, has the worst 
performance. 
 
Interestingly, the overall best combination, SINFL-tsqt, has the next worst performance for this 
topic. Its query retrieves only 16 of the relevant documents. Two irrelevant documents, retrieved by 
the query for SINFL-tsqt, contain the term bidragande (“contributory”). The truncation stem bidra 
(“contribute”) clearly retrieves bidragande, and the two documents satisfy the bidra part of the 
query for SINFL-tsqt. However, the corresponding part of the queries for the other combinations is 
not satisfied by the documents. There are two reasons for this: (1) neither bidra nor any of its 
inflectional variants occur in the document, and (2) bidra does not occur as a component of a 
compound that occurs in the document. One of these two irrelevant documents is not retrieved by 
any other combination. The other one is retrieved by all the other combinations, but at considerably 
lower ranks compared to the retrieved document list for SINFL-tsqt. 
 
A third irrelevant document, retrieved by the query for SINFL-tsqt but not by any other 
combination, contains the term genom (“by”). Here, the truncation stem gen retrieves genom, and 
the document satisfies the gen part of the query. For reasons similar to the ones given in the 
preceding paragraph, the corresponding part of the queries for the other combinations is not 
satisfied by the document. Here we have a case such that the combination SINFL-tsqt is too liberal, 
in the sense that the truncation of gener (“genes”) groups semantically unrelated terms. 
 
Topic 49 (CLEF 080): Hungerstrejk (”Hunger Strikes”) 
 
The word list: 
 

dra 
hungerstrejk 
aktioner 
sak 
satts 
uppmärksamheten 

 
Right hand truncation: 

 
dra 
hungerstrejk, 
aktion,er 
sak 
satts 
uppmärksamhet,en 
 

There are 43 documents in the recall base for the topic. Four of them are highly relevant. The query 
for the best performing combination, SINFL-tsqt, retrieves 40 of the relevant documents. SINFL-
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owqt again has the worst performance, and its query retrieves less than half (17) of the relevant 
documents. The three normalization combinations retrieve the same number of relevant documents, 
namely 24. 
 
Several relevant documents, retrieved by the query for SINFL-tsqt and relatively highly ranked, 
contain the verb hungerstrejka (“hunger-strike”) or inflectional variants of it. Examples of variants 
that occur in the documents are: 
 

hungerstrejkar (present tense) 
hungerstrejkat (supine) 
hungerstrejkade (past tense) 
hungerstrejkande (the present participle) 

 
The truncation stem and noun hungerstrejk, a derivative of hungerstrejka, retrieves hungerstrejka 
and its variants listed above. However, the queries for the baseline and the normalization 
combinations do not retrieve the documents. These queries contain hungerstrejk. Since neither 
hungerstrejk nor any of its inflectional variants are present in the documents in question, the 
queries do not match the documents with respect to hunger strike terms.72 For the present topic, it 
seems crucial for effective retrieval to group the different forms of hungerstrejk with the different 
forms of hungerstrejka. This would mean a more aggressive conflation than normalization, where 
also derivational variation is accounted for. 

9.2 Binary relevance situation and US2.2: changes in relative 
effectiveness 
 
In the preceding chapter, effectiveness by topics was reported for both the binary relevance 
situation and for one of the user scenarios, US2.2. The descriptions were based on summary 
precision and summary nDCG values. Interestingly, there are topics such that the set of best 
performing indexing strategy-query term combinations in the binary relevance situation is disjunct 
from the corresponding set under US2.2. We now take a closer look at two of these cases. 
 
Let P

iMaxC  ( nDCG
iMaxC ) be the set of indexing strategy-query term combinations with maximum 

performance for topic i with respect to summary precision (summary normalized cumulated gain 
with discount, US2.2). Now, for 13 topics (25 percent), ∅=∩ nDCG

i
P
i MaxCMaxC . That is, for 25 

percent of the topics, the set of best performing combinations under P is disjunct from the 
corresponding set under nDCG, for US2.2.  
 
With respect to topic 15 (CLEF 022) and precision, the overall best performing combination, 
SINFL-tsqt (combination 2), exhibits unique maximum performance, while the overall worst 
performing combination, SINFL-owqt (combination 1), performs worst (Tables 8-3 and 8-4). 
However, with respect to US2.2 and nDCG, SINFL-owqt has the unique maximum performance, 
while SINFL-tsqt (together with SBASE-bfqt (combination 3)) has the worst performance (Tables 
8-11 and 8-12).  
 
The recall base for topic 15 contains 29 documents. Inspection of the two lists of retrieved 
documents for SINFL-tsqt and SINFL-owqt reveals that 25 of the 29 relevant documents are 
retrieved by SINFL-tsqt. The corresponding number for SINFL-owqt is considerably smaller, 10. 
                                                           
72 With respect to SSPLIT-bfqt and SSPLIT-EL-bfqt, it would not help if such a relevant document contains a 
compound like hungerstrejkproblem (“hunger-strike problem”), for a similar reason as the one put forward in the 
preceding note.  
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Moreover, these 10 documents occur among the positions 1-43, while the top ten relevant 
documents for SINFL-tsqt occur among the positions 1-26. 
 
Among the 29 relevant documents in the recall base, 11 are highly relevant and 3 fairly relevant. In 
US2.2, with the weighting scheme 0-1-10-100 and the logarithm base 2, almost all importance is 
placed on highly relevant documents, and the discount is sharp. SINFL-owqt has 6 of the highly 
relevant documents among the top 100, while SINFL-tsqt has 9, three more. However, SINFL-owqt 
has the first highly relevant document already in position 2, while SINFL-tsqt has the first highly 
relevant document in position 6. The highly relevant document at position 6 contributes less than 
half of its weight (100) to the cumulated gain, due to the sharp discount. In this case, the retrieval of 
a higher number of highly relevant documents is outweighed by the capability to present a highly 
relevant document very early in the list of retrieved documents. 
 
Another interesting case is topic 36 (CLEF 058). The recall base of the topic consists of 12 
documents. Four of these are highly relevant. For precision, the best performing combination is 
SBASE-bfqt. SBASE-bfqt has 10 of the 12 relevant documents among the top 100. The 
corresponding number for the overall best combination, SINFL-tsqt , is 9. However, SBASE-bfqt 
tends to place the relevant documents earlier in its list of retrieved documents, compared to SINFL-
tsqt. For example, SBASE-bfqt has relevant documents in the first four positions, while SINFL-tsqt 
has the first four relevant documents in positions 2, 6, 7 and 8. This is reflected in its lower 
summary precision value. The summary precision approach credits IR methods that place relevant 
documents early in their lists. 
 
For US2.2 and nDCG, we have another picture. SINFL-tsqt has the unique best performance, and 
outperforms by far SBASE-bfqt. Both combinations retrieve the four highly relevant documents 
with respect to 100=DCV . However, for SINFL-tsqt, the first three of these documents occur in 
positions 2, 7 and 8, while the corresponding positions for SBASE-bfqt 1, 30 and 48. Under US2.2, 
with its sharp discount, SBASE-bfqt is punished for its relatively poor ordering of the highly 
relevant documents. 

9.3 Splitting of compounds in queries 
 
Splitting of compounds in queries was not performed in this study. The results by  
Braschler and Ripplinger (2004), reported in Section 4.2, give evidence for benefits of this 
approach. In this section, we will discuss the possible effects of compound splitting also in queries. 
 
We assume that compound splitting is performed during indexing, in combination with 
normalization. This is the case for the indexing strategy-query term combinations SSPLIT-bfqt and 
SSPLIT-EL-bfqt. One may consider the following method for compound splitting in queries: (1) 
the compound is split into its components, and these components (in base form) are added to the 
query. This is clearly a form of query expansion.  
 
In the queries for SSPLIT-bfqt and SSPLIT-EL-bfqt, both compositional and non-compositional 
compounds are represented. An example of a compositional compound that occurs in a query is 
narkotikapolitik (“drug politics”). The method (1) yields that a query, where narkotikapolitik 
occurs, would be expanded with narkotika (“drugs”) and politik (“politics”). The new query may be 
useful, since relevant documents where, e.g., the word sequence politik mot narkotika (“politics 
against drugs”) occurs would be retrieved. Moreover, possibly relevant documents that contain 
other compounds, compounds that have narkotika as a component, would be retrieved. Note, 
though, the possibility that the broader (in relation to narkotikapolitik) term politik would retrieve 
irrelevant documents. 
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An example of a non-compositional compound that occurs in a query is fotboll (“soccer”). If (1) is 
applied to a query containing fotboll, the query would be expanded with fot (“foot”) and boll 
(“ball”). However, this may be harmful. Irrelevant documents mentioning feet or balls may be 
retrieved. Obviously, then, a lot of noise may be retrieved by the new query. Further, the splitting is 
not needed to retrieve a relevant document containing, e.g., fotbollsklubb (“soccer club”).  
 
For CLEF topic 034, with the German title Alkoholkonsum in Europa (“Alcohol Consumption in 
Europe”), the compound splitting approaches in Braschlers and Ripplingers experiment 
outperformed the other approaches. By splitting the German compositional compound 
alkoholkonsum into its components, and adding these components to the query, other compounds 
(occurring in relevant documents) were retrieved that contain alkohol as a component.  
 
However, there were also cases where compound splitting in queries was harmful. An example that 
the authors put forward is CLEF topic 005, with the German title Mitgliedschaft in der 
Europäischen Union (“European Union Membership”). In the description part of the topic text, the 
German compound mitgliedsstaaten (“member states”) occurs. The authors point out that the 
splitting of this compound seems to dilute the important concept member state too much, with 
relatively low retrieval effectiveness as a result. Note that the compound in question can be 
regarded as compositional. 
 
The Swedish versions of the CLEF topics 034 and 005 are used in this study (topic numbers 22 and 
4, respectively), and two compounds, corresponding to alkoholkonsum and mitgliedsstaaten, occur 
in the Swedish versions. These compounds are alkoholkonsumtion and medlemsländer, 
respectively. One may hypothesize that query compound splitting (in combination with compound 
splitting during indexing) is favourable for alkoholkonsumtion but harmful for medlemsländer, also 
with respect to the Swedish documents used in the experiment of the study.  
 
In order to test the hypothesis, the two corresponding (to the two involved topics) queries for the 
indexing strategy-query term combination SSPLIT-EL-bfqt were modified.73 In the query for topic 
034, alkoholkonsumtion was split into alkohol and konsumtion, which were added to the query. In 
the query for topic 005, medlemsland (base form) was split into medlem (“member”) and land 
(“country”), which were added to the query. The two new queries were then run against the base 
word form index SPLIT-EL. 
 
With respect to topic 034, as many as 63 new, i.e., not relevance assessed, documents were 
retrieved by the new query, with respect to 100=DCV . The author relevance assessed74 the 10 top 
ranked of these new documents. All 10 were found relevant. For topic 005, 21 new documents were 
retrieved by the new query. All 21 were relevance assessed, and 10 of them were found relevant. In 
Table 9-1, the summary precision values (Section 7.5.4) for both topics, and for the five indexing 
strategy-query term combinations and the two new queries are reported. In the last column, named 
SSPLIT-EL-bfqt-qcsplit, where qcsplit stands for query compound splitting, the precision values for 
the two new queries are given.  
 
 

                                                           
73 We test the hypothesis for SSPLIT-EL-bfqt, rather than for SSPLIT-bfqt, since the former combination uses 
restricted compound splitting during indexing, which is intuitively appealing. 
74 Using the relevance criteria that occur in Table 7-1. The three positive relevance degrees were merged into one, since 
Braschler and Ripplinger used binary relevance. 
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Table 9-1. Summary precision values, over two topics, for the five indexing strategy-query term combinations 
and for an extension to the combination SSPLIT-EL-bfqt. 

 SINFL-owqt SINFL-tsqt SBASE-bfqt SSPLIT-bfqt SSPLIT-EL-bfqt SSPLIT-EL-bfqt-qcsplit 
005 0.804 0.811 0.770 0.723 0.723 0.637 
034 0.009 0.278 0.271 0.278 0.278 0.488 
 
The hypothesis is clearly confirmed by the data in Table 9-1. For topic 034, the new query 
outperforms the other combinations in a marked way. The best of the five combinations is below 
with about 20 percentage units. It should further be pointed out that the reported value, 0.488, is a 
minimal effectiveness value. The reason is that only 10 out of 63 new documents have been 
relevance assessed. The remainder, 53 documents, are assumed, unrealistically, to be irrelevant. It 
is probable that the true summary precision value is higher than 0.488. 
 
For topic 005, though, the splitting of the compound is harmful. The new query performs below the 
worst of the five combinations by almost 10 percentage units.  
 
Perhaps query compound splitting, in combination with compound splitting during indexing, would 
on the average outperform the five combinations tested in this study, with respect to the employed 
topics and the Swedish documents used. Such a result would be in agreement with the results for 
German in (ibid.). However, this remains to be tested. 

9.4 Expansion of query base forms with derivatives 
 
It was somewhat surprising that the truncation combination, SINFL-tsqt, performed as well as it 
did. However, queries for this combination may retrieve not only inflectional forms of a given 
word, but also derivatives of the word. The three indexing strategy-query term combinations based 
on normalization, which are such that (in principle) only base forms occur in their queries, 
performed almost as good as SINFL-tsqt. It is possible that if queries for these latter combinations 
were expanded with derivatives (in base form) of original terms, the performance of these 
combinations would outperform the truncation combination.  
 
As an example, consider Topic 20 (CLEF 032): Kvinnliga präster (“Female Priests”), discussed in 
Section 9.1. We saw that several relevant documents are only retrieved by SINFL-tsqt, and that 
these documents do not contain variants of kvinna (“woman”), but variants of the derivative 
kvinnlig (“female”). These documents contain terms like kvinnoprästmotståndare (“opponent of 
women clergymen“) and kvinnoprästmotstånd (“opposition against women clergymen”), but they 
are not retrieved by the queries for SSPLIT-bfqt and SSPLIT-EL-bfqt. 
 
The word list for the topic contains kvinnor (“women”), which yields kvinna as one of the query 
terms for the normalization combinations. One may now consider expanding kvinna with kvinnlig, 
and place both terms inside the #syn operator: 
 
 #syn(kvinna kvinnlig) 
 
If this expansion is performed, the relevant documents in question would match the woman part, 
i.e., #syn(kvinna kvinnlig), of the new query for SBASE-bfqt. Due to compound splitting, these 
relevant documents match the woman part of the original queries for SSPLIT-bfqt and SSPLIT-EL-
bfqt. However, for the new query, the match would be stronger, in the sense that a higher frequency 
of woman terms would be detected in the documents. 
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The possibility of expansion with derivatives with regard to terms in queries for the normalization 
strategies was not realized in this study. Instead, handling of inflectional variation, in the form of 
normalization, was compared to the more liberal technique of right hand truncation. It would be 
interesting, though, to study the effects on retrieval effectiveness of the expansion discussed in this 
section. 
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Chapter 10 
 

Conclusion 
 
When the study started, no Swedish test collection for IR was available. Therefore, such a 
collection was constructed. In the thesis, we have looked at the problem of morphological variation 
of query terms in the document collection, and the thesis is among the first works that study 
Swedish linguistic phenomena with relevance to IR. Further, we give a more comprehensive 
presentation of the binary independence model than what is typically given in the IR literature. 
  
We have studied the effects of indexing strategy-query term combination on retrieval effectiveness. 
Three of the combinations involved indexing strategies that used conflation, in the form of 
normalization. Further, two of these combinations, SSPLIT-bfqt and SSPLIT-EL-bfqt, employed 
compound splitting. A fourth combination, SINFL-tsqt, attempted to group related terms by right 
hand truncation. The four combinations were compared to each other and to a baseline 
combination, SINFL-owqt, where no attempt was made to counteract the problem of morphological 
variation of query terms in the document database. The queries for the baseline combination 
contained word forms taken from the description field of CLEF 2000 topics. 
 
As reported in Chapter 4, several earlier studies have shown that conflation can be useful with 
respect to retrieval effectiveness. For the English language, the research by Lennon et al. (1981), 
Krovetz (1993) and Hull (1996) supports the idea that conflation is useful. However, the picture is 
less clear for English than for morphologically more complex languages. Harman (1991) did not 
see any significant differences between conflation and non-conflation, and neither did Popovic and 
Willett (1992), in their control experiment. For morphologically more complex languages, 
considerable improvements in retrieval effectiveness, due to conflation, have been reported in the 
literature (Section 4.2). The results of this work do not deviate from the reported findings.  
 
In evaluation we examined two situations: the binary relevance situation and the multiple degree 
relevance situation. With respect to the binary relevance situation, where precision was used as the 
evaluation measure, the four alternative combinations outperformed the baseline combination. The 
best performing combination, SINFL-tsqt, performed better than or equal to the median summary 
precision value for 42 of the 52 topics. One reason for the relatively good performance of SINFL-
tsqt is the capacity of its queries to retrieve different parts of speech. For instance, the truncation 
stem kvinn, associated with one of the queries for SINFL-tsqt and obtained from the original term 
kvinnor (“women”), retrieves different variants of the noun kvinna (“woman”), as well as different 
variants of the adjective (derivative) kvinnlig (“female”). 
 
The four alternative combinations performed significantly better than the baseline. However, no 
significant differences were found among the alternative combinations.  
 
In the multiple degree relevance situation, retrieval effectiveness was taken to be the accumulated 
gain the user receives by examining the retrieval result up to given positions. The evaluation 
measure used was nDCG. This measure, which is proper when a non-binary relevance scale has 
been employed, credits IR methods that (1) rank highly relevant documents higher than less 
relevant ones, and (2) rank relevant (of any degree) documents high. With respect to (2), nDCG 
involves a discount component: a discount with regard to the relevance score of a relevant (of any 
degree) document is performed, and this discount is greater and greater, the higher position the 
document has in the ranked list of retrieved documents. 
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In the multiple degree relevance situation, the five combinations were evaluated under four 
different user scenarios, where each scenario simulated a certain user type. The truncation 
combination, SINFL-tsqt, had the best performance under each user scenario.  
 
Under US2.2, where the user is assumed to be (1) impatient (sharp discount), and (2) consider the 
difference between the value of a highly relevant document and the value of a fairly relevant one to 
be very large, and the difference between the value of a fairly relevant document and the value of a 
marginally relevant document to be large (almost all importance is placed on highly relevant 
documents), the difference between SINFL-tsqt and the next best combination was relatively high. 
For effectiveness by topics, though, SINFL-tsqt had a summary nDCG value below the median 
summary nDCG value for about 15 topics. 
 
As stated above, SINFL-tsqt had the best performance under each user scenario. This outcome 
agrees with the performance result in the binary relevance situation. However, and interestingly, 
there were also differences between the two situations. For 25 percent of the topics, the set of best 
performing combinations in the binary relevance situation was disjunct from the set of best 
performing combinations in the multiple degree relevance situation, with regard to US2.2. 
 
With respect to significance testing, the four alternative combinations performed significantly 
better than the baseline for each user scenario. As in the binary relevance situation, no significant 
differences were found among the alternative methods. 
 
The main conclusion of the thesis is that normalization and right hand truncation (performed by a 
search expert) enhanced retrieval effectiveness in comparison to the baseline, irrespective of which 
of the two relevance situations we consider. Further, the three indexing strategy-query term 
combinations based on normalization were almost as good as the combination that involves 
truncation. This holds for both relevance situations. 
 
This work used SWETWOL, a sophisticated, fairly expensive linguistic tool, in order to facilitate 
Swedish full text retrieval. The normalization combinations, which utilized SWETWOL, performed 
significantly better than the baseline. However, since truncation by a search expert yielded even 
better overall performance one may argue that it is economically less motivated to rely on a tool 
like SWETWOL. It might be the case, though, that the application of SWETWOL, in combination 
with query compound splitting or with expansion of base forms with derivatives, would yield 
greater improvements than truncation. Further, a problem with the truncation alternative is that an 
average, say, web search engine user can not be expected to perform as well as a search expert.  
 
An interesting possibility is that an (inexpensive) stemmer for Swedish may perform as well as 
truncation. Since the truncation performed in the experiment in several cases accounted for both 
inflectional and derivational variation, it can be argued that the potential Swedish stemmer should 
be both inflectional and derivational. Such a stemmer can easily be implemented in an IR system 
storing Swedish full text documents. During indexing, a stem index would then be generated, and 
the stemmer would be applied also in query phase, to the terms submitted by the user.  
 
For future work, it would be interesting to compare a Swedish inflectional and derivational 
stemmer with truncation, with respect to full text documents and retrieval effectiveness. It would 
also be interesting to investigate if query compound splitting, in combination with compound 
splitting during indexing, or expansion of base forms with derivatives, would outperform 
truncation. 
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Appendix 1  
 

Topics used in the study 
 
<num> 001 
<SE-title> Arkitektur i Berlin 
<SE-desc> Sök dokument om arkitektur i Berlin. 
<SE-narr> Relevanta dokument beskriver arkitektoniska särdrag i Berlin i allmänhet eller specifikt 
återuppbyggnaden av vissa stadsdelar efter att muren föll. 
 
<num> 003 
<SE-title> Narkotika i Holland 
<SE-desc> Vad har Nederländerna för narkotikapolitik? 
<SE-narr> Relevanta dokument beskriver regelverk och beslut tagna av de nederländska 
myndigheterna beträffande försäljning och konsumtion av tung och lätt narkotika. 
 
<num> 004 
<SE-title> Översvämningar i Europa 
<SE-desc> Sök dokument med statistik över kostnader för skador på jordbruket orsakade av 
översvämningar i Europa. 
<SE-narr> Relevanta dokument innehåller sifferuppgifter för skadorna räknat i ekonomisk förlust 
eller förlust av stora kvantiteter produkter, vad gäller samtliga sektorer av lantbruket (både 
djurhållning och grödor) orsakade av översvämningar i Europa. Dokument som diskuterar 
ekonomiskt bidrag till bönder för återhämtning från översvämningsskador är inte relavanta. 
 
<num> 005 
<SE-title> Medlemskap i Europeiska Unionen 
<SE-desc> Undersök attityderna hos icke-medlemsländer beträffande framtida medlemskap i 
Europeiska Gemenskapen eller Europeiska Unionen. 
<SE-narr> Relevanta dokument beskriver åsikter som uttryckts av en medborgare i eller en 
företrädare för ett land utanför EU beträffande ett framtida medlemskap i Europeiska Unionen. 
 
<num> 007 
<SE-title> Doping inom fotbollen 
<SE-desc> Sök dokument om dopinganvändning inom fotbollen. 
<SE-narr> Relevanta dokument beskriver fall där fotbollsspelare dömts för doping. Generella 
diskussioner om drogrelaterade frågor i fotbollsvärlden är också relevanta. 
 
<num> 009 
<SE-title> Metangasfyndigheter 
<SE-desc> Vilka områden i världen har fyndigheter av metangas som kan utvinnas till energi? 
<SE-narr> Diskussioner om resultat och försök att lokalisera och utvinna metangas för 
kommersiella ändamål är relevanta. Av intresse är även redogörelser för problem, kostnader och 
investeringar för utvinning och bearbetning av metangas. 
 
<num> 011 
<SE-title> Ny författning i Sydafrika 
<SE-desc> Sök dokument som behandlar den nya författningen i Sydafrika och dess slutgiltiga 
struktur. 
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<SE-narr> Politiska diskussioner och beslut som tagits i de preliminära överläggningarna mellan 
politiska och samhälleliga grupper är relevanta. Det slutgiltiga resultatet av överläggningarna samt 
av folkomröstningen om den Sydafrikanska republikens nya författning är också intressanta. 
 
<num> 012 
<SE-title> Soltempelorden 
<SE-desc> Sök dokument om Soltempelorden och mordet eller självmordet på dess medlemmar. 
<SE-narr> Soltempelorden, en sekt som grundades av Luc Jouret och Joseph di Mambro, blev känd 
efter att nästan samtliga av dess medlemmar i Schweiz och Kanada dödats. Alla dokument om den 
här sekten är relevanta. 
 
<num> 013 
<SE-title> Konferens om familjeplanering 
<SE-desc> Vilka diskussioner fördes och vilka resolutioner antogs vid befolkningskonferensen om 
familjeplanering i Kairo? 
<SE-narr> Alla debattinlägg, förslag och resolutioner om familjeplanering från 
befolkningskonferensen är av intresse. Speciellt relevanta är ställningstaganden från olika länder, 
organsiationer och grupper. 
 
<num> 015 
<SE-title> Europeisk industris konkurrenskraft 
<SE-desc> Vilka faktorer undergräver den europeiska industrins konkurrenskraft på 
världsmarknaden? 
<SE-narr> Relevanta dokument behandlar faktorer som gör europeisk industri och europeiska 
fabriksvaror mindre konkurrenskraftiga i förhållande till övriga världen, t. ex. Nordamerika eller 
Asien. Relevanta dokument ska innehålla uppgifter om Europa som helhet snarare än om enstaka 
europeiska länder. 
 
<num> 017 
<SE-title> Skogsbränder utanför Sydney 
<SE-desc> Vilken omfattning hade skogsbränderna utanför Sydney och hur allvarligt var läget? 
<SE-narr> Relevanta dokument beskriver omfattningen av och hotet från skogsbränderna utanför 
Sydney. Dokumenten ska också innehålla uppgifter om situationen medan bränderna pågick eller 
om deras följdverkningar. 
 
<num> 018 
<SE-title> Brandbekämpningsolyckor 
<SE-desc> Sök dokument som handlar om skador som drabbat personer som arbetat med 
brandbekämpning. 
<SE-narr> Exempel på skador eller dödsfall hos brandmän (yrkesmän eller frivilliga) världen över 
är relevanta. Relevanta dokument är också beskrivningar av vidtagna åtgärder för att förebygga 
skador. 
 
<num> 020 
<SE-title> Gemensam europeisk valuta 
<SE-desc> Vilka är fördelarna och nackdelarna med en gemensam europeisk valuta? 
<SE-narr> Relevanta dokument redogör för uppfattningar om fördelarna och nackdelarna med att 
införa en gemensam valuta för Europeiska Unionen. Dokument som behandlar de sätt på vilka man 
kan införa en gemensam valuta är inte relevanta. 
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<num> 021 
<SE-title> Europeiska ekonomiska samarbetsområdet 
<SE-desc> Sök dokument om Europeiska ekonomiska samarbetsområdet (EES). 
<SE-narr> Europeiska ekonomiska samarbetsområdet (EES) är en gemenskap bestående av 
medlemsländerna i Europeiska Unionen samt några andra europeiska stater. Relevanta dokument 
behandlar dess roll i den europeiska eller globala ekonomin. Dokument som tar upp en eller flera av 
EESV-medlemmarna är också relevanta. 
 
<num> 022 
<SE-title> Flygplansolyckor på start- eller landningsbana 
<SE-desc> Sök exempel på flygplansolyckor som inträffat på start- eller landningsbanan under 
pågående flygning.  
<SE-narr> Vad som kan vara av intresse är orsaker till flygplansolyckor på start- eller 
landningsbana samt vilka eventuella åtgärder som vidtas. Olyckor som orsakas av landning innan 
landningsbanan eller av motorproblem vid starten betecknas inte som olyckor på start- eller 
landningsbana. 
 
<num> 024 
<SE-title> Världshandelsorganisationen 
<SE-desc> Vilka argument finns i USA för medlemskap GATT/Världshandelsorganisationen? 
<SE-narr> Resonemang som är positiva till ett USA-medlemskap i Världshandelsorganisationen 
(WTO) är relevanta.  
Tonvikten ligger på de argument som beskriver särskilda fördelar för USA:s ekonomi i allmänhet 
och USA:s handelsutbyte i synnerhet. 
 
<num> 025 
<SE-title> Korruption i Italien 
<SE-desc> Vilka av Italiens före detta ministrar har suttit i fängelse dömda för att ha tagit emot 
mutor? 
<SE-narr> Dokumenten måste innehålla namnen på italienska ministrar som blivit arresterade och 
satta i fängelse efter anklagelse om mutbrott och korruption. 
 
<num> 026 
<SE-title> Användning av vindkraft 
<SE-desc> Ge exempel på användning av vindkraft 
<SE-narr> Teoretiska resonemang eller faktiska exempel på användning av vindkraft är relevanta. 
Exempel påskador orsakade av vindens krafter är inte relevanta. 
 
<num> 031 
<SE-title> Konsumentskydd i EU 
<SE-desc> Sök information om konsumentskyddet i Europeiska Unionen. 
<SE-narr> All information om konsumentskyddet i Europeiska Unionen (EU) är av intresse. 
Rättsliga aspekter (lagar, direktiv, domstolsdomar o.s.v.) såväl som politisk debatt är relevanta. 
 
<num> 032 
<SE-title> Kvinnliga präster 
<SE-desc> Sök dokument om prästvigning av kvinnor inom de europeiska kyrkorna. 
<SE-narr> Vissa europeiska kyrkor har beslutat att tillåta prästvigning av kvinnor.  
Alla dokument som behandlar denna förändring och reaktionerna på den, särskilt från Vatikanens 
sida, är av intresse. 
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<num> 033 
<SE-title> Cancergenetik 
<SE-desc> Sök dokument som behandlar nyligen gjorda upptäckter om sambandet mellan gener 
och cancer.  
<SE-narr> Man har nyligen upptäckt den gen som har samband med vissa tumörer. Alla dokument 
som innehåller information om detta nya diagnosinstrument är relevanta. 
 
<num> 034 
<SE-title> Alkoholkonsumtionen i Europa 
<SE-desc> Sök dokument om alkoholkonsumtionens omfattning och orsaker i Europa. 
<SE-narr> Generell information om alkoholkonsumtionen i Europa är av intresse, liksom dokument 
om alkoholmissbruk. 
 
<num> 037 
<SE-title> Estonia-katastrofen 
<SE-desc> Sök dokument som beskriver hur färjan Estonia sjönk i Östersjön och vilka 
undersökningar som pågår av olyckan. 
<SE-narr> Information om hur Estonia-färjan sjönk och orsakerna till olyckan är relevant. 
Pågående undersökningar om olyckan och dess konsekvenser för den framtida säkerheten i  
färjekonstruktioner är också av intresse. 
 
<num> 039 
<SE-title> Investeringar i Östeuropa eller Ryssland 
<SE-desc> Sök exempel på företag som gör eller har gjort investeringar i Östeurpoa eller Ryssland 
efter upplösningen av det forna Sovjetunionen. 
<SE-narr> För att anses relevant måste dokumentet handla om företag om har 
investerat i Östeuropa eller Ryssland efter upplösningen av det forna Sovjetunionen. Dokumenten 
måste innehålla namnet på antingen företaget eller dess ägare och dessutom ange namnen på landet 
eller länderna i fråga. 
 
<num> 042 
<SE-title> FN-/USA-invasion på Haiti 
<SE-desc> Sök dokument om FN-/USA-truppers invasion på 
Haiti. 
<SE-narr> Dokumenten rapporterar både om diskussionenom beslutet att sända amerikanska FN-
trupper till Haiti och om själva invasionen. De diskuterar också de omedelbara följderna av 
inmarschen. 
 
<num> 043 
<SE-title> El Niño och väderleksprognoser 
<SE-desc> Sök rapporter som förklarar fenomenet El Niño och dess återverkningar på vädret i 
världen (inklusive påverkan på temperatur, lufttryck, nederbördetc.). 
<SE-narr> Relevanta dokument innehåller information om 
effekterna av El Niño. Samspelet mellan hav och atmosfär är av intresse. El Niño är särskilt 
intressant i södra Stilla havet på grund av den påverkan det har på det globala klimatet. 
 
<num> 045 
<SE-title> Fredsfördrag mellan Israel ochJordanien 
<SE-desc> Sök rapporter som innehåller namnen på huvudförhandlarna till det fredsfördrag som 
undertecknats i Mellanöstern mellan Israel och Jordanien samt dessutom dokument som ger 
detaljerad information om fördraget. 
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<SE-narr> Ett fredsfördrag mellan Israel och Jordanien undertecknades den 26 oktober 1994. Det 
beredde väg för etablerandet av diplomatiska relationer mellan de båda länderna. Relevanta 
dokument innehåller detaljer om fördraget och/eller namnen på de personer som varit huvudaktörer 
i förhandlingarna. 
 
<num> 046 
<SE-title> Handelsblockad mot Irak 
<SE-desc> Vilka effekter har FN:s handelsblockad haft på det irakiska folkets tillvaro? 
<SE-narr> Relevanta dokument beskriver förändringar i tillvaron för det irakiska folket genom att 
jämföra livet före blockaden med livet efter införandet, förutsatt att förändringen direkt kan 
hänföras till själva blockaden. Dokument som innehåller ogrundad retorik, såsom tidningsinsändare 
eller uppenbara partsinlagor i politiskt syfte är inte relevanta. 
 
<num> 047 
<SE-title> Rysk intervention i Tjetjenien 
<SE-desc> Vilka skäl finns det för den ryska militära interventionen i Tjetjenien? 
<SE-narr> Relevanta dokument innehåller skäl och underliggande motiv bakom ryska truppers 
intervention i Tjetjenien. Uttalanden av ryska politiker, inklusive president Jeltsin, som försvarar 
sändandet av ryska trupper till Tjetjenien anses också relevanta. 
 
<num> 048 
<SE-title> Fredsbevarande styrkor i Bosnien 
<SE-desc> Skäl för tillbakadragandet av FN:s fredsbevarande styrkor ur Bosnien. 
<SE-narr> Under 1994 ville några av de europeiska nationer som deltog i det fredsbevarande 
uppdraget i Bosnien dra tillbaka sina styrkor. Relevanta dokument beskriver skälen för det 
föreslagna tillbakadragandet. 
 
<num> 050 
<SE-title> Uppror i Chiapas 
<SE-desc> Sök dokument om indianernas uppror i Chiapas (Mexico). 
<SE-narr> Relevanta dokument beskriver skälen till och förloppet hos det uppror som den 
inhemska befolkningen i Chiapas gjort. Dokumenten kan också ta upp reaktionerna från den 
mexikanska regeringens sida. 
 
<num> 051 
<SE-title> Världsmästerskap i fotboll 
<SE-desc> Sök dokument om slutspelet i 1994 års världsmästerskap i fotboll. 
<SE-narr> Relevanta dokument ska innehålla resultaten i slutspelet i fotbolls-VM 1994. Dokument 
som diskuterar slutspelet i förväg är inte relevanta. 
 
<num> 053 
<SE-title> Gener och sjukdomar 
<SE-desc> Vilka gener har identifierats som är upphov till eller bidrar till att orsaka sjukdomar 
eller utvecklingsstörningar hos människor? 
<SE-narr> Relevanta dokument identifierar en gen eller rapporterar om att en gen har upptäckts 
som är upphov till någon typ av sjukdom, syndrom, beteendemässig eller utvecklingsmässig 
störning hos människor. Alla dokument som rapporterar upptäckten av en defekt gen som orsakar 
problem hos människor är relevanta, men rapporter om sjukdomar och störningar som orsakas av 
att en gen saknas är inte relevanta. 
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<num> 056 
<SE-title> Europeiska kampanjer mot rasism 
<SE-desc> Sök dokument som beskriver kampanjer mot rasism i Europa. 
<SE-narr> Relevanta dokument beskriver informations-eller utbildningskampanjer mot rasism 
(etnisk eller religiös eller mot invandrare) i Europa. Dokumenten bör handla om organiserade 
kampanjer och inte bara rapportera om åsikter mot rasism. 
 
<num> 057 
<SE-title> Rättsprocess om smittat blod 
<SE-desc> Sök all information om rättsprocesserna rörande smittat blod i Frankrike inklusive 
domar som avkunnats av domstol och namn på personer som befunnits skyldiga. 
<SE-narr> 1994 ägde flera viktiga rättegångar rum i Frankrike där tjänstemän inom den offentliga 
sjukvården stod åtalade för att ha försett franska sjukhus med smittat blod. Relevanta dokument 
innehåller information om rättegångarna och kan också innehålla detaljer rörande politiska följder 
av skandalen. 
 
<num> 058 
<SE-title> Eutanasi 
<SE-desc> Sök dokument som beskriver eutanasifall tolkade som "värdig död" eller "rätten att få 
dö". 
<SE-narr> Relevanta dokument beskriver diskussioner som handlar om eutanasi tolkad som 
"värdig död" eller "rätten att få dö". Av intresse är såväl rapporter om specifika fall av eutanasi som 
diskussioner om lagliga aspekter inklusive nuvarande lagstiftning och yrkanden 
på att lagen ska ändras. Dokument som bara nämner "eutanasi" eller frasen "värdig död" utan att gå 
in på detaljer bedöms inte som relevanta. 
 
<num> 061 
<SE-title> Oljekatastrof i Sibirien 
<SE-desc> Sök information om en brusten oljeledning i Sibirien. 
<SE-narr> Dokument som informerar om en brusten oljeledning i Sibirien (Ryssland) och 
följdverkningarna av denna händelse. Alla tekniska och miljömässiga askpekter på olyckshändelsen 
är av intresse, i synnerhet de långsiktiga effekterna på Sibiriens ekologiska system. 
 
<num> 062 
<SE-title> Jordbävning i norra Japan 
<SE-desc> Sök dokument som rapporterar om jordbävningen på Hokkaidos östkust i norra Japan 
under 1994. 
<SE-narr> Relevanta dokument beskriver en jordbävning med en magnitud på 7,9 som skakade 
Hokkaido och andra regioner i norra Japan i oktober 1994. Av intresse är 
också varningar för flodvågor utfärdade för Hokkaidos stillahavskust vid tiden för jordbävningen. 
Dokument som rapporterar om andra jordbävningar i Japan är inte relevanta. 
 
<num> 063 
<SE-title> Reservat för valar 
<SE-desc> Sök dokument om det reservat vid Sydpolen där det är förbjudet att bedriva jakt på val. 
<SE-narr> Relevanta dokument diskuterar för- och nackdelar med det antarktiska 
valskyddsområdet och nämner länder som stöder reservatet eller protesterar mot det. Även 
rapporter om överträdelser mot skyddsområdet är relevanta. 
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<num> 066 
<SE-title> Ryskt tillbakadragande från Lettland 
<SE-desc> Sök rapporter och diskussioner om ryska truppers tillbakadragande från Lettland. 
<SE-narr> Dokument som informerar om diskussionen före, under och efter de ryska truppernas 
tillbakadragande från Lettland. Detta innefattar också uttalanden av ryska, lettiska och andra 
politiker om åtgärden och planeringen av dess genomförande. 
 
<num> 067 
<SE-title> Fartygskollisioner 
<SE-desc> Sök information om antalet personer som skadats eller dödats i kollisioner mellan 
fartyg. 
<SE-narr> Relevanta dokument innehåller information om antalet offer (döda eller skadade) vid 
kollisioner mellan fartyg eller sjöfarkoster av alla typer. Dokument som talar om offer utan att ge 
några sifferuppgifter är inte relevanta. 
 
<num> 070 
<SE-title> Kim Il Sungs död 
<SE-desc> Sök dokument som ger biografisk information om Kim Il Sung, Nordkoreas president 
som dog 1994. 
<SE-narr> Dokument som skrivits efter att Kim Il Sung gick bort 1994 och som ger någon form av 
biografiska data om honom eller ger någon historik över hans politiska gärning är relevanta. 
Dokument skrivna före Kim Il Sungs död och som rapporterar då aktuella händelser i vilka han var 
inblandad är inte relevanta. 
 
<num> 071 
<SE-title> Grönsaker, frukt och cancer 
<SE-desc> Sök dokument som gör en koppling mellan cancer och intag av grönsaker och frukt. 
<SE-narr> Såväl dokument som rapporterar om positiva effekter av att äta frukt och grönsaker som 
dokument om negativa effekter är relevanta. 
 
<num> 072 
<SE-title> G7-toppmöte i Neapel 
<SE-desc> Vilken roll spelade Ryssland i G7-toppmötet i Neapel 1994? 
<SE-narr> Relevanta dokument beskriver de ryska intentionerna med att delta och den roll som 
spelades av president Jeltsin i G7-mötet i Neapel i juli 1994. 
 
<num> 073 
<SE-title> Norsk folkomröstning om EU 
<SE-desc> Vilka var reaktionerna i övriga Europa på det negativa resultatet av den norska 
folkomröstningen där Norge fattade beslutet att inte gå med i den europeiska unionen (EU)? 
<SE-narr> Relevanta dokument rapporterar om reaktioner på Norges nej till att ingå i den 
europeiska unionen eller diskuterar följderna av detta beslut. 
 
<num> 074 
<SE-title> Invigning av Eurotunneln 
<SE-desc> Sök dokument som beskriver invigningen av Eurotunneln (även kallad Kanaltunneln) 
och som omnämner de representanter från Frankrike och Storbritannien som närvarade vid denna 
cermoni. 
<SE-narr> Tunneln mellan Frankrike och Storbritannien finansierades av det fransk-brittiska 
konsortiet TransManche Link och invigdes den 6 maj 1994 i närvaro av Elizabeth II och François 
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Mitterand. Relevanta dokument innehåller information om invigningen och omnämner de 
representanter från Frankrike och Storbritannien som var närvarande. 
 
<num> 077 
<SE-title> Tonåringars självmord 
<SE-desc> Vad finns det för tillgänglig information om självmord hos tonåringar? 
<SE-narr> Endast självmord hos tonåringar är relevanta. Information som rör psykiatrisk vård för 
depression hos tonåringar är inte relevant, såvida det inte görs en specifik koppling till självmord 
hos tonåringar. Tonåringars dödsfall vilka av myndigheterna misstänks vara olyckshändelser och 
inte nödvändigtvis självmord är inte relevanta. 
 
<num> 078 
<SE-title> Filmfestival i Venedig 
<SE-desc> Vilken film eller vilka filmer vann Guldlejonet under den 51:a Venedigfestivalen i 
september 1994? 
<SE-narr> Dokumenten måste innehålla åtminstone titel/titlar på filmen/filmerna som belönades 
med Guldlejonet vid filmfestivalen i Venedig. Dokument om att Guldlejonet delats ut till personer 
för deras yrkesmässiga prestationer anses inte relevanta. 
 
<num> 080 
<SE-title> Hungerstrejk 
<SE-desc> Dokument som innehåller information om hungerstrejksaktioner som satts i gång för att 
drauppmärksamheten till en sak. 
<SE-narr> Identifiera händelser där en hungerstrejk har satts i gång, inklusive anledningen till 
strejken och resultatet av den ifall detta är känt. 
 
<num> 082 
<SE-title> IRA-attentat på flygplatser 
<SE-desc> Sök dokument som beskriver terroristaktioner utförda av den irländska republikanska 
armén (IRA) på europeiska flygplatser. 
<SE-narr> Relevanta dokument tar upp skottlossning eller andra terroristattacker som den irländska 
republikanska armén (IRA) har utfört eller hotat utföra på flygplatser i Europa. Hot som har visat 
sig vara falskt alarm är också relevanta. 
 
<num> 085 
<SE-title> Operation "Turquoise" i Rwanda 
<SE-desc> Sök detaljerad information om operation "Turquoise", den franska humanitära aktionen 
i Rwanda. 
<SE-narr> Under konflikten mellan hutuer och tutsier tog Frankrike initiativet till operation 
"Turquoise" med syfte att upprätta en humanitär säkerhetszon i sydvästra Rwanda. Relevanta 
dokument innehåller information om denna operation. 
 
<num> 086 
<SE-title> Förnyelsebar energi 
<SE-desc> Sök dokument som beskriver användningen av eller inställningen till "grön" energi, 
d.v.s. energi från förnyelsebara energikällor. 
<SE-narr> Relevanta dokument diskuterar användningen av förnyelsebara energikällor såsom sol, 
vind, biomassa, vatten och jordvärme. Dokument om miljövänliga fordon som exempelvis el- eller 
gasoldrivna bilar är inte relevanta. Dokument om bränsleceller är inte relevanta såvida inte bränslet 
i fråga kan karaktäriseras som förnyelsebart. 
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Appendix 2 
 

One of the used topics: English version 
 
Given below is the English version of topic 2 (CLEF 2000, 003). 
 
<num> 003 
<E-title> Drugs in Holland 
<E-desc> What is the drugs policy in the Netherlands? 
<E-narr> Relevant documents report regulations and decisions made by the Dutch government of 
hard and soft drugs regarding the sale and consumption of hard and soft drugs. 
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Appendix 3 
 

Sample word lists and corresponding queries 
 
The sample queries in this appendix were obtained from the corresponding, actually used queries 
by substitution of å, ä and ö for the three ASCII Scands “}”, “{“ and “|”, respectively. The 
substitution was performed for readability reasons. 
  
Example 1. Topic 001.  
 
Word list for the topic: 
 

arkitektur 
berlin 

 
Right hand truncation by the search expert: 
 

arkitekt,ur 
berlin, 

 
Query for SINFL-owqt: 
 

#sum(arkitektur berlin) 
 
Query for SINFL-tsqt:  
 
#sum(#syn( 
arkitekt arkitektarvodet arkitektbakgrund arkitektbana arkitektbanan  
arkitektbolaget arkitektbyrå arkitektbyråer arkitektbyårer  
arkitektbyråerna arkitektbyrån arkitektdelegationer arkitektelev  
arkitektelever arkitekteleverna arkitekteliten arkitekten arkitektens  
arkitekter arkitekterks arkitekterna arkitekternas arkitekters  
arkitektexamen arkitektfirma arkitektfirman arkitektfirmor  
arkitektförbund arkitektförbundet arkitektföreningen arkitektföretag  
arkitektföretagen arkitektföretaget arkitektförmedlingstjänsten  
arkitektförslag arkitektförslagen arkitektförslaget  
arkitektgeneration arkitektgenerationer arkitektgodis arkitektgrupp  
arkitektgruppen arkitektguruns arkitekthandlingar arkitekthatten  
arkitekthögskolan arkitekthjälp arkitekthus arkitektinstitutet  
arkitektjobb arkitektkollegan arkitektkonferens arkitektkongress  
arkitektkongressen arkitektkontakt arkitektkontor arkitektkontoren  
arkitektkontoret arkitektkontorets arkitektkontors arkitektkopia  
arkitektkåren arkitektkretsar arkitektkultur arkitektlag  
arkitektlaget arkitektlagets arkitektlinje arkitektlinjen  
arkitektämne arkitektmöte arkitektonisk arkitektoniska arkitektoniskt  
arkitektorisk arkitektparet arkitektpris arkitektprisets  
arkitektpristävling arkitektprofessor arkitektprofessorn  
arkitektårgångar arkitektritade arkitektritat arkitektritningar  
arkitektritningen arkitekts arkitektsammanslutningen arkitektskissen  
arkitektskisser arkitektskola arkitektskolan arkitektspråk  
arkitektstudenter arkitektstudenterna arkitektstuderande  
arkitektstudier arkitektstudierna arkitekttidskrifter  
arkitekttradition arkitekttrion arkitekttävlan arkitekttävling  
arkitekttävlingar arkitekttävlingarna arkitekttävlingen  
arkitekttävlingens arkitektundervisningen arkitektuppdragen  
arkitektur arkitektura arkitekturbok arkitekturdebatten  
arkitekturdebatter arkitekturdocent arkitekturelever arkitekturen  
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arkitekturens arkitekturer arkitekturforskare arkitekturfragment  
arkitekturhögskolan arkitekturhistoria arkitekturhistorien  
arkitekturhistoriens arkitekturhistorisk arkitekturhistoriska  
arkitekturhåll arkitekturideal arkitekturintresserade  
arkitekturjurymedlemmar arkitekturkompaniet arkitekturkonst  
arkitekturkritik arkitekturkritiken arkitekturkritikens  
arkitekturkritiker arkitekturkritikern arkitekturkritikerpris  
arkitekturlinje arkitekturlinjen arkitekturlinjerna arkitekturlistan  
arkitekturmotiv arkitekturmuseet arkitekturmuseets arkitekturmuseum  
arkitekturplaneringen arkitekturpris arkitekturprofessorn  
arkitekturprojekt arkitekturs arkitektursektion arkitektursektionen  
arkitektursektionens arkitektursektions arkitekturskola  
arkitekturskolan arkitekturstil arkitekturstilen arkitekturstuderande  
arkitekturstudier arkitekturtidskrift arkitekturtidskriften  
arkitekturtidskrifter arkitekturtrenden arkitekturuppdrag  
arkitekturuppfattningen arkitekturvisioner arkitektutbildning  
arkitektutbildningen arkitektutmaningar arkitektutmärkelser  
arkitektverksamhet arkitektävlingen arkitektyrket)  
#syn( 
berlin berlina berlinale berlinare berlinaren berlinarna berlinarnas  
berlinavtal berlinbarnet berlinbaserade berlinbesökare  
berlinblockaden berlinbor berlinbrigadens berlinbygget berlinda  
berlinde berliner berlinerblått berlinerdialekt berlineren  
berlinerformat berlinerluft berlinerne berlinersång berlinfestival  
berlinfestivalen berlinfestivalens berlinfilharmonikerna  
berlinfilharmonikernas berlinfilharmonin berlinförstaden berling  
berlingaffären berlingator berlinge berlinger berlingern berlings  
berlingska berlingske berlingskes berlinguer berlini berlinjudarna  
berlinåklagaren berlinkliniken berlinklubben berlinkorrespondent  
berlinkris berlinkriser berlinmöte berlinmötet berlinmuerns berlinmur  
berlinmurar berlinmuren berlinmurens berlinområdet berlinoperan  
berlinpoeten berlinpolisen berlinradions berlinresan berlins  
berlinscenerna berlinsk berlinska berlinskan berlinskildring  
berlinskorna berlinskt berlinstadsdel berlintiden berlintidningen  
berlintrafiken berlintunnel berlinversionen)) 
 
Query for the three indexing strategy-query tem combinations SBASE-bfqt, SSPLIT-bfqt and 
SSPLIT-EL-bfqt: 
 

#sum(arkitektur #syn(@berlin @berlins)) 
 

o 
 
Example 2. Topic 050.  
 
Word list for the topic: 
 

chiapas 
indianernas 
mexico 
uppror 

 
Right hand truncation by the search expert: 
 

chiapas 
indianerna,s 
mexico, 
uppror, 
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Query for SINFL-owqt: 
 

#sum(chiapas indianernas mexico uppror) 
 
Query for SINFL-tsqt:  
 
#sum(chiapas #syn(indianerna indianernas) #syn(mexico mexicocity mexicoresa 
mexicos mexicostajlade) #syn(uppror upprorda upproren upproret upprorets 
upprorisk upproriska upproriske upproriskhet upproriskt upprorsarmen 
upprorscitatet upprorsdygnet upprorseldar upprorsfanan upprorsförsök 
upprorshotet upprorskrig upprorsledare upprorsledaren upprorsledarens  
upprorsledarna upprorsliknande upprorslust upprorslusta upprorsmakare  
upprorsmakaren upprorsmakarna upprorsman upprorsmannen upprorsmän  
upprorsmännen upprorsmännens upprorsplaner upprorsrörelse  
upprorsrörelsen upprorsstämning upprorsstämningarna upprorstid  
upprorstorget upprorstrummornas upprorsungarna upprorsungen  
upprorsvåg)) 
 
Query for the three indexing strategy-query tem combinations SBASE-bfqt, SSPLIT-bfqt and 
SSPLIT-EL-bfqt: 
 

#sum(@chiapas indian #syn(@mexico @mexicos) uppror) 
 

o 
 
Example 3. Topic 071. 
 
Word list for the topic: 
 

cancer 
frukt 
gör 
grönsaker 
intag 
koppling 

 
Right hand truncation by the search expert: 
 

cancer, 
frukt, 
gör 
grönsak,er 
inta,g 
koppling, 

 
Query for SINFL-owqt: 
 

#sum(cancer frukt gör grönsaker intag koppling) 
 
Query for SINFL-tsqt:  
 
#sum(#syn( 
cancer cancerangrepp cancerangripna cancerartad cancerbehandling  
cancerbehandlingen cancerbekämpningen cancerceller cancercellerna  
cancercellernas cancercellers cancercenter cancerdöd cancerdödlighet  
cancerdiagnos cancerdiagnostik cancerdiagnostiska cancerdrabbad  
cancerdrabbade cancereffekter cancerenhet cancerepidemiologi  
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cancerepidemiologiska cancerepidemiologiskt cancerexperter cancerfall  
cancerfallen cancerfaran cancerfoncen cancerfond cancerfonden  
cancerfondens cancerfondsevenemang cancerform cancerformen  
cancerformer cancerformerna cancerforskare cancerforskaren  
cancerforskares cancerforskning cancerforskningar cancerforskningen  
cancerforskningsfond cancerframkallande cancerfrekvens  
cancerfrekvensen cancerföreningen cancergen cancergolfen  
cancergolfens cancergränsen cancerhjälpen cancerhämmande  
cancerinstitut cancerinstituts cancerklinik cancerkliniken  
cancerökning cancerkommitten cancerkongress cancerkongressen  
cancerkontroller cancerläkar cancerläkare cancerläkaren cancermedel  
cancermedicin cancermedicinen cancermedlet cancermisstanke cancern  
cancernojjor cancernovell cancerns cancerogen cancerogena cancerogent  
cancerområdet canceroperation canceroperationen canceroperationer  
cancerorganisationerna cancerpatient cancerpatienter  
cancerpatienterna cancerpinne cancerpreparat cancerpreventiva  
cancerprofessorn cancerprogram cancerproven cancerregister  
cancerregistren cancerregistret cancerrekord cancerrisk cancerrisken  
cancerrisker cancerriskerna cancersammanhang cancersjuk cancersjuka  
cancersjukas cancersjukdom cancersjukdomar cancersjukdomarna  
cancersjukdomen cancersjuke cancersjukvård cancersjukvården  
cancerskräck cancerskyddande cancersmärta cancersnyftaren  
cancerspecialist cancersår cancerstatistiken cancerstiftelse  
cancerstudier cancersvulst cancersvulster cancersymptom  
canceråterfall cancertest cancertumör cancertumören cancertumörer  
cancertyper cancerunionen cancerutveckling cancervaccin cancervarning  
cancervirus cancervård cancervården)  
#syn( 
frukt frukta fruktad fruktade fruktades fruktaffär fruktaffären  
fruktaffärer fruktambassadör fruktan fruktans fruktansvart  
fruktansvärd fruktansvärda fruktansvärdaste fruktansvärde  
fruktansvärt fruktanvärda fruktar fruktarsvärt fruktas fruktat  
fruktavdelning fruktavdelningen fruktavfall fruktbakelse  
fruktbakelser fruktbar fruktbara fruktbarhet fruktbarheten  
fruktbarhetens fruktbarhetsdoktorn fruktbarhetsgud fruktbarhetsguden  
fruktbarhetsgudinna fruktbarhetsgudinnan fruktbarhetsgudinnor  
fruktbarhetsriter fruktbarhetssymbol fruktbarhetssymboler fruktbart  
fruktbädd fruktbeståndet fruktbildning fruktbitar fruktbitarna  
fruktbål fruktblandning fruktbolag fruktbolaget fruktbärande  
fruktbringande fruktbåtar fruktbåtarna fruktbuffen fruktbuljong  
fruktbutik fruktbutiken fruktcocktail fruktcoctail fruktdagen  
fruktdesserter fruktdiskar fruktdiskarna fruktdisken fruktdoftande  
fruktdrink fruktdrinkar fruktdryck fruktelig frukten fruktens frukter  
frukterna frukternas fruktfat fruktfatet fruktfatslampor fruktfirma  
fruktfolk fruktförådet fruktförädlarna fruktfrälst fruktfrämjandet  
fruktfräs fruktförsäljarna fruktförsäljarnas fruktförsäljerska  
fruktförstörare fruktöga fruktgele fruktglassorter frukthall  
frukthamn frukthandel frukthandeln frukthandlare frukthandlaren  
frukthandlarparti frukthanteringen frukthimmel fruktig fruktiga  
fruktighet fruktigheten fruktigt fruktimportfirma fruktimportörerna  
fruktindustri fruktindustrier fruktindustriers fruktindustrin  
fruktinlägg fruktjuice fruktjuicer fruktkaka fruktkansvärt  
fruktkällaren fruktkniv fruktknivar fruktkännare fruktknoppen  
fruktkolor fruktkompott fruktkonserver fruktkorg fruktkorgen  
fruktkören fruktkräm fruktkropp fruktkroppar fruktkött fruktköttet  
fruktkvaliteten fruktöl fruktlaster fruktlådan fruktlådor  
fruktlådorna fruktleverantör fruktlikt fruktlossning fruktlotter  
fruktlös fruktlösa fruktlöshet fruktlöst fruktmarknad fruktmellanmål  
fruktämnen fruktmos fruktmotiv fruktmousser fruktodlardistrikten  
fruktodlare fruktodlaren fruktodlareår fruktodlarevägen  
fruktodlarhustrun fruktodlarna fruktodling fruktodlingar  
fruktodlingarna fruktodlingen fruktodlingsinstitut fruktostomeletten  
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fruktpaj fruktpausen fruktpektin fruktproduktion fruktpåsar fruktpåse  
fruktpure fruktpureer frukträd frukträdens fruktrådet fruktrådets  
frukträdgård fruktrester fruktröran fruktsallad fruktsallader  
fruktsam fruktsamhet fruktsamheten fruktsamhetstid fruktsamhetstiden  
fruktsamma fruktsamt fruktservice fruktskal fruktskalen fruktskål  
fruktskålen fruktskörd fruktskörden fruktsmak fruktsmakardagar  
fruktsmaken fruktsmörgås fruktsocker fruktsoda fruktsoppa fruktsorbet  
fruktsorbeter fruktsorterna fruktsås fruktsåserna fruktsäsongen  
fruktstation fruktstilleben fruktsötma fruktstånden fruktståndet  
fruktstund fruktsyra fruktte fruktterminalen frukttorkning fruktträ  
fruktträd fruktträden fruktträdgård fruktträdgårdar fruktträdgårdarna  
fruktträdgården fruktträdstankar frukttårta frukttävling  
fruktutställningen fruktyoghurt fruktyoughurt) gör  
#syn( 
grönsak grönsaken grönsakens grönsaker grönsakerkoka grönsakerna  
grönsakers grönsakhus grönsaks grönsaksaffär grönsaksaffären  
grönsaksbädd grönsaksbädden grönsaksberg grönsaksbitar  
grönsaksbladningen grönsaksblandning grönsaksblandningar  
grönsaksblandningen grönsaksblast grönsaksboden grönsaksbolaget  
grönsaksbranschen grönsaksbuffe grönsaksbuketter grönsaksbul  
grönsaksbuljong grönsaksbuljongen grönsaksbuljongtärning  
grönsaksbuljongtärningar grönsaksburgare grönsaksbutik grönsakscurry  
grönsaksdepån grönsaksdillet grönsaksdisk grönsaksdiskar  
grönsaksdiskarna grönsaksdisken grönsaksdistributörer  
grönsaksdistrubition grönsaksexpertis grönsaksfabriken grönsaksfat  
grönsaksfröer grönsaksfrämjandet grönsaksfrön grönsaksfröna  
grönsaksfräset grönsaksförsäljare grönsaksförsäljarna  
grönsaksförsäljning grönsaksförsändelser grönsaksfyllning  
grönsaksgratänger grönsaksgryta grönsakshack grönsakshall  
grönsakshallar grönsakshandel grönsakshandlare grönsakshandlaren  
grönsakshandlarnas grönsakshus grönsakshuset grönsaksimporten  
grönsaksjesusar grönsaksjuice grönsaksjulienne grönsakskampanj  
grönsakskartonger grönsakskastrullen grönsakskoket grönsakskonsulent  
grönsakskosmetika grönsakskrydda grönsakskryddad grönsakslagren  
grönsaksland grönsakslanden grönsakslandet grönsakslåda  
grönsaksleverans grönsaksleverantör grönsaksmarknad grönsaksmarknaden  
grönsaksmarknader grönsaksmarknaderna grönsaksmärkning  
grönsaksodlardistrikt grönsaksodlare grönsaksodlarna grönsaksodling  
grönsaksodlingar grönsaksodlingarna grönsaksodlingen grönsaksoppa  
grönsakspaj grönsakspajen grönsaksproducenter grönsaksprodukter  
grönsaksproduktionen grönsakspytt grönsakspyttipanna grönsaksragu  
grönsaksragufräs grönsaksragun grönsaksrester grönsaksris  
grönsaksriset grönsaksrisrecept grönsaksröra grönsaksröran  
grönsaksrätt grönsaksrätten grönsaksrätter grönsaksshopping  
grönsaksskörd grönsakssmink grönsakssoppa grönsakssorter  
grönsaksspecialisten grönsaksspett grönsakssås grönsakssäsong  
grönsaksstånd grönsaksstånden grönsaksstrimlorna grönsaksstuvning  
grönsaksstuvningar grönsakssuffle grönsakstäcke grönsakstorget  
grönsakstäppan grönsaksväg)  
#syn( 
inta intag intaga intagande intagandes intagandet intagas intagen  
intager intages intaget intagit intagits intagna intagnas intagne  
intagnes intagning intagningar intagningarna intagningen  
intagningsavdelning intagningsavdelningar intagningsavdelningen  
intagningseneheten intagningsenhet intagningsenheten intagningsformen  
intagningsförfarande intagningsförfarandet intagningsförvaltningen  
intagningskansliet intagningskommitten intagningskrav  
intagningskraven intagningsledning intagningsmetoderna  
intagningsnämnd intagningsnämnden intagningsnämndens intagningsomgång  
intagningsomgången intagningsplatser intagningspoäng  
intagningspoängen intagningspoängerna intagningsprincipen  
intagningsprov intagningsproven intagningsproverna intagningsregler  
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intagningsreglerna intagningsärenden intagningssekreterare  
intagningssiffra intagningssnittet intagningsstopp intagningssätt  
intagningssystem intagningstest intagningstestet intagsgatan intakt  
intakta intala intalad intalade intalar intalas intalat intalats  
intallationen intangibles intappad intar intargöteborg intarisa  
intarsia intarsiaarbete intarsiabehandlade intarsiabidrag  
intarsiakonstnär intarsiarabete intarsiaskåpet intas intasskräck  
intatuerat)  
#syn( 
koppling kopplingar kopplingarna kopplingen kopplingsanalys  
kopplingsbara kopplingsboxen kopplingsbyte kopplingscentral  
kopplingshaveri kopplingskonstruktioner kopplingsmanövrar  
kopplingspedal kopplingspedalen kopplingspunkter kopplingspunkterna  
kopplingsschema kopplingsscheman kopplingsschemat kopplingsskåp  
kopplingsskåpet kopplingssliret kopplingsstället kopplingssystem  
kopplingston kopplingstonen kopplingstvång kopplingsur  
kopplingsvajern kopplingsystemet)) 
 
Query for the three indexing strategy-query tem combinations SBASE-bfqt, SSPLIT-bfqt and 
SSPLIT-EL-bfqt: 
 

#sum(cancer frukt göra grönsak intag koppling) 
 

o 
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Appendix 4  
 

Examples of terms not recognized by SWETWOL 
 
The list below contains 15 examples of terms that were not recognized by SWETWOL. Each term 
occurs in a word list, among the 52 word lists that constitute the basis for the queries of the 
experiment, or in the test document collection. Most of the terms in the list are proper names. 
 
Berlin (“Berlin”) 
Bildt (Swedish last name) 
biologism (“biologism”) 
doping (“doping”) 
Europa (“Europe”) 
Hokkaido (”Hokkaido”) 
IRA (”IRA”, acronym for Irländska Republikanska Armén (”the Irish Republican Army”)) 
Italien (“Italy”) 
junkmat (“junk food”) 
Kairo (”Cairo”) 
Palmemordet (“the Palme murder”) 
Storbritannien (“Great Britain”) 
Tjetjenien (“the Chechen Republic”) 
turquoise (an English word, the name of a color) 
Venedigfestivalen (”the Venice Festival”) 
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Appendix 5  
 

Problem with queries for SSPLIT-bfqt and SSPLIT-EL-bfqt 
 
It is possible that a term t is such that (1) t is not recognized when t itself is given to SWETWOL, 
and (2) a compound, which has t as a component, is recocognized when given to SWETWOL.  
 
An example of such a term is europa. europa is not recognized, but, e.g., the compound 
europavaluta (”Europe currency”) is recognized. The cohort for europavaluta is: 
 

"<europavaluta>" 
          "europa#valuta"  N UTR INDEF SG NOM 
 
If both the documents d1 = [europa] and d2 = [europavaluta] occur in the document collection that 
is being indexed, then both @europa and europa are taken to indices like SPLIT/SPLIT-EL. 
Consider Figure A5-1 below. 
 
Figure A5-1.  Part of a hypothetical database and part of a hypothetical SPLIT/SPLIT-EL-like index. 

 
 

 
 
If a query q is @europa, the document d2 is missed by q, since there are two “europa” entries75, and 
d2 is only represented at the one without the prefix “@”. However, documents that contain 
compounds like europavaluta are intended to be retrived by queries, matched against indices like 
SPLIT and SPLIT-EL, that contain a component of the compound. Note that without the mark up 
of not recognized terms, there would be only one “europa” entry, q would be europa, and both d2 
and d1 would be retrived. 
 
The problem at stake can be formulated as follows: 
 

                                                           
75 Only terms, not their associated sets (of lists), are given in Figure A5-1. 
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(P) For the combination SSPLIT-bfqt (SSPLIT-EL-bfqt), a term =t @s, in a query for the 
combination, is such that s retrieves documents when matched against SPLIT (SPLIT-EL), and a 
least one of the documents retrieved by s is not retrieved by t, when t is matched against SPLIT 
(SPLIT-EL). 
 
For each query q for SSPLIT-bfqt (SSPLIT-EL-bfqt) with at least one term t on the form @s, the 
following procedure was followed for each such term t in q: 
 
A search was first performed against SPLIT (SPLIT-EL) with s as query. If s retrieved at least one 
document, the following steps were taken: 
 
1. The set of documents retrieved by s, S, was formed. 
2. A new search against SPLIT (SPLIT-EL) was performed with t as query. 
3. The set of documents retrieved by t, T, was formed.  
4. The set of documents retrieved by s but not by t, TS − , was formed. 
5. The number of documents in TS − , || TS − , was computed. 
 
The outcome of the investigation was the same for SSPLIT-bfqt and SSPLIT-EL-bfqt. For both 
SSPLIT-bfqt and SSPLIT-EL-bfqt, only @europa satisfied (P). @europa occurs in four of the 52 
queries, and all four occurrences occur in the following subquery: 
 

#syn(@europa @europas) 
 
The four queries are listed below, together with corresponding topic numbers (substitution of å, ä 
and ö for the three ASCII Scands “}”, “{“ and “|”, respectively, has been performed in the actually 
used queries): 
 
Topic 004:  
 
#sum(#syn(@europa @europas) jordbruk kostnad orsaka skada statistik 
översvämning) 
 
Topic 034: 
 
#sum(alkoholkonsumtion #syn(@europa @europas) omfattning orsak) 
 
Topic 056: 
 
#sum(#syn(@europa @europas) kampanj rasism) 
 
Topic 073: 
 
#sum(beslut #syn(@eu @eus) #syn(@europa @europas) europeisk fatta folkomröstning 
gå negativ #syn(@norge @norges) norsk reaktion resultat union övrig) 
 
For both combinations, europa retrieved 2,715 documents, and 2,041 of these were not retrieved by 
@europa .This is approximately 74.2% of the documents retrieved by europa. If no mark up of not 
recognized terms would be performed, each of the 2,041 documents retrieved by europa but not by 
@europa would be retrieved, since europa and not @europa would be used in the queries. 
 
Since four topics are such that the two combinations SSPLIT-bfqt and SSPLIT-EL-bfqt are not 
treated fairly, the effect of correcting the four affected queries on retrieval effectiveness (for the 
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two combinations) was tested. The subquery #syn(@europa @europas) of the four queries were 
expanded with europa, which yielded the modified subquery 
 
 #syn(@europa europa @europas) 
 
Each of the 2,041 documents not retrived by @europa is then retrieved by the four modified 
queries. 
 
The four modified queries were run both against SPLIT and SPLIT-EL. With respect to position 
100 (the last considered position in the study) in a ranked list of documents, 22 new documents 
were retrieved by the modified queries. That is, 22 documents of the retrieved ones had not been 
relevance assessed in relation to the four topics. These documents were relevance assessed by the 
author. 21 of them was clearly irrelevant, and one of them was assigned the relevance score 2.76 
Table A5-1 gives data on the distributions of new documents and new relevant documents over the 
four topics, together with data on the number of known relevant documents for the topics. 
 
Table A5-1.  Data, for the four topics, on new retrieved documents and on known relevant documents. 

Topic # new documents # new relevant documents # known relevant documents  
004 2 0 2 
034 11 (relevance score 2) 1  (14 + 1 new) 15  
056 2 0 9 
073 7 0 13 

 
When the new relevant document was taken into consideration, the average (mean) precision of the 
four modified queries, for the two combinations SSPLIT-bfqt and SSPLIT-EL-bfqt, was compared 
with the average precision of the four original queries. Average precision of four queries was 
measured at each of the 13 positions77 (in a ranked list of documents) that are used in the study. 
  
The modified queries performed only slightly better than the original queries. This holds for a 
majority of the positions, and for both combinations. The maximal observed increase in precision, 
10 percentage units, was the same for both combinations, and occurred at position 5 (for both 
combinations). The average precision for the four original queries at this position was 35% (for 
both combinations), for the modified queries 45%. Also the second greatest increase, 5 percentage 
units, was the same for both combinations, and occurred at position 10 (for both combinations). 
 
However, when the mean over all 13 averages, both for the original queries and for the modified 
ones, and for both combinations, was computed, only a minor improvement in precision was 
observed for the modified queries. The increase was about 2 percentage units, for both 
combinations. 
 
Since the precision for the modified queries was not substantially greater than for the original 
queries, it was decided to retain the original queries for the four topics, and no re-runs were 
performed. 

                                                           
76 See Section 7.3.1 for an exposition of the relevance scale used in the study. 
77 The positions are given in Section 7.5.2. 
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Appendix 6  
 

Alternative token definition 
 
In this appendix, an alternative to the token definition given in Chapter 5 is put forward. The 
alternative definition uses the concept of a deterministic finite automaton (DFA). The task is to 
construct an DFA that accepts those and only those strings over the alphabet  

∪= AS {ì, û, ù, Ñ}, where A is the set of ASCII characters, that match the regular expression  
 

=r ([a-zA-Z}{|][\^~]+) | ( [0-9]+) 
 
where each character, except ”-”, that occurs inside the first occurrence of ”[” and the second 
occurrence of ”]” stands for itself. 
 
Definition 1. A string v of symbols over S matches r if and only if v is non-empty, and either (1) 
for each symbol σ  that occurs in v, σ  is a Roman letter (upper or lower case), or σ  is an ASCII 
Scand, or ∈σ {^, ~}, or (2) for each symbol σ  that occurs in v, }9,1,0{ K∈σ .  
 
The following short introduction to DFAs is based on (Lewis and Papadimitriou, 1981).  
 
A deterministic finite automaton is a mathematical model of a computer. The basic idea behind 
DFAs is that the reading head of the DFA at regular intervals reads a symbol from an input tape, 
and then the DFA moves to a new state. Which state the DFA moves to depends only on the current 
state and on the symbol just read. The reading head, after reading the symbol, moves one position 
to the right with respect to the input tape. In the new state, the new symbol, immediately to the right 
of the first one, is read. The process is iterated until the last symbol of the input tape has been read. 
 
Formally, a deterministic finite automaton is a 5-tuple ),,,,( FsKM δΣ= where 
 

K is a finite set of states, 
Σ  is an alphabet, 

Ks ∈ is the initial state, 
KF ⊆ is the set of final states, 

 
and δ , the transition function, is a function from the Cartesian product Σ×K  to K. 
 
An DFA M performs a computation on an input string. This notion of a computation on an input 
string can be formalized as follows. Let v and v′  be strings over Σ , the alphabet of M. A 
configuration of M is any element of *Σ×K . For example, if Kq ∈  and *Σ∈jazz , then  
the ordered pair (q, jazz) is a configuration. ),( vq  yields ),( vq ′′  in one step if and only if 

vv ′= oσ , for Σ∈σ , and qq ′=),( σδ . The defining condition expresses the idea that M can pass 
from the configuration ),( vq  to the configuration ),( vq ′′  in a single move. Moreover, ),( vq  yields 

),( vq ′′  if and only if there is a sequence of configurations )),(,),,(( 11 nn vqvq K , where 
),(),( 11 vqvq = , ),(),( nn vqvq =′′ , for 1≥n , such that ),( ii vq  yields ),( 11 ++ ii vq  in one step, for 

1,,1 −= ni K . A string *Σ∈v  is accepted by M if and only if there is a state Fq ∈  such that ),( vs  
yields ),( eq . 
 
Finally, the language accepted by M, denoted by L(M), is the set of all strings accepted by M. 
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Let =D {0, ..., 9} and let =L {a, ..., z, A, ..., Z, }, {, |, ], [, \, ^, ~} (the first occurrence of ”}” 
belongs to the set). Clearly, SLD ⊆, . Consider the automaton ),,,,( FsKM δΣ= , where 
 
 },,,{ 3210 qqqqK = , 

S=Σ  (defined as above), 
0qs = , 

},{ 32 qqF = , 
 
and the transition function, δ , defined as follows: 
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Figure A6-1 below shows a so-called state diagram of M. The nodes represent states, and the two 
nodes with nested ellipses represent final states. As an example, if M is in state 0q  and reads a 
symbol σ  that is neither a digit nor a ”letter” ( )( LDS ∪−∈σ ), the next state of M is 1q  (the 
arrow from 0q to 1q ). 

Figure A6-1. State diagram of the DFA M. 
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A document d is considered to be a string over the alphabet S. We repeat the token definition from 
Chapter 5: 
 
An occurrence v of a substring of d is a token if and only if 
 

(1) v matches r, and 
(2) there is no occurrence w of a substring of d such that (a) v is a proper substring of 
w, and (b) w matches r. 

 
The alternative token definition is: 
 
Alternative token definition. An occurrence v of a substring of d is a token if and only if 
 

(1) v is accepted by M, and 
(2) there is no occurrence w of a substring of d such that (a) v is a proper substring of 
w, and (b) w is accepted by M. 

 
We need the following proposition, from which it follows that the alternative token definition is 
equivalent to the definition given in Chapter 5: 
 
Proposition 1. Let v be a string over S. Then v matches r if and only if M accepts v. 
 
Proof. First, assume that v matches r. Two cases. (a) v satisfies condition (1) in Definition 1. Then 

mllv oLo1=  )1( ≥m  is a string over L. Initially, M is in 0qs = . Immediately after the first 
character, 1l , has been read, M is in state 3q , since 310 ),( qlq =δ . Then ),( 0 vq  yields 

),( 23 mllq oLo  in one step. (If 1=m , then ),( 0 vq  yields ),( 3 eq  in one step.) Now, for each il  
)2( mi ≤≤ , 33 ),( qlq i =δ . Therefore, for mi <≤2 , ),( 3 mi llq oLo  yields ),( 13 mi llq oLo+  in one 

step. Moreover, ),( 3 mlq  yields ),( 3 eq  in one step. We then get a sequence )),(,),,(( 30 eqvq K of 
1+m configurations such that for each configuration ),( wq  in the sequence, ),( wq  yields its 

successor configuration in one step. But then ),( 0 vq  yields ),( 3 eq , and 3q  is a final state. Thus M 
accepts v. (b) v satisfies condition (2) in Definition 1. Then mddv oLo1=  )1( ≥m  is a string over 
D. Same reasoning as under case (a). 
 
Assume that M accepts v. Then, since 0q is not a final state, ev ≠ . Let  mccv oLo1= . 
Immediately after 1c  has been read, M cannot be in 1q . The reason is that if M would be in 1q , M 
would not accept v ( 1q is not a final state, and 11 ),( qq =σδ , for each S∈σ ). We consider the two 
possible cases. (1) M is in 2q immediately after 1c  has been read. Then, from the definition of δ , 

Dc ∈1 . Since M accepts v, it is not possible that DSci −∈  )2( mi ≤≤ , since M would in that 
case move to the non-final state 1q , and remain there. Therefore, each such Dci ∈ . But then v 
satisfies condition (2) in Definition 1, and therefore v matches r. (2) M is in 3q immediately after 1c  
has been read. Same reasoning as under case (1). o
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Appendix 7  
 

Instructions for the assessors (English translation) 
 
 
General instructions and relevance criteria 
 
You have received a document that contains those 13 topics, whose documents you should assess. 
A topic contains three fields: Number, Title and Description. Title and Description give information 
on what is requested/searched for and are the fields that should be used during the assessments. 
 
Further you have been given, for each topic, a document collection in paper form. This collection 
contains the documents you should assess in relation to the topic. Each sheet in a collection has the 
topic number on the top of the sheet. 
 
You have also been given the document collections in electronic form: 13 text files, which should 
be opened and processed in TextPad, a text editor for Windows. However, it is documents in 
paper form that should be read. 
 
When you perform the assessments, imagine that you will write an overview about the subject that 
is described in the topic. 
 
A relevance scale with four possible relevance scores is used in the project. These scores (and what 
they stand for), together with corresponding relevance criteria, are given below: 
 

(0 – irrelevant)  The document does not contain any information about the topic. 
 
(1 – marginally relevant)  The document only points to the topic. It does not contain any other 

information, with respect to the topic, than the description of the 
topic. 

(2 – fairly relevant) The document contains more information than the description of the 
topic but the presentation is not exhaustive. In the case of a topic with 
several aspects, only some of the aspects are covered by the 
document.  

 
(3 – highly relevant) The document discusses all of the themes of the topic. In the case of a 

topic with several aspects, all or most of the aspects are covered by 
the document. 

 
A document can be assigned the relevance score 3, even if only a small part of the document treats 
the topic. It is not a question about that a certain proportion of the documents should treat a topic. 
This is important to remember. Then and then, during your work, you should go back to the 
relevance criteria. Further, it is the degree of subject relevance that should be assessed. Other 
aspects of the documents play no roll whatsoever. It is very important that this is not forgotten or 
ignored. The relevance assessment should not be based only on the title (if a title exists) of the 
document. 
 
When you assess the documents for a given topic, return then and then to the topic text. This will 
help you to keep up consistency in the assessments. Each document should be assessed on its own 
merits. Assume that you give a document the relevance score 3. Further, assume that you later on 
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come across several documents with the same information. These later documents, for example the 
thirtieth in the order, should be given the same relevance score as the first document, namely 3. The 
later documents should not be considered as less relevant, only because we have already seen 
documents with the information in question. 
 
If the same document occurs more than one time for a topic, the copies are treated as different 
documents. 
 
It may happen that a document is incomplete. For example, it may be the case that a document has 
only a title. Such documents should be assigned the relevance score 0, if you find that the text that 
is present (for example the title) does not give sufficient information to assess the document. 
 
It is possible that a topic does not have documents, in the corresponding document collection, that 
can be assigned any of the scores 1, 2 or 3. In that case, keep calm and do not reduce the relevance 
requirements in order to obtain documents with a score greater than 0. 
 
Have the task (relevance assessment) before the eyes during the whole assessment project. Be 
accurate! 
 
Specific instructions 
 
Assume now that you will assess the documents in (the paper) collection that belongs to a certain 
topic. The documents in the collection are ordered ascending after document length. It is very 
important that the short documents, which then occur first in the collection, are not treated in 
a careless way. They should be treated as serious as the longer documents in the end of the 
collection. 
 
Observe that the decimal number, which occurs in the field %DOC on the first page of a 
document, has nothing to do with the relevancy of the document for the topic. The number in 
question should be ignored. 
 
Start by carefully reading the topic text. Then skim 20-30 documents in the collection in order to 
get an idea of the content of the documents. 
 
When a given document in the collection should be assessed, do as follows: 
 

1. Carefully read the document. During the reading, those parts of the document (if any) that 
agree, from a subject point of view, with the topic are marked with a vertical line in the left 
margin. Observe that you can stop the reading of a document, if you, at a given point in the 
document, think that the document satisfies the criteria for the relevance score 3. 

2. When you have decided which of the four relevance scores the document should be 
assigned, you write the relevance score to the right of the text ”RELEVANCE SCORE:”. 
This text occurs on the first page of the document, at the top and to the left. 

 
When all documents in the collection for a topic have been assessed, the relevance scores are also 
fed into the corresponding electronic documents. For a given document, a space, immediately 
followed by a digit (the relevance score), is fed immediately to the right of the text: ”RELEVANCE 
SCORE:”. N.B. No other characters than space and the digit are allowed to occur to right of the text 
in question. For example, tabs are not allowed. 
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N.B. Make sure that you have this text available during the whole 
assessment project. 
 


